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Local governments private companies currently operate more than 240
non-hazardous solid waste facilities in Virginia. In recent years, there has been an
increase in the number ofprivate regional landfills in the Commonwealth. Most ofthese
facilities import waste from outside ofVirginia as a regular part oftheir operations.
solid waste facilities in the Commonwealth are regulated by the Department
Environmental Quality (DEQ).

HouseJoint Resolution 529 directed JLARC to study the practices related
siting, monitoring, and cleanup ofsolid waste facilities with a special focus on the impact
ofthese activities on minority communities. This study mandate was passed in response
to charges that minority neighborhoods were being targeted as host communities for
solid waste facilities, in particular large regional landfills.

The findings of the study were mixed. There are some racial inequities
associated with the local siting ofthe private regional landfills, and in approximately 35
percent of the communities in which facilities have been sited since the State adopted
a comprehensive set of regulations, minorities do live in disproportionately high
numbers. However, approximately 72 percent of the persons who live around recently
permitted solid waste facilities are white. While localities generally did a poor job of
involving the community in the process for siting these facilities, there is no reliable
evidence to indicate that there has been any intent to discriminate in the locaLsite
selection process.

The report also found significant gaps in DEQ's central office oversight
program, as well as problems in the solid waste inspection program that is implemented
by regional office staff. With regard to the inspection process, the report found that solid
waste sites in minority communities received fewer inspections and had especially long
periods of non-compliance compared to those facilities in white communities. These
problems appear to be at least partly the result of chronic staff shortages among
inspectors, a lack ofguidance from the DEQ's central office, and an inefficient and weak
enforcement process.

The report includes recommendations intended to improve community involve
ment in the siting process, DEQ's central office oversight program, and the agency's
inspection and enforcement activities. DEQ's implementation of these recommenda
tions is necessary to ensure compliance with Virginia's solid waste management
regulations as well as to ensure protection of the environment and minimize any
negative impact on minorities or other citizens ofthe Commonwealth who live near solid
waste facilities.

On behalf of JLARC staff, I would like to express our appreciation the
cooperation and assistance provided by staff at the Department of Environmental
Quality, the local officials and facility operators around the State who met with us or
provided information through surveys, and representatives of the private waste
companies and the community action groups that we interviewed.
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• However, almost four out of every ten
solid waste facilities that have been
sited in the State since 1988 are lo
cated in disproportionately
communities. nearly half

The majority of these facilities in the
State are sanitary, industrial, and demolition
debris landfills which are used to dispose of
various types of solid waste by burying the
refuse in the ground. The State agency
responsible for ensuring that regulations
governing the management and disposal of
solid waste are properly implemented is the
Departmentof Environmental Quality (DEQ).
In 1988, the responsibilities of this agency
increased significantly with the adoption of a
sweeping set of solid waste regulations that
were designed to protect the environment
from possible contamination related to the
disposal of solid waste.

The key issue raised in this mandate is
whether a pattern of racial discrimination
has developed in the process for siting and
monitoring solid waste management facili
ties which disproportionately exposes mi
norities to certain health risks. While the
study found no evidence of an intent to
discriminate against minorities, the analysis
revealed that in some cases, siting and
monitoring practices have had a dispropor
tionate impact on minority communities.
Significant findings of the report include:

1& Only 17 percent of the solid waste
facilities sited since 1988 are located
in communities which have a minority
population rate that exceeds 50 per
cent. This calls into question the view
that minority communities are rou
tinely targeted to host solid waste
facilities in Virginia.

epJL

In 1993, the Virginia General Assembly
passed House Joint Resolution 529 direct
ing JLARC to study practices related to the
siting, monitoring, and clean-up of both haz
ardous and non-hazardous solid waste fa
cilities, specifically focusing on the impact of
these activities on minority communities.
While there are no hazardous waste dis
posal facilities in Virginia, local governments
and private companies operate more than
240 non-hazardous solid
across the State.



No Evidence of Intent to
Target Minority Communities

Despite the disproportionate impact on
minorities, there is no evidence of an intent
to discriminate against thl3se communities.
A review of the local pro-

Minorities Are Disproportionately Im
pacted by 35 Percent of SWMF Sitings

To determine the impact on minorities
of recently sited SWMFs, JLARC staff con
ducted an analysis of the racial composition
of the communities surrounding the recently
sited SWMFs. Analysis of the communities
around these facilities reveal that approxi
mately seven out of every ten residents who
live within communities around new newly
permitted SWMFs are white. In addition,
only seven out of 41 communities (17 per
cent) around these sites have a minority
population that exceeds 50 percent (see
Figure, opposite page).

Nonetheless, legitimate questions can
be raised aboutfacility sitings patternswhich
show that minorities live near SWMFs at
rates which are higher than should be ex
pected based on their numbers in the overall
population of the locality. This type of dis
proportionate representation suggests that
minorities are, either coincidentally or as a
matter of public policy, being forced to bear
a disproportionate share of any burdens or
risks which may be associated with liVing in
close proximity to a SWMF.

The study findings suggest that minori
ties are disproportionately impacted by 35
percent of the SWMF sitings (see Figure,
page IV). Fourteen of the 40 (35 percent)
planned or established facilities since 1988
are in communities that are disproportion
ately minority. In seven of these 14 facility
sitings that are considered to have a dispro
portionate impact, the differences between
the community and the locality-Wide minor
ity rate are greater than 20 percentage
points..

difference between
and locality-wide mi

population rate is substantial.

'" been some growth in the
private regional landfills in

Virginia. This has created
racial equity issues

as a disproportionate amount of solid
waste is disposed of in Central Vir

a large proportion of

€I gaps exist in DEQ'ssolidwaste
oversight program. Man

agement within DEQ have not imple- .
m~!ntt=lrl systems to monitor the com
nli::lnf'A status of solid waste facilities

respect to groundwater monitor-
and landfill closure activities. Nor

is given to whether the
agency's majorcompliance programs
- monitoring and enforcement 
are consistently implemented.

<II is no evidence of an intent
to discriminate by local governing

approve site locations,
governments generallydo apoor

cro,activellv involving the com
siting process.

'" to staffing problems, the perfor-
mance of the agency's inspectors has
been inconsistent, and data for a
sample of waste facilities indicates
less inspection activity for facilities in
minority neighborhoods. DEQ has
not adequately enforced the closure
requirements for landfills that are no
inn,f'lcl' receiving waste and does not

monitor these facilities to
ensure that they are notcreating prob

environment.



Public Participation
Process Needs

One aspect
needs to be improved is
In a number of vi~ited

was apparent that
involvement during
siting process. In some
localities, much "'I ...,........ i,.,"'"

was handled by professional
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cal mapping database to help identify the
racial characteristics of residents surround
ing all sites in which SWMFs are proposed.
If the communities are predominantly or
disproportionately minority, the permit appli
cant should be required to demonstrate that
representatives from the affected commu
nity were given the opportunity to participate
in the process for siting the facility.

Critical Gaps Exist in CEQ's
Oversight Program

In response to the 1988 Solid Waste
Management Regulations, DEQ has estab
lished a program of oversight to enforce the
regulatory requirements. However, this over
sight program has some significant prob
lems which appear to be at least partly the



DEQ Needs to hYu·u·<I"lI'UIi!:JA Enfc.rc.!mlent
of the Closure Requiirelnelnts

Because landfills pose a the
environment even
receiving waste, it is i .... I"',.,I"'I'!:lIni'

facilities be closed n ..,.,nol"'I\,

is required by the regulatiorls
inspect inactive
sure that the
mented,
mal oversight in

I enforcement
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1980, only 148 cases
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still pending after an aVElraCle
since the initial referral. ge....al"lo::>e

nothave the authority
penalties without I'V·....'."Ol"'i'

tor, some cases are rj:llf&:l!rr&:~rl

General's. office
cases remain unresolved
of six years:

DEQ needs to IIlo::>ILlI.UI,1t:l SleVE~ral reforms
to improve the agency's process.
The agency needs a workload
analysis for each region
number of inspectors that required to
enhance the integrity pro-
cess. In addition, the ""n,:>nr'" should imple
ment a notice of violation system like
the one .used in the
greater consistency to inspection pro
cess. DEQ should also develop an auto
mated data management system will
allow inspectors to more efficiently track the
compliance status of all in the State
and enable central provide
better oversight of the process.
Finally, the enforcement process be
strengthened if the Code were
amended to give an adlTlirlistratiivelaviI it
the authority to i ........,.,""o

recalcitrant solid waste OPE~rators

violation of the State's

waste operators that do not re-
viollath::ms are to the agency's

~j:lI\,lj:llrJ:l1 reorganizations that
proaram has undergone in
Some staff are not clear on th.~ir

respolnsilbilil:ies oversight, and veryJittle
attention is given to supervising and coordi.

work. of the field staff who are
roe,rv'.I"Ie>ihlo for conducting facility inspe9

it appears that DEQ has estab-:J
a to enforce many ofthemajor .

new regulatory requirements, the. agency
has given only minimal attention to keyregu
latory requirements regarding groundwate,r
monitoring and landfill closure. In the ar~a of
groundwater monitoring, DEQ's lack of en-:
forcement may have allowed higher rates of
noncompliance for landfills in minority com
munities to go undetected.

The department needs to substantially
improve its oversight program in thesear
eas. This can be accomplished by clearly
defining the oversight responsibilities for all
central office staff and developing a.report
ing system that requires regional staff to
report quarterly on compliance rates for both
active and closed facilities.

DEQ's Inspection Process Is
Inconsistent and Varies by Race

Examination of DEQ's inspection pro
cess over the last 23 years revealed signifi
cant problems with the process which are at
least partly the result of chronic staff short
ages among inspectors and a lack of guid
ance from the department's central office.
The analysis revealed that inspectors are
not able to consistently conduct inspections
of SWMFs in their region. Further, the
length of time between inspections is con
siderable and especially long for sites in
minority neighborhoods. Also, the length of
time that sites remain out of compliance with
solid waste regulations has increased over

and the periods of non-compliance
have been especially lengthy for sites in

v



landfills that have stopped receiving waste
have never been inspected by DEQ. Addi
tionally, the majority of inactive landfills that
are required to close under the regulations
have not been forced to do so, and less than
30 percent of these sites were being re
viewed by enforcement at the time of this
study. Managers of the enforcement and
compliance units within DEQ should de
velop a plan to identify all inactive landfills
which are out of compliance with State clo
sure regulations so that these sites can be
officially closed and routinely monitored.

landfill Capacity Does Not Need
to Be Regulated

With the construction of several large
regional landfills in the State over the last
several years, there has been a substantial
increase in the amount of waste being im
ported to the State. In 1993, imported waste
accounted for about 14 percent of the solid
waste disposed of in the Commonwealth
and by 1995 it will account for nearly 18
percent.

VI

The trend in private regional landfills
has generated both geographical and racial
equity issues. Most of the regional landfills
are located in Central Virginia which, as a
result, receives a disproportionate share (42
percent) of all the solid waste that is buried
inthe State. In addition, most of the counties
which host these regional facilities and the
neighborhoods in which the sites are lo
cated have minority populations that are
substantially larger than can be observed
statewide.

Despite this trend, local governments
still control most of the State's landfill capac
ity, if remaining capacity is measured in
terms of the number of years that a facility
can continue to receive waste. Specifically,
local governments control 92 percent of the
remaining landfill capacity which is fairly
evenly distributed across the State. Based
on these findings and potential legal barri
ers, there is not a compelling reason to
support State regulation of the construction
of new private landfills.
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directing JLARC to study pnl.ctlces relateid
hazardous and non-hazardous waste facilities, SPE~Cllt1Cfllly focusing
ofthese activities on minority communities.
facilities in ViJrginili,
non-hazardous solid waste J.<:4VJ.U"J.<:,,,

The majority of these facilities the State are sanitary, In<lmltn,al,
demolition debris landfills which are used to dispose of various types of
burying the refuse in the ground. Other types of waste fac:i1i1;ies InCluCle iIICilo.el~ators

which are designed to burn trash, materials recovery !:"u...... J.<,'" ul'h,,.,·h Ciap1Gm~e

energy stored waste for sale to power plants. Some
across the State also have recycling operations as a
management programs implemented by some localities

In 1992, the active waste facilities Commonwealth l'p.(~p.hrp.n

disposed ofapproximately tons ofwaste. This was percent
amount of solid disposed na1;ioIlwide. is est,imatEld
percent of the waste disposed Commonwealth -
from outside of Virginia.

The key issue raised this mandate a pattern
tion has developed the process for siting and monitoring solid waste m::malgem€mt
facilities which disproportionately exposes minorities to certain risks.
concerns expressed in this study mandate mirror those articulated nationwide
growing number of community action groups. Convinced that minorities face gr,ea1cer
exposure to environmental pollutants, these groups are beginning to pres~ml~e tE~dE~ral.

state, and local officials to reform a siting process they cOlltend de,lib,erlitely1;arge1;s
minority communities as potential sites for solid waste management .I.a.\.;.I.UI,;.I.<:;:,O.

Despite this national mC)VemEmt
officials Virginia and members of the waste industry cOIltend

loc:atJ.on (h~'CU;:lOl'JlS for waste disposal J.U\.,UJ.'UJ.""'".

drllVen nlQstly by geologic factors (availability
operation waste Hlt\..Ji.1.l.'C,y

affordable land). They also contend
notwithstanding, has been greatly re{iu(~ed

federal
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Vil~gi]lia s Cl::l.P~:l.C11~yforUr<:lC!1"a dis:posalurh'ir>h have

ch,ap1cer n-rrnrHl"'Q an of solid waste disposal activities Virginia
various types of solid waste facilities which have been

State. addition, this chapter summarizes some of
the regulatory environment for solid waste,

Department ofEnvironmental Quality, and describes

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT

1978, more

rue u;sue oJt"wihet;her rllce is a key factor in the siting ofsolid waste management
facilities had its roots more than 10 years ago when a landfill was constructed in a

CarolJina County. This landfill was built specifically to
receive the Ch€lmlCal PCB. Following a nationally publicized protest of this
siting, several stuldlE3S were conducted which concluded that hazardous waste facilities
were more located areas with high proportions of minority residents.

re:sp<mSle to pressure from members ofwhat is now referred to as
the "environmental justice movement," the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
formed a task force in 1993 to examine the issue. Later in 1994, President Clinton signed
an Executive Order directing the relevant federal agencies to take immediate action
regarding the issue of environmental justice.

To date, there have been no systematic studies of this issue in Virginia.
However, the which recently accompanied proposals to site several landfills
and a medical waste incinerator in localities with large minority populations provided
the impetus for the study mandate of this report.

Warren CO,UIlty Pr,ob:lJst ~p,arKsEnvironmental Justice Movement

30,000 gallons of the chemical polychlorinated biphenyl
.u"'<;;~<:U''''.J dmrlpe,d along 210 miles of roadway in the state of North Carolina.

.;.rm'o-rl'ln-r of North Carolina decided that the 32,000 cubic yards of
rernmred and disposed in a community known as Afton,

UI;::I;n:iJ,UH was made to site the landfill in Afton, the black
C01l1nt;y u .... " ...... ,,'-'u a protest of this action which they labeled as

proposed siting, Warren County had the
cornmmnlty urh",...o the site
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Among supporters of protest where the Southern
Christian Le,adE~rsjl1ip Co:nie,reI1Ce the United Church of Christ's Commission for
Racial Justice. The protest, included more than 500 demonstrators (most ofwhom
were jailed), was unsuccessful. 1982, over 6,000 truckloads of the contaminated soil
were dumped into the UUJ.ULUJ..

Siting Studies Led NSlti()na:d Focus on Environmental Justice

While the Warren County demonstration was unsuccessful, it spawned a host
ofstudies which focused on whether race played a role in the siting ofhazardous and solid
waste facilities. The results ofmost ofthe early studies suggested that hazardous waste
facilities are more likely to be located in areas that have a high proportion ofminorities.
For example, the United States General Accounting Office (GAO) was directed to conduct
a study ofsiting practices offour hazardous waste facilities in the South Atlantic Region
ofthe United States in 1983. This study found that the minority populations in three of
the four communities ranged from 52 to 90 percent.

Four years later, the United Church ofChrist commissioned a study ofthe same
phenomenon. The findings of this study suggested that race was the most important
factor in explaining the location of hazardous waste facilities. A different study of the
characteristics of the residents who lived near a hazardous waste facility in Detroit
resulted in similar findings.

Recently, however, a study conducted by professors at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst generated findings that were not consistent with the earlier
studies. The authors ofthis study concluded that while a great deal ofadditional research
is needed, they could find no consistent, statistically significant pattern ofracial or ethnic
discrimination when examining the distribution of hazardous waste treatment and
disposal facilities in the country.

Based largely on the early studies, some have concluded that the decision to
establish these types of facilities in minority communities was a deliberate attempt to
distribute any potential environmental hazards to non-white communities. However,
others viewed the decision process as more political than racist. According to this view,
minority communities have been targeted because they lack the political power to block
the sites. In other words, the goal of both local governments and private operators is to
seek the path ofleast resistance.

In response to the pressure created by these studies, the EPA announced that
ensuring environmental justice in hazardous waste sitings would be a top priority.
Subsequently, a task was formed to examine the procedures used for siting
hazardous waste facilities to make recommendations to address any siting practices
thatwere discriminatory. 1994, President Clinton signed an Executive Order focusing
additional attention on issue. order directed federal agencies to take immediate
action to ensure would not be disproportionately exposed to
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pollutants from waste management facilities.
relevant federal agencies are as follows:
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the

• make environmental justice a part of the agency mission by identifying
disproportionately high health and environmental on minority or low-
income populations;

• promote enforcement ofhealth and environmental staltutes
low-income communities; and

minority and

• improve research and data collection relating to the health and environment
of minority and low-income populations.

Charges of Environmental Racism Have Been Raised in Virginia

In August of 1990, the Board of Supervisors ofKing and Queen County passed
a resolution which allowed Browning-Ferris Industries to construct a regional landfill in
the county. Shortly after the resolution was passed, a biracial community group known
as the Residents Involved In Saving The Environment (RISE) filed a suit challenging the
siting on the grounds that it was racially discriminatory. Though not entirely based on
race, similar controversies developed with landfill sitings and proposals for the construc
tion of medical incinerators in the counties of Amelia and Sussex, and the cities of
Petersburg and Richmond.

To date, there have been no systematic studies of this issue in Virginia.
However, the controversy which recently accompanied the aforementioned proposals to
site new landfills in counties with large minority populations provided the impetus for
House Joint Resolution 529. Since that time, additional, mostly anecdotal evidence has
illustrated that some counties with newly proposed (in some cases regional) landfills
have larger proportions of minorities than can be observed statewide (Figure 1).

Members of the environmental justice movement contend that although the
patterns observed in Virginia have not been rigorously examined, they are consistent
with national data which clearly indicate that race has been injected in the decision
making process for the siting of solid waste facilities. Based largely on this anecdotal
evidence, some members of this movement state that the process for siting facilities in
the Commonwealth should be reformed.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL IN

As the population of the United States COIltlJ1UE~S

begun to emerge about the amount ofwaste generated naiGi0I1Wllde
no facilities have been granted permits to --",--".7
Consequently, most materials that are C0I1Silde]~ed h",,,,,,,,-",.,,,,
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Minorities

Virginia Total
Average Income $20,082

Eight Counties with Proposed Landfills
Average Income $15,205

Source: Conservation Council ofVirginia Special Report: The Environmental Justice Movement.

other jurisdictions for permanent disposal. As for non-hazardous solid waste, however,
it is estimated that at least nine million tons are deposited in Virginia annually, ranking
the Commonwealth eighth nationally in tons disposed.

The solid waste industry in Virginia, like those in other states, has undergone
considerable change during the last twenty years. Perhaps the most significant change
occurring in this industry since 1971 has been the use ofimproved methods for handling
the growing amounts ofrefuse and other forms ofsolid waste. In previous years, virtually
all of the solid waste in Virginia was dumped into unregulated and in many cases
environmentally unsafe landfills. However, as concerns about the safety oflandfills have
grown and additional regulations have been adopted, waste management operators have
been forced to make significant technological changes to these facilities.

At the same time, some local governments across the State are beginning to
implement recycling and trash incineration programs to offset the use oflandfills. Still,
despite the efforts ofsome localities to diversify their methods ofwaste disposal, landfills
remain the most popular mechanism for disposing ofsolid waste. Most ofthese facilities
in Virginia are considered sanitary landfills which primarily receive household and
commercial garbage. Separate landfills have been established for industrial waste
materials, construction or demolition debris, and compost materials.

Nationally, Virginia Ranks Solid Waste Disposal

1988, the Virginia Waste Management Act, the Virginia Waste
Management Board prlom.u1lga1Ged a comprehensive set of regulations governing
disposal solid on idEmt:i±yi,ng

types oflnal;erials
was brOladJlv dlefiIled
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has been only one
the Department

vellenlently OP1=IOSE!d by the residents ofthe
such facilities in the
the management and

walStl~. n1'-u,h-ir.h aPPlrOJljrnlat,ely 43 percent are currently

staffatBioCycle - an - conducted a survey
waste officials in each state the country waste disposal activities.

cross-state differences the definition ofsolid waste limit the usefulness ofthese
data, some relevant findings do emerge from this survey. The study found that the
annual amount ofrefuse classified as non-hazardous solid waste in the United States

UU,UJ.U'H tons - was approximately 25 percent higher than all previous estimates.
as Table 1 indicates, Virginia ranks eighth among states for waste disposal

by processing an estimated nine million tons of trash each year. Not surprisingly, most
ofthe states disposed ofthe greatest quantities ofwaste 1992 were those with the
large~)tpopl11ations, such as Texas, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Illinois,

However, population does not completely cross-state differences in
total amounts ofwaste disposed. For example, New York, which has the second largest
population in the United States, ranks 29th in tons of waste diaposed within state
boundaries. Further, when the waste disposal figures for all states are adjusted to
account for population, Virginia's national ranking moved from eighth to third despite
the fact that it is only the 12th largest State in the country (Table 2). Virginia's high
ranking for tons ofwaste disposed per capita is likely related to the large amount ofsolid
waste that is imported from other states. According to a 1992 solid waste survey by
BioCycle magazine, 16 percent of the 9 million tons ofwaste disposed in Virginia -1.5
million tons - was imported from other states. Virginia's landfill operators report that

waste was imported from several Northeastern states.

Table 2 shows that three most populated Northern states - New Jersey,
Pl'rnn:i:lvlvA'niA and NewYork-rankbelow the national median for total amountofwaste
disposed This indicates that a substantial portion ofthe solid waste generated

these states is being transported to otherjurisdictions for permanent disposal. As will
be laterin this because ofdifferences the rates (tipping fees) charged

valiotlS s1Gates, it has less for some solid waste
Southeastern states

a Re,latiiveJ[y SWMFs

have been permit
23,000 acres of

regulation
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Tons by State
Waste Disposed

~ (In Tons) National Ranking

California 45,000,000 1
Florida 18,700,000 2
Texas 18,000,000 3
OhiQ 15,700,000 4
Illinois 14,600,000 5
Michigan 11,700,000 6
Penns Ivania 9,500000 7

Issoun , ,
New Jersey 7,100,000 10
Massachusetts 6,800,000 11
North Carolina 6,000,000 12
Washington 5,100,000 13
Tennessee 5,000,000 14
Alabama 4,500,000 15
Georgia 4,400,000 16
Minnesota 4,400,000 17
South Carolina 4,000,000 18
Kentucky 3,500,000 19
Louisiana 3,500,000 20
Wisconsin 3,400,000 21
Oregon 3,300,000 22
Oklahoma 3,000,000 23
Arizona 2,900,000 24

necticut 2900000 25

ansas 2,400,000 27
Iowa 2,300,000 28
New York 2,200,000 29
Arkansas 2,000,000 30
West Virginia 1,700,000 31
New Mexico 1,500,000 32
Mississippi 1,400,000 33
Hawaii 1,300,000 34
Nebraska 1,300,000 35
Rhode Island 1,200,000 36
Utah 1,200,000 37
New Hampshire 1,100,000 38
Nevada 1,000,000 39
Maine 950,000 40
Idaho 850,000 41
Washington DC. 815,000 42
South Dakota 800,000 43
Delaware 750,000 44
Montana 600,000 45
Indiana 570,000 46
Maryland 510,000 47
Alaska 500,000 48
North Dakota 400,000 49
Vermont 390,000 50

51

Notes: Data have been rounded and are therefore not estimates of salid waste.
Source: JLARe staff analysis of data from a BioCyc,le IIlagJ'izirle 1992 survey of solid waste officials.
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"'-"' ..... i"' .... ~, ..... "r~liil1:p. Jj'lSlPOlsal and Ranking by State
Tons of Waste

Disposed Per Capita National Ranking

1.44 5
1.33
1.27 7
1.25 8
1.19 9
1.17 10
1.16 11
1.14 12
1.14 13
1.13 14
1.22 15
1.08 16
1.06 1
1.04 18
1.02 19
1.00 20
1.00 21
0.99 22
0.97 23
0.95 24
0.95 25

O.
0.91 28
0.90 29
0.88 30
0.85 31
0.84 32
0.83 33
0.83 34
0.83 35
0.82 36
0.79 37
0.79 38
0.77 39
0.75 40
0.72 41
0.70 42
0.70 43
0.69 44
0.69 45
0.68 46
0.62 47
0.54 48
0.12 49
0.11 50
0.10 51

estimates of solid waste.

BioCyc'le Irlagiil.zi!le 1992 survey of solid waste officials. Population data
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Several ofVirginia's
DEQ region. On an more SWMFs
management regions as Southeastern
(see example, region located Southeastern ViI'glllia t.KE~glC,n

119 SWMFs - 21 percent of all facilities - have been granted UTQC!TO m~m~lge,mEmt

permits since 1971. In the region referred to by DEQ staff as Central Vi]~gi]lia \J:(,E~glC,n

Two), 139 SWMFs were approved for operating permits. Together, these
account for 46 percent ofall SWMFs permitted by the State since this re~tul:at(JlryfuIlCtJion

was created.

However, because the seven management regions are not as
measured by population, some variation in the number of SWMFs across these
graphic areas is to be expected. Higher population areas generate more refiuse
therefore require greater numbers ofSWMFs. To determine ifcertain areas
have a relatively larger number ofSWMFs per capita, the population
divided by the number of SWMFs in the region. Figure 3 presents
analysis.
........-------------Figure2-------------........,

Regional Location of Solid Waste Facilities
Permitted Since 1971
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As areas defined by Southside (Region Five) and a portion of
SouthwestVirginia (Region Six)have the smallest number ofresidents per SWMF ofany
areas Five, one SWMF has been permitted for every 6,758
residents. is one for every 6,884 residents. Conversely, the
regions and Northwestern portions ofthe Statehave the greatest
number the Northern portion ofthe State (Region Three),
permits one SWMF every 26,565 residents. In Region Four -
Northwest one for every 16,429 residents.

COllslstemt with a number of theories regarding facility
onlCl:alS suggest that large amounts of undeveloped,

ofthe State have facilitated
other cases, it has been

reji?;ion of the State have served as an
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State are no more resistant to ",'hinn' ~\/I,l1\IIl<'",

highly populated areas such as need and can
facilities, thereby generating an economy ofscale in waste management which reduces
the number of facilities required the region.

Landfills Are Most Prevalent Method of Waste Disposal Virginia

As noted earlier, although there are several methods for disposing of solid
waste, the most widely used method remains landfills. Since the regulatory process was
initiated in 1971, 55 percent of the SWMFs which have been issued permits to operate
in Virginia are considered sanitary landfills (Figure 4). State regulations define a
sanitary landfill as any "land burial facility engineered for disposal ofhousehold waste
which is so located, designed, constructed and operated to contain and isolate the waste
so that it does not pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment."

Although not obvious from this definition, the regulations do permit sanitary
landfills to receive other types of non-household solid waste (for example, commercial
sludge or non-hazardous industrial waste). Further, as noted earlier, under limited
circumstances, these facilities can receive certain types of small quantity hazardous
waste.

Before the State adopted laws and regulations which more tightly regulated this
industry, constructing a landfill could simply involve digging a hole in the ground.
Localities usually required that the landfill be built in an area where the soil was
naturally compacted so that it could serve as a filter for rainwater and any other liquid

...---------------'Figure4--------------.....

Types of Solid Waste Management Facilities in Virginia

Total facilities Permitted Since 1971 =562

19% Industrial Landfills

17% Demolition/
Debris Landfills

2%

Source: JLARC staff analysis of automated data from the De!>art,meJlJ.t of Environmentallolua,nlN. Division of
Waste Management.
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pOissilbly C01[1t~lm.in:atE~ ttle groundwater. However,

eglLl.U:lL\,ll.:m::s designed to enhance the
These regulations, effect, are designed to

WInOIS" nl.h';".h pennane:ntly sE3paLralee the solid waste from the
the rainwater that runs over

larU:lI:UlS must now have the following
rPi~P1VP a pennit to operate:

system placed at the bottom ofthe
amount of rainwater or "garbage

thl'OU,2"h the waste and contaminate the underlying
system must include a synthetic plastic membrane

cOlnpac1~ed clay soil beneath liners. Alternative liner
the state.

This a system designed to capture and
I1n""I'I", ITn"'.., .... as leachate that generate over time in the

system is to reduce and limit the amount of
collect on the liner system. Once captured, the

pumI:led thlroUlgh a series of pipes imbedded in the fill area into a
eventually transported or directly discharged to a

e Gr'ouna;wllter l~'J.Uj1,nun>nJd System. This system is a series of wells placed
area to provide operators with the means for early

de'tectlon olt' p()telllti:al groundwater problems. Through the wells, which are
samples ofgroundwater beneath the landfill are taken

possible contaminants.

area has reached capacity, a final cover must be
U:U1UJ,lHi:5, this cover is required to contain at least 18 inches

claycoverhas a low permeabilityrate, the solid
reduces the amount ofleachate in the fill

groundwater contamination.

further prevent storm or
regulation requires owners

These structures are
aUJ"u.:eJ:l\, to the landfill.

pot:en1Clal uaIlgeJrS of landfills is the
the decomposition of

trl:lve,llnQ underground and
some landfills must
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Industrial Approximately percent
permitted the State since have been waste facilities. ACCQI'dillg 1tO
Solid Waste Management Regulations, industrial waste is any waste generated by
a manufacturing or industrial process that is not a regulated hazardous waste. Some
types of industrial waste specifically mentioned by the regulations include waste from
the production ofelectricity, agricultural chemicals, leather and leather products, resins,
and textiles.

While sanitary landfills can and in some cases do accept industrial waste, non
industrial or household waste cannot be disposed ofat industrial waste landfills. These
landfills also have a separate set ofregulations governing the siting criteria, design and
construction, and operation. Nonetheless, in most cases, these requirements are not
substantially different from those governing the siting, design and construction, and
operation of sanitary landfills.

Construction and Demolition Debris. Landfills designed to receive con
struction and demolition debris are the next largest category ofsolid waste management
facilities in the State, representing 17 percent of all facilities which have been issued a
permit since 1971. Construction waste is defined as any non-hazardous solid waste
generated during construction, remodeling, or repair of pavement, houses, commercial
buildings or other structures. Debris is the waste that results from land clearing
operations. These facilities can only receive waste that meets these definitions.

Incinerators as an Alternative to Landfills in Virginia. As noted earlier,
one method for disposing ofsolid waste is to incinerate the materials. It has been reported
that burning solid waste "reduces its volume by as much as 90 percent," while at the same
time creating opportunities to capture the energy stored in certain types ofwaste for sale
to power plants. In Virginia, only three percent ofall solid waste facilities permitted since
1971 have been designed to burn trash. This is true, despite emerging evidence that the
other alternative to landfilling - recycling - carries significantly higher costs.

One reason that there are few incinerators Virginia is
opposition that typically accompanies any attempt to establish an inc:inE~rator

communities. Incinerators have been by enVi]~OrlmentaJ.ist;s

that such facilities may emit waste
cancer-causing agents.
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rll.OAA:&REGULATION IN

slg:mljCl:mt changes that have occurred the solid waste
regulatory area. State regulation ofwaste disposal

cOInplet,ely unregulated prior to 1971, to a comprehensive set
2'O'veI'n ll'lnllfi.U design and construction, monitoring ofgroundwater

"'~"'.1Ul", operation, and closure of solid and hazardous waste facilities.

en'virollJment~:tl movement gained momentum during the 1970s, the
ComlnoJowealth u'O/=;au addressing the problem of unregulated waste disposal through
the site process. However, inadequate enforcement staff, vague standards,
and a narrow interpretation the regulations greatly minimized the impact of these
initial requirements.

This regulatory program was enhanced during the 1980s, first with State
mandates, through both State and federal legislation and regulations that estab
lished a comprehensive program for the regulation of solid waste. During this period,
more resources were directed to environmental management, and a separate waste
management agency was created which was merged with other environmental agencies
to form the Department ofEnvironmental Quality in 1993. One significant result ofthe
changes over the last two decades has been a sharp reduction in the number ofsolid waste
management facilities which are currently open and actively receiving waste in Virginia.

First Solid Waste RegulatiOJ.1lS Passed In 1971

to 1971, the State did not play an active role in the regulation ofsolid waste
in Virginia. Private operators and local governments involved in solid waste manage
ment were subject only to ordinances which were adopted by city councils and county
boards ofsupervisors, and health regulations implemented by local health departments.

Due part to the absence ofregulations, solid waste managers (including local
governments) were essentially free to use any number of methods to dispose of waste.
Some operators constructed large landfills that received all types of solid waste without
any safety features to contain the potentially hazardous "garbage juice." Some landfill
operators would collect and burn some of the refuse on-site without attention to air
quality issues. many cases, solid waste managers would operate what would now be
classified as

and usually did escape any sanctions as long as they were
posed an obvious threat to public health in violation oflocal
as landfill operators implemented measures that would

i"Av,h',nl olbv:loUIS Hld.lcatoI'S O:rplDtEmtial problems, such as rodents, seagulls, and foul odor,
ne,an;n d.epl'lrtmEmt inspectors.
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The 1911 Regulations. In 1971, the State promulgated solid waste L~"'''''''4

tions which were implemented by the Department of Health. The re~~l,atilJns eSL,ao
lished certain basic requirements for the operation of SWMFs. They -rorn",..an
solid waste disposal facilities have a permit to operate. The regulations also expressly
prohibited open dumping of solid waste and set forth certain requirements the
operation of solid waste disposal facilities. These operating regulations Inc:lu<led
requirements for cover, access to the facility, control ofpaper and dust, pest and animal
control, and fire prevention control. The regulations also prohibited scavenging
salvaging and the disposal of hazardous waste.

At the outset, enforcement of the 1971 regulations was minimal. According to
present DEQ staff, the regulatory program in the 1970s and 1980s was underfunded and
understaffed. In addition, the permit staff at the time lacked sufficient expertise to
effectively regulate the operation of SWMFs. Regulatory enforcement also was made
difficult because the regulations did not contain many specific standards to enforce.

Instead of enforcement, most resources were apparently directed toward edu
cating the owners of SWMFs about the permit process and persuading them to comply
with regulatory requirements. Operating permits were often granted through a process
ofnegotiation between the applicant and the permit writer. In addition, inspection and
enforcement activity during this period has been described by DEQ staff as a HH:llJ(,t~l

"cajoling, threatening, and jawboning the parties" toward minimum standards of
compliance.

DEQ staff also suggest that the 1971 regulations were flawed because they
permitted open dumps in existence prior to the effective date of the regulations to
continue operating with a "non-conforming permit." As a result, solid waste disposal
remained only minimally regulated during the 1970s.

General Assembly Establishes Permit Deadline

Based on a concern that there were still many open dumps operating in the
State, the General Assembly passed a law in 1979 requiring all facilities that were not
permitted to obtain a permit or shut down. The statute allowed for the continued
operation of existing open dumps until June 1983. After that date, they were required
to have a permit or shut down. The mandate ultimately was effective in obtaining the
closure of many additional facilities.

In enforcing this mandate, the Virginia Department of Health (VDH) compli
ance staffreportedly began to impose specific conditions on solid waste facilities seeking
permits. For old landfills, existing problems with leachate seepage, inadequate cover, or
landfill runoffhad to be remediated before a permit was granted. For new landfills, some
staff required operators to install base liners and groundwater systems.
addition, some operators were required to agree to use a more extensive cover
the landfill ultimately closed.
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Federal Government and State Pass More U(J~m]pr~ehlenl§)iv'el1~eg:utati,OIllS

As noted earlier, during the 1970s, solid waste was regulated solely by a small
division of the Department of Health, in conjunction with the Solid Waste Commission.
However, as concern for environmental protection increased during 1980s, the State
focused additional resources on waste management and in 1986, General Assembly
enacted the Virginia Waste Management Act which established a separate Waste
Management Board as well as the Department of Waste Management (DWM).

State's Role Expanded. The DWM's role in solid waste management ex
panded considerably with the adoption of the 1988 Solid Waste Management Regula
tions. These sweeping regulations established comprehensive criteria governing the
siting, design and construction, operation, and closure of solid waste management
facilities. According to DEQ staff, these regulations were adopted in anticipation ofnew
federal criteria for sanitary landfills that the EPA was in the process of drafting at the
time.

Through a grandfather clause in the regulations, SWMFs that were operating
at the time the 1988 regulations became effective were allowed to continue to operate
until July 1, 1992. However, after many localities complained that they could not meet
this deadline, the General Assembly extended the deadline for compliance for govern
ment-owned landfills to 1995.

EPA Adopts Federal Solid Waste Regulations. In 1991, three years after
Virginia's Solid Waste Management Regulations became effective, EPA adopted regula
tions establishing criteria for sanitary landfills that were similar to the 1988 Virginia
solid waste management regulations. However, one of the major differences was the
requirement in the federal regulations that all landfills be in compliance with the new
operating requirements by October 1993 or shut down This requirement was in conflict
with the extension that the General Assembly had previously granted to public landfills
to continue operating until 1995.

To resolve this conflict and to provide relief to localities, the General Assembly
enacted legislation allowing local government landfills that were in existence when the
1988 regulations became effective to continue operating after October of 1993 if the
facility was permitted before March 15, 1993 and had received solid waste prior to
October 9, 1993. To obtain permission to continue operating, a locality was required to
submit a signed statement acknowledging that: (1) the owner or operator was familiar
with state and federal laws and regulations pertaining to waste management, (2)
the facility was not an open dump, (3) the facility did not pose a substantial threat or
hazard to the environment, and (4) leachate from the facility not pose a threat of
contamination or pollution to the environment.

Any authorization granted to localities to opienlte their HULU""U<:l oe~lOn,aOctober
1993 has certain restrictions. Specifically, the regulations only
applied to unused capacity that was approved use 1993. Moreover,
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landfills that received
ing systems and monitor State
tions. In addition, all landfills that continued to operate after October 1993 are required
to complywith the closure and post-closure requirements in the new regulations. Finally,
all operators - whether public or private - that wish to laterally expand are required
to comply with all of the requirements new landfills.

Other differences between Virginia's solid waste management regulations and
the federal regulations were resolved through amendments to the State Solid Waste
Management Regulations in 1993. DEQ amended Virginia's solid waste management
regulations to conform them to the federal regulations.

One apparent impact of these new regulatory requirements has been a reduc
tion in the number of landfills. Rather than face the cost of installing a groundwater
system or expanding under the new regulations, many ofthe owners ofthe older landfills
which were reaching capacity decided to close down. Others closed because they were
experiencing structural problems that could not be repaired without significant expen
ditures.

As shown in Figure 5, of the 562 facilities that have operated in Virginia since
1971, only 43 percent are still active. Almost half of these facilities have closed (46
percent). Approximately eight percent are not officially closed but are no longer taking
waste. The remaining owners either had their permit revoked, abandoned the landfill,
or failed to properly close the facility.

r---------------Figure 5-------------......,

Current Status of Solid Waste Management Facilities
Which Have Been Granted Permits to Operate Since 1971

Total Number of Facilities: 562

8% Inactive

Source: JLARC staff analysis of automated data from the Del)ari:me:nt of Environmental "iUll.m;y, Division of
Waste Management.
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~"" ...,t-H::", Proposed Solid Waste Sites

passed in the area of solid waste management was in
ierLer:aU\.ss,errlbl:v cllaIlged the permit process by requiring localities to certify

waste management facility, as well as the planned
are consistent with all applicable local ordinances.
government of a facility's location upon receipt of

intiJrnled DWM as to whether the proposed facility was
Failure to object within 30 days constituted local

pr(ICe~;S requires the applicant to obtain certification from the local
to submitting a permit application. Therefore, this amendment

ditfic'ult position ofapproving a site location without the consent
facility would be sited. Under current law, Virginia localities

orc1mafiices regulating the siting of facilities within their boundaries
before a State permit will be granted.

OVERSIGHT ROLE OF
OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Uurmlll the 1993 session, the General Assembly passed a series oflaws creating
Environmental Quality (DEQ) by merging three formerly separate

regulatory Department ofAir Pollution Control, the Department ofWaste
Management, and the State Water Control Board - and one advisory agency, the
Council on the Environment. The Code of Virginia established DEQ's broad array of
duties by stating that "it shall be the policy ofthe Department ofEnvironmental Quality
to ofVirginia in order to promote the health and well-being of
the "

new and expanded agency are numerous. They include the

and federal programs for safeguarding the air, water,

en:tor,cerneIlt of environmental permits and regulations;

en'viromment:al planning and policy development with

edl11c2Ltlcm opportunities on environmen-
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reclUilred to

Management
agencies have been

rJP1..nl"t.",ri hr more streamlined.

each agency nr,mn,r!""r!

regional "'.... ':7,("'1·...,

regions.
purposes,
merger
its major IUllctlOrlS
regional areas

service that
eXl:lmI>le, APC had seven

re~pOllal otfices Urhlf>h oVl~rll:iPI}ed some of APC's
bel~allse for practical

1980s. Now that

Role
regulatory boards which are ref,pcms:ibJle Virginia's environmental
regulations. three boards are: Board, (2) the Air Pollution
Control Board, and (3) the State Like the boards of other state
regulatory agencies, DEQ's citizen hn':l ...rl", by governor. These boards
have statutory authority to promulgate n~~5LU,l:l.I"JlUIJl::; to approve certain permits. In
developing these boards C0I1SH1er COlmnleIlts and recommendations of the
public, regulated entities, and Moreover, it thejurisdic-
tion of to impose and initiate action when
environmental or no'rn"iit",

ufi(:l.er~;oirlga reorganiz,a
tocuSE~d on both the

I-!',rn,.,.'" 6 illustrates the
As a part
- Policy, .........u~,"''''
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more ettlcllen1t dl3WiTeIY nf l:l~'M)'i'1l:'!:!

ofthe
as program support, policy de'velopJment,
a part ofthe DEQ executive struct;urIB,
resources to implement a raIIlZe ot :act;ivitieiS nre,ri0111S!V Clirr:led
OWRMstaff.

Figure 7 illustrates
new structure. seven units ref:lpcms:ibJ.e
the key functions that define the oversight role for solid waste. Specifically, compliance
monitoring will continue to be responsibility of the inspectors regional
office. However, the inspectors receive supervision and general direction from the
director ofthe region, who no longer has to work through a central office operations

In addition to the inspection activities, all permit writing
waste facilities, site remediation and clean-up activities will also be di]~ectly Im.DH3
mented by the seven regional offices. Solid waste permit writing be conducted in
close coordination with staff in the regional offices who have expertise air and water
issues. This is to ensure coordination of the regulations for these three different
environmental areas.

...----------------Figure7--------------...,
Structure of the Regional Offices in the
Department of Environmental Quality



adequacy
tocusllng on facility

hJ'l7.J'll·rlrm~waste
POl1ClE~Sandpr,act;ic€~sassociated

dil'ectlv assess whether locality
raC:Ially-loas,ea, thereby

po'teritllll envilro:mrlen.tal hazal'ds associated
study mandate

proxilIlity to SWMFs, any
m()nl.tolrttlesletaCJllltJeScouldincrease
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Im]plementEld W'ltnout rPlJRrn to

CIi Given \!i"'ml~iQ'Q Hlnlln.u capacllty are polIcies nel~de~d tl) rE~gl:l1alCe

tion "f'f'111'l1T'O U:UH.U.ULA";

JLARC staff conducted a numlJer
research issues. This section of
research methods for this study.
for each issue is provided in

construc-

Examining State and Local :Si1;ing YOnCIElS

The central question study HHUH.l.at,C;

being targeted when decisions are
address this issue,
composition ofthe communities
solid waste regulations in 1988; and (2) COIldllctimg "f"'11"f",",or! i",f'o-"'LT'OU7'"

at both the State and local level were in'lirohrprl

Determining
the siting analysis, JLARC staff
community" and identify the racial cOInposltlCln
it was decided based on previous st!lClJ:es and Intl~I'\rle'WS

the area that includes census bl()CE:S ",iHlin

would defined as the cornrnlunlty

Next, using on
granted permits to operate
Census database a ge()gr'ap,hi(~al m~lPI)mg s'vst·em
around as a means ot l::1etlmng
database or~~andzE:s irlt(n:m~lti(m

census tract H':",,","".

tracts. Hl1oCf(g)'OUlPS
tracts rPTyrt:><::t:>rlt
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cmnnlu:tlities was calculated and
urhH'h the community was located.

siting process,
composition of

belletlt ofthe statistical analysis is
waste facilities are sited are in

pn~d()mJinamtlJDlinlorlty nelgllb()rtlOc~ds or these areas have a disproportionate
linlit:ationis that it does not explain the cause ofthis outcome.

nt.l'iPl' Wn1"I:ll'l it does not indicate impact reflects an intentional bias in the
or is due to other factors which appear to be related to the racial

communities in which facilities are sited.

eX~lm:ine this question, JLARC staff conducted structured interviews with
local groups, the county or city administrators, members of the local boards

supervisors and city councils, and the facility managers in the localities in which the
SWMFs were sited. these interviews, these key actors were asked to recreate the siting
process and provide documentation which supported their descriptions. This allowed the
team to determine ifkey differences existed in the siting process for localities according
to the racial composition of the "solid waste communities."

Another focus of this study was to determine how much the residents knew
about siting process. Since 1988, more than 30 SWMFs have been granted permits
to receive solid waste. The data used by JLARC staff in this assessment was collected
using a telephone survey of a sample of residents from each solid waste community
established since 1988. Through a contract with the Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU) Survey Research Laboratory, JLARC staff were able to determine whether
residents living near SWMFs had any knowledge about the siting process. To conduct
the survey, VCU identified a random sample ofhouseholds in each solid waste "commu
nity" established since 1988 and conducted a telephone survey in which the residents
were asked a series of questions about the SWMF in their area.

EI:lforc!errleItt Practices

State strengthened the waste regulations in 1988, the oversight
inr'1"AJ'll'lI',rl substantially. These oversight responsibilities in

waste facilities, the implementation of
the inspection offacilities that

were properly closed. To evaluate the
staffreviewed the agency's records detailing

m()ll],to:rmlg activities.

agency's
cornm.unity surrounding
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the SWMFs, Ai?, with the staffused 1990 census mO'CK ·aalja

the mapping software package identify the racial composition communities
surrounding the sites which were included in the analysis. Structured interviews were
also conducted with DEQ inspectors and enforcement staff to supplement the analysis
of the files.

An Evaluation of Landfill Capacity in Virginia

A key portion of the study focused on an assessment of the existing landfill
capacity for the disposal ofhousehold or commercial waste. The general purpose of this
analysis was to determine the magnitude of available landfill capacity in the State and
whether comprehensive policies are needed to regulate the construction of future
SWMFs. The research activities conducted for this issue were a survey of the landfill
managers and a review of court cases involving the regulation of landfills.

Survey ofLandfill Managers. To develop a measure of landfill capacity in
Virginia, JLARC staff mailed surveys to each landfill manager in the State. These
individuals were asked to report on, among other things, the total number ofacres on the
site that are used to dispose ofwaste, the total amount ofwaste received by the facility
annually, the amount oflandfill space already at capacity, and the date that the facility
expects to reach capacity.

Review of Court Cases. Ai?, a part of evaluating the State's options for
addressing the issue of excess landfill capacity, JLARC staff reviewed court cases that
related to the regulation ofthis industry. Recent decisions by the United States Supreme
Court have held unconstitutional laws enacted by states which restrict the importation
of waste from other states. Less clear is whether these decisions prohibit states from
regulating the construction of additional landfills. The court cases were reviewed to
examine this issue.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

The remaining chapters in this report present the results ofJLARC's review of
solid waste management and oversight issues in Virginia. Chapter II provides a review
of the siting process, and assesses the impact of race on location decisions for SWMFs.
Chapter III describes how DEQ has organized its oversight programfor solid waste at the
state level. Chapter IV presents the results from an evaluation of several of DEQ's
oversight activities. Chapter V examines the condition ofclosed landfills and evaluates
the State's clean-up program. The last chapter in this report examines the methods
waste disposal for localities across the Commonwealth and determines the amount of
landfill capacity that exists the State.
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Chapter II: Race and Solid Waste Facility Siting in

.L'llJiU.""","" and Solid Waste
Siting in Virginia

PrJlllClple issue raised by HJR 529 is whether minorities are adversely
State and local policies which determine where solid waste facilities will be

located. Over the last years, the State's role in regulating the operation ofsolid waste
J.a.,_....u"...c:o has been greatly increased with the adoption of a comprehensive set of solid
waste management regulations. However, these regulations do not govern the actual site
selection process for waste management facilities that are proposed in various localities.
Historically, this has been and remains a local issue. Accordingly, any attempt to
determine whether solid waste sites are selected in a racially discriminatory manner
must focus on the land use policies and practices of local governments and the specific
outcomes of this process.

In terms ofoutcomes, when the racial composition ofthe neighborhoods in which
recently permitted solid waste sites was examined in this study, the findings were mixed.
On average, the majority of persons who live in communities surrounding the 34 solid
waste sites which have been permitted since 1988 are white. This calls into question the
view that minority communities are routinely targeted to bear the social costs ofhosting
solid waste facilities. However, almost four out ofevery ten of these facilities have been
sited in communities where minorities live in substantially higher proportions than can
be observed for the locality as a whole. This suggests that minorities are, to some degree,
disproportionately impacted by the location of solid waste facilities.

Concerning the siting process, there is no reliable evidence to indicate the race
ofthe communities was explicitly considered as a part oflocal decision making. Localities
that approved solid waste sites in minority communities were just as likely to have
conducted formal independent siting studies, objectively evaluated alternative sites, and
were more likely to have had minority representatives on the local governing board who
supported the siting decision. Nonetheless, while local governing bodies do carry out the
statutory requirements for establishing solid waste facilities, some have generally done
a poor job of incorporating the community into the decision making process. In some
cases, this has created special problems when sites were located in minority communi
ties.

This chapter presents the results of JLARC's analysis of the solid waste siting
process in Virginia. Also included are the results ofa survey ofresidents who live in the
neighborhoods in which recently permitted sites are located.

PROCESS FOR SITING SOLID WASTE FACILITIES

modifications to the process for siting solid waste
Virginia, decisions concerning where SWMFs
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orClman,ces hl'ltru"l'l a

locate:d are primarily carried out at the local level. Prior to
Waste Management Act 1986, the siting process was entirely and was based on
the land use policies that were applicable in thejurisdiction where a SWMF was proposed
to be sited.

With the passage of the Waste Management Act 1986 the promulgation
of the Solid Waste Management Regulations in 1988, the State was given a limited role

the siting process. More importantly, this new role for the State does not include the
selection of local sites for proposed SWMFs. This has been and remains a local issue.
Therefore, any analysis of whether race plays a role in the siting of SWMFs must focus
on the local land use policies and practices in the jurisdictions in which these facilities
have been sited.

State's Role in Facility Siting Does Not Include Site Selection

Prior to 1986, the siting process for SWMFs was entirely a local one. The
Virginia statutes and regulations governing solid waste management did not give the
State any role in the siting process and did not impose any requirements on the siting of
SWMFs. As a result, the siting process consisted of the local land use policies that were
in place in the locality where a solid waste management facility was proposed.

Local Siting Process Prior to 1986. The local siting re<.juirements for solid
waste management facilities varied significantly across jurisdictions prior to 1986. Some
localities had ordinances which expressly required anyone proposing to build and operate
a SWMF to obtain a special or conditional use permit, regardless ofthe zoning in place
at the proposed location. After conducting the hearings required by State statute, the
governing body would vote on whether to approve the special or conditional use permit
required to operate a solid waste facility on the site.

In some localities, the zoning laws dictated whether a permit was required for
the construction and operation ofa SWMF. Ifa facility was proposed in an area that was
not zoned accordingly, the developer of the facility was required to obtain a special or
conditional use permit through the local governing body. However, if the area was
already zoned for a solid waste facility, no local approval was required.

Other localities did not have zoning during this period and thus did not impose
any local siting requirements on the development oflandfills or other solid waste disposal
facilities theirjurisdictions. contrast, some localities expressly prohibited the siting
of solid waste management facilities in their jurisdiction.

:ertitiicatio;n Responsibility. With the emictlnellt
1986, the State was given a llrrnte,ct
not grant a permit to an applicant

process, the General Assembly est;abillshed
the locality that any prclpo~;ed 'a.l."UU.H

applicable
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permit statute shifted
responsibility to permit applicant to certification. current
law, an application a solid waste be considered complete
unless the applicant has provided proofofcertification from the relevant governing body
that the site's location and operation are with all local ordinances.

Current State Role. With the adlJPtion ofthe 1988 Solid Waste Management
Regulations, the State was given responsibility in the siting process. The
regulations established specific siting proposed SWMFs. Moreover, the
regulations gave the State responsibility ensure that those criteria have been met
before a permit for operation is issued.

Even with these new responsibilities, the State's role does not include the
selection of suitable sites for proposed facilities. Rather, the State's sole responsibility
is to verify compliance with local land use laws and the technical siting requirements
established by the regulations. Neither the solid waste statutes nor the solid waste
regulations give the State authority or responsibility to actively participate in the
selection of potential SWMF sites.

Nor can the State reject proposed sites on any basis other than failure to comply
with local ordinances or the technical siting criteria. This means that even if it were
determined that a proposed landfill or other type of SWMF would adversely impact a
minority neighborhood, DEQ does not have the legal authority to reject a site application
on such grounds.

SITING OUTCOMES: ARE SITES LOCATED IN AREAS WITH
DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITY POPULATIONS?

Prior to the passage ofHJR 529, very little had been done in Virginia to analyze
the population demographics of communities surrounding solid waste facilities. More
over, the analysis which has been conducted on race and facility siting in Virginia was
based on only a few sites and defined the community for the site as the entire locality in
which the facility was located. With this approach, inaccurate conclusions have been
made concerning the role that race plays in Virginia's facility siting process.

In light ofthis, one primaryobjective studywas to more preciselyexamine
the outcomes of the siting process by analyzing demographic data on residents who live
within a radius ofrecently waste facilities. The results from this
analysis an average seven out residents living around these
sites are raising questions assumption that minority

the waste management facilities.
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residents is at least 20 percentage points higher than the ..,...,..,..,(,...t-·1(\.., otmlnont,les
localities as a whole.

Counties with Private Regional Landfills Are Disproportionately M:i.no!rit;y

The growing criticism ofthe siting process for SWMFs in Virginia is waste
management companies are practicing a form of "environmental "
community and environmental groups contend that since the 1988 solid waste regula
tions were passed, increasing numbers ofprivate companies are focusing their efforts to
establish SWMFs in counties with a disproportionate number of minority, low-income
residents who are not sufficiently organized to mount effective opposition to the proposed
facilities.

One of the first groups to publicly raise this charge was the Conservation
Council of Virginia (CCV). Using information on the demographic characteristics of
those localities in which the first private regional landfills were sited in the State, CCV
found that these counties had a higher proportion of minority residents than could be
observed statewide. Based largely on this work, CCVconcluded "that there was sufficient
anecdotal evidence to suggest that we have problems [of environmental racism]
Virginia."

Although there are limitations to any siting analysis which restricts the
facilities under consideration to private landfills, JLARC staff initially focused on
determining whether the localities which have agreed to host private regional landfills
can be distinguished based on the socio-economic characteristics oftheir residents. an
attempt to replicate the findings which have provided some of the basis for the criticism
of the siting process, this issue was examined by comparing these host localities to the
State as a whole using several socio-economic indicators.

Demographics ofCounties with Established Or Planned Landfills. In
September of1989, DEQ staffgranted a State permit allowing a private company to begin
operation ofa regional landfill in Charles City County. Over the next four years, similar
permits were granted to privately operated regional landfills in Amelia, Henrico,
and Queen, and Sussex counties. Each ofthese sites is presently operating and, with the
exception of the Henrico landfill, is receiving waste from various localities both and
outside of the State ofVirginia. Additionally, four other privately operated landfills are
being planned in the counties of Brunswick, Gloucester, Hanover, and King George.

As Table 3 indicates, the study team compared the demographics of
localities to the State as a whole using data on per-capita income, housing values,
population density, and race. This analysis clearly indicates that the localities
the landfills have been sited are significantly different from the State on
indicators. Most notably, on average, almost half(46 percent) ofthe reEndl9nt;s
which now host private regional landfills are nonwhite. This is more
Commonwealth's minority population rate of 22 percent.
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-------------'l'lElble3------------
Virginia UOlml)a)~ed

......... ...,...A 1JII_1i'!lt7<!':Il ... 'O Landfills Have J:ie~en ~u;ea.

Socio-Economic Indicators Statewide

Per-Capita Im~onle

Median Housing
Population Density
Minority Population

$19,701
$91,000

156/sq mi
22%

$17,260
54,900

25/sq
46%

Data Sources: The Virginia Statistical.4.bstract, 1992·1993 Edition was used for State and locality-level data on
per-capita income, median value, and minority population.

The 1990 average for these counties of$17,260 was 141perceIlt
lower than the figure for the Commonwealth. The localities' median housing
$54,900 was 65 percent the comparable figure for the State.
differences between the State were observed
measuring the localities' density. As shown, there are
square mile of land area with these private regional U::ll;J,UI"J.t:i<::i,

substantially less than the Statewide population density of 156.

Additionally, four privately operated landfills are being planned in the
counties of Brunswick, Gloucester, Hanover, and King George. When the cOInpar~lthre

analysis is extended to include these private landfills, the overall difference in minority
population rate declines to 37 percent (see Table 4). This occurs in large part because two
ofthe new locations, Hanover and Gloucester, have minority population rates lower than
the State average. The differences in population density also declined, but these nine
counties, considered together, still have decidedly fewer persons per square mile than
observed for the entire State.

County-Level Data Not Suffi(~ie]rlt Assess Role of Race in Facility ~iltin,g

minorities in localities which host nn,va1Ge
that race plays in the site location tteclSlOIllS

eonclusions regarding the existence of"environmen
solely on observed patterns

an,alv'sis is the neighborhood
on """."",4,u

The disproportionate UUUUIUO::::l

landfills does raise questions
ofprivate companies. However,
tal racism" in the local
data are suspect. more riAl iAV,>lnt.

is located. Conclud:ing
invites a potentiallyfallacious C0I1C1111sion, dralwn
in this case),
(the actual neilgh1borho()d
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$55,600
35/sq mi

37%

Data Sources: The Virainia Statistical Abstract, 1992-1993 Edition was used for State and locality-level data on
per-cajJlta income, median housing value, and minority POllUl2ltion.

a large minority
locality yet approve the

white. Conversely, officials
ml.nontles may agree to pennit a

a neighborhood where the
ofanalysis were the county

eVlan1;ul3lHy established, any conclusions
of"erlvirorlmental racism" could be misleading.

po·pu.latloIls at various radiuses
ur"'<:!1" Q facilities that have been sited since
the State has granted operating pennits to

1<'; rT"~''''' 8). was also eXl;en.eteet

anliUVSIS ofthe racial composition of
miles) around each of the solid

the 1988 regulations were passed,
involving 32 different localities

In(~luete seven currently planned sites.

(JOlm.:rraunliti.as 8 1l.lrI'oundiing SWMFs White

process Virginia is that
COlnnllU]llities U7~,,,,..r·o the majority of residents are

U:UJLUU.U siting King and Queen
transfer station in a

sy~;te]matlc assessment of this issue
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go-------------- ~·i'rur'e8---------------,
Solid Waste Granted New ItE~JrllLlatlOlnS

by the Department of Environmental \:ltlLal:UY

17% Other Facilities

12% Transfer Station

35% New Landfills

12%

'fJii.frjj~8i0 .... 0Alt4% Industrial Landfills

Note: Only those solid waste facilities that were granted pennits between 12/21/88 and 2/1/94 are included in this
graphic.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Department of Environmental Quality.

which are favorable for the location of SWMFs - for example, availability;
amounts of inexpensive land and to major transportation arteries. '

Under either circumstance, however, the mandate for this
JLARC to evaluate the impact ofthe policies and practices for siting SWMFs
even if the resulting consequences were unintentional. Therefore, in this Se(~tloln

report, basic findings are presented on the proportion ofminorities who live ar<>UIld 11evvly
sited or proposed waste facilities without attention to possible explanations for nh'lA7ViP'Ifi

racial patterns. The sole objective of this analysis was simply to determine
facilities which have been sited since 1988 are, in fact, located in communities that are
predominantly minority.

Defining the the SWMF.
examination ofthe racial impact of waste facility sitings in the State, JLARC staffhad
to develop an operational definition of"SWMF community." Previous studies that
examined the issue of facility siting used a number of definitions. Some researchers
defined the community by using census data organized by area zip codes as the unit
analysis. Others relied on census tracts, which are smaller than the areas defined by
codes and contain information on an average of4,000 persons per tract. one such ~U'A~~"

researchers defined the community drawing a two-mile radius census
tracts in which hazardous waste disposal and storage facilities were loc:ati9d.
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considering the likely distances within which waste management facilities would have
a substantial impact, JLARC staffdecided that the solid waste facility community would
be represented by a two-mile radius around each facility permitted by the State since
1988. Figure 9 illustrates how the solid waste communities were defined. Using site
longitude and latitude data, the study team pinpointed each facility on a 1990 Census
database which contained race and housing data at the census block level, the smallest
geographical census unit. Through the use of a geographical mapping system, the two
mile area was drawn and all census blocks whose geographical midpoint fell within this
area were included as a part of the "community" for that site.

After using longitude and latitude data to identifY each of the 34 solid waste
management facilities that have been granted State operating permits since the 1988
regulations were adopted, JLARC staff created a dataset that included measures of the
proportion of minorities who lived within the two-mile radius for these sites. This
facilitated an analysis ofthe demographic characteristics ofthe neighborhoods in which
the most recent solid waste facilities have been sited. The first issue examined using
these data was whether solid waste sites are typically located in communities that are
predominantly minority.

Proportion of Minorities That Live Near Recently Sited SWMFs. The
findings from this analysis do not support the view that most, or even a significant

,..--------------Figure9---------------,

Defining the Community

Shaded
Census
Blocks"

Included \,
\ '

\ '

/

............ , .....

.....>Unshaded
--- Census

Blocks
Excluded

Source: JLARe staff graphic.
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these conlmllni1cies sig:nificarltly change accordinS! to type
indicated, laIlOll11!'l, Iltl01ust;nI111StnOhUS, and proposed sites for private landfills,
the proportion ofln:illOritiE3S The of minorities
for private re~f.lOllal UULU.LoU.LP (48 of the
residents in This is 19
percentage points ~Eiatt~r management
facilities.

delmonst;ra-ted In

ua~cuu lJ:lla,ralctElru;tl(~Sof Neighborhoods
~OllaWaste Sites

%Minority

72% White

Aggregate Racial Composition
of All Site Neighborhoods

PrivlIte
Public

Landfills
Im:lustrlai
Landfills

Other
Facilities

50%



even subtl.e cJhall1gE~s

There are two primary
race in the waste

some racial that exist
facilities actually developed after the siting process was

cOlnpletea; thlare~toI'e race was necessarily a factor site selection decision. The
studies is the absence a uniform definition of community.
suggested that any observed racial pattern could be a function
defined. The critics taking this position maintain that the

studies can be expected to significantly according to
operational community.

concern was a major factor because of the timing of
this review the time period represented by the

solid waste facility
the siting was made and when the

COlrnnl1Ulnity was measured ranged from zero to three years.
neighborhood patterns do change, there is no reason to expect

short period for many the communities in this study.

possibility that the results this study are sensitive to subtle
way community was defined, the study team constructed alternative

COlrnTIl1u:nities using a one and three-mile radius in addition to a two-mile radius.
After drawing these alternative boundaries, the racial compositions communi
ties were to the figures from those neighborhoods defined by the
two area.

alt;ernatlv'e definitions were used, only marginal changes occurred
solid waste communities (Figure 11). Specifically, the

prC)p()rtllon otminoritles living a SWMF community was highest in the one-mile area
sUllToundiIlg; 1GhE~ tac111ltiElS (32 percent), When the three-mile area was used, the minority

dr<lP!led sli~;htjly to 27 is virtually the same rate observed
two

mi.nority JloJiulatjon rates across the
but these differences do not

There is a drop the
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r---------------Figure

Proportion Minorities in
Solid Waste Neighborhoods

Defined by 1, 2, and 3-Mile Radiuses
(Controlling for Type of Facility)

Key:
White pop~ation 1mile ~adius.

~~j~iiii~~--;; 2mile radius..... > 3mile radius
Minority Population

Private Regional Landfills Proposed Private Landfills

Public Landfills Industrial Landfills

Other Facilities All Facilities

Source: JLARe staff graphic based on solid waste facilities data collected from the Department ofEnvironmental
Quality and on racial composition data collected from 1990 census blocks.

The findings presented at this point in the analysis do not support the view that
SWMFs typically are sited in communities where the majority ofresidents are nonwhite.
The minority population rate is relativelyhigh for private regional facilities, but this may
be a function ofthe racial characteristics ofthe counties in which these sites are located.
However, there is another way that inequities can occur in the siting process. SWMFs
may be located in neighborhoods where the proportion of minority residents living
around the sites is larger than should be expected given the overall population rates for
nonwhites in the localities in which the sitings were conducted.

analysis
rate for

chapter, the findings are presented from
ml:nOI'lty population rate in each SWMF to

urn".'h the sites are located.

the next section
which compared

entire cOlmt~y
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lJiSPlroJ)OI'ti()n~ltely Impacted by

Legitimate can be raised about facility show
that minorities live near SWMFs at rates which are higher expected based
on their numbers the overall population in the locality in Urhlf'h SWMFs are
located. This type ofdisproportionate representation suggests are, either
coincidentally or, as a matter of public policy, being forced a disproportionate
share of any burdens or risks which may be associated to
a SWMF. For purposes of this study, a siting impact was COIlSllleI'ea if
the percentage of minorities living in the two mile area around the H1.i.JLUU,U was at least
five percentage points higher than the rate of minorities in the was host
to the SWMF.

Disproportionate Sitings. Figure 12 presents the results ofthis comparison
ofcommunity and locality minority population rates. Two major points emerge from this
graphic. First, 14 of the 40 planned or established sites in the Commonwealth do occur
in communities which are disproportionately minority. This represents 35 percent ofall
proposed landfills and facilities which have been granted permits to since 1988.

Second, as the bottom half of the graphic illustrates, of the 14 facility
sitings that are considered to have a disproportionate impact on minorities, the differ
ences between the community and locality-wide population rate are substantial. This
means that although a five percentage point difference between the minority population
ofthe county that conducted the siting and the minority population of the neighborhood
or community in which the site is located was used as the basis for identifying
disproportionate sites, the actual differences are much greater for most sites. For
example, in Hanover County, a private landfill has been proposed for an area where the
minority population rate is 56 percent. This compares to an 11 percent rate for the entire
County - a difference of45 percentage points. In the City ofRichmond, Halifax County,
Bep.ford County, and Mecklenburg County the differences are at least 23 percentage
points.

The total population in the typical solid waste community that is considered a
disproportionate site is 390, with 185 minority residents. In eight 14 communities
considered disproportionate sitings, the two mile rad~us surrounding the solid waste
facilities includes residents from adjacent jurisdictions. According to the literature on
local land use, some localities will site facilities that are considered "locally undesirable
land uses" near the county border as a means oflimiting the opposition to the siting from
its own residents. The apparent motivations for the site these and
other localit~s addressed in a later section of the ""'lnrn't.

this issue is the question
UII::i ;i:>ll,l::!U J,11 c()mJmu.nit;ies that are dlS,pr<)pClrtlon:ate~lylYll.,....,W.,t·u

associ;ati()ll is to be anlbicipa1;ed
Il v <:l..ni::ll,~ statisticl:l.l measures ofassociation we~re ·CB1.CUlst:;ea, un··!"n <>

findings mdlcall;e
cornmLUn.itil:JS where mtnOI'ltilas
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r-------------- ~'i"....~~·.... l2_-------------"""""'I
00.110. Waste Facility Sitings

MJ.noirit;y Communities

Proportion of Sites
in Disproportionately+
Minority Communities

+Adisproportionately minority community is
defined in this study as asolid waste
neighborhood in which the proportion of the
minority population is more than 5 pen::lentl~!ge

points greater than that of the as a

33 Permits granted
±l. Proposed landfills
40 Total sites

Of the 40 sites, 14 are
located in disproportionately
minority communities. More
detail on these 14 sites is
provided below.



SPECIFIC INTENT

statistical analysis this study is that it indicates
wtllC.h S,Ollawaste facilities are are more likely to have

minorities. is that it does not
this outl:;orne. In not indicate whether this impact

the

question of intent by extending the
st~ltif3tll:;al analysis to assess the relationship between race

location, after accounting of other factors besides race. For
example, if income levels within the community are analyzed in combination with race,
it an statistical association between race and location ofthe site
may be to an association with income. Preceding tables in this have shown

nrivl'lb' regional landfills have average levels, as
mino:rit:y P10pl11ation rates that are higher than Statewide However,

di~ICU.sSl~d, the locality level is too broad to define a community. In
are not at the census block unit analysis used in this

ext;enililnLg the statistical analysis this manner could only address
Wl1et;he!r there is an apparent association race and facility siting, and it still

du'ectly ~rl,rl1"":><:!Q the intent of those selected the location for the site.

eXlarndnl8 hltent, JI..A.RC StSltt"(~onldulctE~dtwo <-<u<-<~. """'" First, qualitative data
sitings ofthe private

processes in
located in

SOlIg'llt 1;0 s'UPJPl€imlan1; ttle statistical analysis COllal1ct;ed
cOInp,ar~lthre analysis was corldu.ctE!d bletvifeen
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Racial Motivation Not Evident in the Siting Process for Regional Landfills

A problem with a heavy reliance on statistical data in assessing the issue ofrace
and facility siting is that other factors which may actually have influenced local
government officials and waste management companies in the siting process are ignored.
An example of the potential problems created by this approach is the unfounded
assumption underlying CCV's previously mentioned conclusion that the counties in
which the regional landfills are located were actually targeted by the waste management
companies.

Document reviews and interviews conducted by JLARC staffwith local officials
and management at the private companies which have constructed these new landfills
provide information contradict this assumption. According to the county admin-
istrators and members ofsupervisors ofthe five countieswith regional
landfills, the companies were actually solicited by the local
governments. principal motivating factors for the proposals
were the construction and the possibility of
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gaining significant revenue for the locality through host fees or taxes that would be paid
by a privately run facility.

In terms of the cost factor, rural localities with limited operating budgets and
small tax bases are finding it difficult to meet their solid waste needs in a cost effective
manner. Although the 1988 regulatory changes governing the disposal of solid waste
brought much needed reform to the industry, the requirements that landfill operators
install systems to control leachate and methane gas and monitor groundwater have
substantially altered the economics of waste disposal. While the cost of building a
modern landfill will vary significantly based on the geological conditions ofthe proposed
site, it is estimated that construction costs can approach as much as $800,000 per acre.
Even for a modestly sized landfill, these costs are often more than small rural counties
can afford.

This is illustrated by the following comments made by county administrators
and members of the board of supervisors when asked by JLARC staff whether private
companies approached the counties with plans to build the landfills. The first comments
were made by a county administrator.

There were three [landfill] sites in [Name of County] which did not
have any additional capacity for waste disposal. All three sites were
closed according to State regulations at a cost of$110,000. Duringthis
time, the board ofsupervisors was in the process ofevaluatingwhether
it could afford to operate a new landfill in light ofthe State regulations
and decided that the County could not afford to build a new landfill.
With the revenue prospects from a private landfill, the board of
supervisors concluded that it would be economically beneficial to have
a private company run the County landfill. As a result, [Name of
County] purchased the land and leased it to a private company.

Another county administrator made the following comments:

This county needed to get out of the landfill business because with the
new regulations it was too costly to expand the existing landfills or
construct a new one. The county determined that it would not be cost
effective to construct a landfill that would take trash from only the
county's residents. Consideration was given to building a landfill that
would accept trash from surrounding counties but we concluded that
it was not practical given that the area is so rural. Subsequently, the
County decided to send out a request for proposal to construct and
operate a regional landfill based on my recommendation.

A member of the board of supervisors in another county also emphasized the
impact of the cost of landfill construction on the decision to contract with a private
company:
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l'"Ti,,,;,..n ofWaste Management
lan,UtlU, According to the State, was the worst landfill

board ofsupervisors was responsible for setting waste
management policy for the county, so it had to get involved [in
process deciding how the County's trash would be disposedl,

the costly regulations, the board of supervisors concluded
private sector was the best alternative. The cost of landfill

closure the county was $750,000. The cost of constructing a new
lanldnUwas also $750,000. The County simply could not afford to stay

the trash business so a decision was made to solicit private compa
nies to build and operate the County's landfill.

Another member of the board of supervisors in one county who actually fought
the decision to permit a private regional landfill in the county had this to say about the
board's rationale for privatizing the county's solid waste system:

This is a small county under significant fiscal stress. In order to
generate the increased revenue that would be needed to pay for a new
landfill, large increases in the county tax rates would have been
needed. The board of supervisors was also seduced by the revenue
potential of a private landfill.

Clearly, the fact that four of the five counties which have sited these private
landfills actually initiated the siting process through requests for proposals, weakens the
argument that these jurisdictions were targeted by private companies because of the
socio-economic characteristics of the localities' residents. Further, the fact that the
localities which have entered into agreements with these sites share common character
istics - small populations in rural areas, a weak tax base, and limited operating budgets
- which may be correlatedwith having a disproportionate number ofminority residents,
could mean that any apparent correlation between the race of a county and whether it
hosts a private landfill is spurious. In other words, it may be these factors and not race
which impact whether a private regional landfill is sited in a particular county.

Facility Siting Processes Do Not Reflect Racial Differences

To examine the question further of whether there are variations in the siting
process that relate to race, JLARC staffselected a representative sample ofan ofthe solid
waste facilities which have been sited since 1988. The sample consisted of 23 of the 34
localities in which solid waste sites have been permitted since 1988. Using this sample,
the sites were into two groups: (1) those which are located in neighborhoods
where of minorities is higher than the county as a whole; and (2) those
which are neighborhoods where minorities exist in proportions that are roughly the
same or was observed for the locality.

two groups, JLARC ",t~.H··,ri",;t.o,rl

the
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managers of the SWMFs, and any community action groups were involved
siting process. In addition, available documents associated with sitings - publilc
hearing notes, siting studies, news articles - were reviewed so that the issues and
activities that were a part of the process would be better understood. Some of the
questions JLARC staff raised during the field visits are as follows:

• Was the site selected for the SWMF one ofseveral that was evaluated through
a professional siting study?

@I If so, did the siting study explicitly consider any socio-economic factors such
as race as one of the selection criteria?

• Did the locality or waste management company request any variances from
the siting requirements when applying for a State permit?

• Were there any minorities serving on the local governing body at the time the
siting decision was made? If so, was the site supported by any minorities?

., Was there any organized community opposition to the proposal to site the
facility in the location in which it was eventually placed?

" Were community groups included by the localities in the siting process?

• Were any public hearings held before the local governing body made the
decision to approve the site?

Next, through contingency table analysis, the siting process used in each
locality was examined to determine whether there were any key differences which could
explain why some sites were located in communities that were disproportionately
minority. Both private operators and local government officials have stated that the
requirements for siting solid waste facilities are so technical and the costs ofconstructing
these facilities so high, that it is not practical to target communities based on the race of
the residents. Therefore, while there may be socio-economic implications associated with
siting solid waste facilities, these individuals state that there is no intent to target
minority communities.

Ifthis is true, the results ofthis analysis should not reveal material differences
in the siting practices oflocalities across the two study groups. For example, localities
which sited facilities in disproportionately minority communities should be just as likely
to conduct formal siting studies that do not use socio-economic factors to rank the
prospective sites, have open public hearings and a vote regarding the siting, and
incorporate residents from the affected communities in the decision making process.

Furthermore, if these communities are not being targeted, these localities or
pnvate operators should not be more likely to request major variances from the siting
regulations. Such variances could indicate that other sites might be better suited for the
construction of a SWMF. Additionally, these localities should base siting decisions

cmnnlUlrlities on whether the communityhas organized opposiHon to the faciIity.
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the presence or absence of certain elements in the siting process cannot be treated as
indisputable evidence of discrimination, such findings would raise legitimate policy
questions about local land use decision making for solid waste disposal and provide a
basis for possible recommendations.

Comparison ofSitingProcesses. Table 5 presents theresults ofthis analysis.
As shown, there were no significant differences in the siting process between the two
groups oflocalities which might indicate a bias towards placing SWMFs in communities
that are disproportionately minority. One locality did use siting criteria which included
a factor that gave a higher weight to communities with low to moderately priced homes.
Still, when the recommendations of the siting study were implemented, the county
approved the location ofthe landfill in a community that was neither predominantly nor
disproportionately minority.

One of the more important findings relates to the use of siting studies. If the
local decision making process for siting SWMFs is racially slanted, there would be little
incentive to use objective siting studies to evaluate the suitability ofvarious locations.
This analysis indicates that 55 percent of the localities which sited landfills in commu
nities that had a disproportionate number of minorities conducted siting studies and
explicitly considered alternative sites as a part ofthis siting process. In most cases, this
was usually accomplished through an analysis which ranked all ofthe prospective sites
on key factors important to the operation ofa landfill. The most elaborate ofthese studies
included "detailed walkovers" on all prospective sites by professional engineers and
geologists, site borings to determine soil characteristics, and hydrogeologic tests neces
sary to uncover any flaws in the site which would make it unacceptable for a landfill.

Some of the other studies were less technical in nature but were designed to
accomplish the same objective. With these studies, the public works staff in the
respective localities typically identified key factors on which each site should be ranked.
Each ofthese factors was thenweighted and a total scorewas calculatedfor the individual
sites based on relative differences across these factors. One county, which located a
landfill in a community that had a minority population rate that was 10 percentage
points higher than the average for the locality, evaluated 14 sites. Each location was
ranked according tohow itwould be impacted by State environmental restrictions as well
as requirements imposed by the locality. Some of the factors which would generate a
favorably high score for a site were as follows:

• location within one mile of a primary road;
• access to site through rural non-residential areas;
• more than 200 acres of land available for purchase;
• cost of land less than $500 per acre;
• more than 1,000 feet from key community facilities and residential areas;
• low groundwater table on site;
III no surface waters present at site;
• no other proposed land uses for site;
III no mining conducted on site; and
-landfill use site is conformance with existing zoning or<1iIllaIllce:s.
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--------------Table5--------------
Comparison of the Process for

Siting Solid Waste Facilities, Controlling for
the Racial Composition of the Host Community

Sites Not In Sites In
Disproportionately Disproportionately

Minority Community Minority Community
(n=13)* (n=10)*

Siting study conducted and
alternative sites examined 50% 55%

Socio-economic factors used 16% 0

Variances or special
demonstrations required 92% 90%

Minority representation
on board 38% 40%

of site 60% 50%

Community opposition to site 15% 33%

Community input in siting
process 8% 33%

Public hearings held prior
to vote on site 54% 80%

Public vote taken on siting 50% 70%

*Not all of the variables reported in this table were relevant for each local siting process. Such cases are not included
in the calculation of the percentages.

Notes: Since the 1988 solid waste regulations were passed, the State has granted operating permits to 34 facilities.
The figures reported in this table are based on data collected from a randomly selected sample of 23 cases 
67 percent of the universe. None of the differences in outcomes presented in this table were significant at
either a 5 or 10 percent level of significance.

Source: Document reviews and JLARe staff interviews with county and city administrators, local politicians, facility
managers, and members of various community action groups.

UA..U":UL"V staff were also interested in determining whether the sites that were
disproportionately minority communities were more likely to involve

re(::Iu1est;s for variances from some ofthe regulatory siting standards. These variances can
DEQ a demonstration by the applicant that special measures will be

spE~ci~:ll conditions exist which make it unnecessary to comply with one or more
A significant number variances granted for a site may

would have been better suited proposed SWMF.
a was by DEQ 90 peI'ceIlt
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permits granted to
to 92 percent for the cOInp~iri~lon differences
reported in this table, are neltnE~r s1catist,lc8lHy sig:mjjcEmt nor consistent with a
pattern that would suggest an ob\riOllS irlteIlt

Community Input this analysis
revealed that there were no groups of sites in
terms of community on the local
governing board, and was located in
a community that was from this study show that
the locality was slightly more to have a on the local governing board. In
terms ofsupporting the siting decision, politicians one-halfofthese localities
voted in favor of the site. This was only slightly lower than the figure observed for the
sites in non-minority neighborhoods. Queen County, as an example, two of
the five board members were Both members favor of siting the
regional landfill. There tended to be more community opposition to those landfills that
were placed in minority communities (33 to percent), but these localities were also
more likely to have community groups monitored the siting process (33 to 8 percent).

Finally, localities that neighborhoods were more
likely to hold public hearings and take a vote on site. Again, the differences
here are probably related to the special circumstances ofthe sitings. Most ofthe localities
in the comparison group which did not hold public hearings or take a vote before siting
the landfill were those that simply added new cells to the old county landfills rather than
select a new site. Because the areas in new cells were constructed were already
zoned for this type of land use, no local public hearing or vote was required.

When considered with the other findings presented in this analysis, there is no
reliable evidence which suggests that local governments or private operators are
targeting minority communities when locating SWMFs. Though additional research is
needed in this area, it appears that site location decisions are driven by a number of
factors -large inexpensive parcels ofland, a sufficient infrastructure, proximity to old
landfills - which could possibly be related several socio-economic factors, including
race. As this analysis shows, even when SWMFs are placed in neighborhoods that are
disproportionately minority, most ofthe elements required for an objective siting process
were in place.

More Public Participation ....,1Ij,u..l.U U-iftus:e l::oIlltr~)VE~rSY

One aspect of the
tion. In a number oflocalities ",,,,,1-,,,#'1

the early stages of the
public involvement.
site was UQ,UU.,L<;;U

county ad:milt1istra.tOl~S

Ii'ulture Sitings
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aware

Not coincidentally, many
have been sited the 1988 regulations were not

.l.a',u.I.".I.";'" came to be located their neighborhoods.

(;omlnuni~~yKnowledge ofSiting Process. As a part of this study, JLARC
contracted with Commonwealth University Survey Research to conduct
a survey ofresidents living around all SWMFs permitted since 1988. One objective ofthis
survey was to determine whether residents knew anything about how the SWMF came
to be located their community.

The survey responses revealed that most residents living near a SWMF sited
since 1988 did not have any knowledge of how the facility came to be located in their
community. As Table 6 indicates, only 15 percent ofthose surveyed indicated that they
knew anything about how the SWMF in their community was sited. Seventy-seven
percent indicated they had no knowledge about the siting of the facility their
community.

Residents' Knowledge of the Siting Process
the SWMF in Their Community

Residents Surveyed Aware Not Aware Did Not Know

All respondents (n=371) 15% 77% 6%

Minority respondents (n=58) 8% 84% 6%

Residents living around
sanitary landfills (n=136) 19% 74% 6%

Residents living within 2
miles ofSWMF (n=162) 16% 78% 4%

Residents living in community
8 years or more (n=201) 19% 71% 8%

Source: JLARC survey of 439 residents living near recently sited SWMFs conducted by Virginia Commonwealth
University Survey Research Laboratory. The sampling error for the proportions at a 95 percent level of
confidence is 5 percent.

The number minority respondents with any knowledge the siting process
Only eight percent ofthe minority respondents knew anything about the

84 percent indicated that they had no knowledge of the process.
ref,pcmcleIllts' knowledge siting process was not affected by

Specifically, only percent
thesaIl.ital':-y they
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to the public, a pelrceptl.on
already
the project is
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neighborhood.
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Table

Key Elements of Public Participation in Five Virginia
Localities Prior to Constructing a Landfill

King and
Key Elements Queen Amelia Sussex Charles City Roanoke

Implemented
solid waste
education
campaign No No No No Yes

Worked with
citizens
advisory group
prior to site
selection No No No Yes Yes·

Worked with
advisory group
to select sites No No No No Yes

Hired
independent
firm to
evaluate sites No No No Yes Yes

Used
competitive
bidding to
select private
company No* Yes Yes Yes N/A

Citizens group
assisted in
initial site
selection No No No No Yes

Community
had input in
landfill
agreement Yes No No Yes Yes

*A competitive bidding process was not used by the board of supervisors in King and Queen. However, local officials
did solicit proposals from two other companies.

Source: JLARC staff interviews and document reviews.
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would have opE~I'a1Ged

decided against this Opll;10Jtl,
sions with representatives
possibility of constructing a re~D:mlal UUJlUU,J.!

for a landfill during plann:mg

The problem, aCI~ordiru.?:1;0

activities took place hAtnT'A

regional landfill and w1t;hmlt
by this perceived secrecy
community in which was prIJpc)se,d
specific location of the landfill was direct,[y a,djacerlt
church.

Members of the cornmlun,ity pointE~d

in minority communities - three
in minority communities - as an eX~im:ple

board ofsupervisors. Further, tn€~ IaC~t
of Waste Management
constructed in a predominantlywhite cOInnlUIlit), fu,eled
that they believed was dislcriminatory

alr,eadly been tested

a

10ClltiIlg landfills
LCU.1I.U.1U>::> were sited

prflctlces of the
Department

was
process

Although not racially based, about planning
process were raised in Amelia. In October members of the County board
ofsupervisors solicited a request for to operate a At the time
this request for proposals was issued, county had not met the community to
discuss the solid waste plans or held the necessary hearings to determine if the existing
zoning ordinance needed to be changed to permit a private regional landfill the county.
According to one member of the board ofsupervisors, the first meeting to provide
the residents with information on the regional was held on weekend prior to
the board's scheduled hearing to vote on the for a facility.

In Sussex, the board ,.,f·,,,,.,.,."".....,ri"',,.,.,.,,, dec:id€~d to prcJce,ed
landfill based on the recommendation ofthe cmmt;y a,dministratclr
dation was made following a consultant's ",huhr 01' 'l-h,<> CIJUIlty's olPtilJnS
waste problems, no effort was made to iinclucle 1()Cal rE3S11C1elllts
process.

In contrast to
educate county residents
made concerningwhat areas urn" I rl

drive the selection
officials appointed a .lUa,,Uuuu Ci1;izEms ArI'l7i~."lrv Co:mnllit1Gee \LI'.Jr>.U

each magisterial dlEltrJlct.
ofsome members
group was
In addition,

deClSlCm to
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was

was unsulltable
pe:rtunctoTyattempt to ",nil 1,1n.r

"u~.up"aHH' alleging a conspiracy by
protections guaranteed

'n"..." (~nta.,..£,rl ajudgment for the defendants. The that
U:U.!UJ..U!i:l in and Queen County over had a

dlElprOp,ort:lOllat;e nnp.act on black residents the county, there was no evidence of
l=<n1:rth'incr unuSll1aJlOrSUSpllcHmsin the siting for the landfill. In fact, Court

Supervisors appears to balanced the economic, environ-
ofthe County a and conscientious manner. At

Supervisors appear to more concerned about the
COUTIltvas a whole sentiments ofresidents

lCU"UUH in " Thus, the Court found that
np'nMvAtin,n of equal protection under the 14th Amendment of the Consti-

this case, it law suit challenging the State's
proposed design construction of the landfill. This case

Amelia, residents continue to express concern about the
the site selection process and whether landfills are

localities, members of the relevant community action
valuable wetlands were destroyed the

be,ronld the scope this study to assess these concerns
feelings are undoubtedly based on the lasting suspicion

selection prc>cef,s was not objective.

Tn <:>1n.,.. di1:leJrerlCe between siting process these counties hosting
KOanC)Ke County relates to the development of operating

localities have operating policies which define the
only County was the responsibility for
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on the operating
buffer requirements be~{on.d
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ofwaste that can be received, and special
ImpoEled. by the State regulations.

IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED
...,."-" """ EQillTABLE RESULTS AND REDUCE

CONTROVERSIES?

As the comparison the local siting processes contained in this chapter
indicates, in order to minimize the problems with future landfill sitings, it is important
that guidelines be developed which outline some strategies which may be used to ensure
community involvement throughout each major phase of the siting process. Local
governments need to be certain that members ofthe communities in which SWMFs may
be established are involved in the planning, siting, and development of operational
guidelines for these facilities. In light of the national concern about environmental
racism, this is especially important in localities which may attempt to site new SWMFs
in neighborhoods that are either predominantly··or disproportionately minority, The
State can further assist localities in this area by providing them with census data on the
racial composition ofthe neighborhood in which a proposed site is planned. Without the
proactive involvement ofneighborhood groups in these cases, problems which are really
a function of poor planning could be misconstrued as environmental racism.

Recommendation (1). The Department of Environmental Quality, in
consultation with the Virginia Association of Counties and the Municipal
League, should develop a technical assistance guide for local governments on
the process for siting solid waste management facilities. In developing this
guide, the Department should solicit the input of private operators and local
government officials who have successfully sited SWMFs with the support of
the residents in the affected communities.

Recommendation (2). The Secretary of Natural Resources should
require the Department of Environmental Quality to develop a geographical
mapping database to assist it in identifying the racial characteristics of
residents surrounding all sites in which SWMFs are proposed. If the commu
nities in which these sites are proposed are predominantly or disproportion
ately minority, the General Assembly should consider amending the Code of
Virginia to require the locality or company applying for the permit to demon
strate that representatives from the affected community were given the
opportunity to participate the process for siting the facility as a condition
of permit approval.
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Vi]~gilrlia.'s n-rnO'r$llm of solid waste J.GL'"',UH'....""

minority a focus ofHJR 529. passage the 1988 Solid
Waste Management Regulations, the State's regulatory responsibility expanded, the
demands on staffgreatly increased.
ofthese are because most
were adopted the adverse impact of SWMFs on
environment.

Without enforcement of these requirements, the State could face potentially
serious environmental problems and high cleanup costs. For example:

In 1972 the State granted the owners of the Kim-Stan solid waste
facility inAlleghany County an operatingpermit for a sanitary lmW11U.

During 1988 and 1989, the owners ofthe landfill began taking large
volumes ofwaste. Over time, leachate from the landfill began discharg
ing into surrounding groundwater and ultimately into the Jackson
River. 1989, it was determined that leachate from the landfill was
responsible for a large fish kill in a nearby pond. Through legal action,
the State was able to force the landfill to shut down. However, the site
remains an environmental hazard, and it is projected that it will cost
approximately $9 million to clean it up.

In response to the new regulations, DEQhas established a program ofoversight,
but it has some significant problems which appear to be at least partly the result of
several reorganizations the solid waste program has undergone in recent years. At the
State level, key requirements ofthe 1988 regulations are not adequately enforced. Some
staffare not clear on their responsibilities for oversight, and very little attention is given
to supervising and coordinating the work of the field staff who are responsible for
conducting facility inspections. In the area ofgroundwater monitoring, these shortcom
ings may have allowed higher rates ofnoncompliance for solid waste facilities in minority
communities to go undetected.

This chapter presents the results of the JLARC staff analysis
program at gaps DEQ oV€irsl,ght
guidelines to ensure waste not in~lPI)ropri.at':31yac(:ep1Ged
Chapter IV then focuses on that were found
of state inspection
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REQUIREMENTS FOR VIRGINIA'S O'U'AL..U •.IJ WASTE

1988, the Department of Waste Management promulgated
establishing comprehensive criteria governing the siting, operation, and closure of
SWMFs. In addition to these regulations, the State has also adopted separate regula
tions requiring private SWMFs to demonstrate financial ability to pay for the closure of
SWMFs in accordance with the regulations. Together, these regulations have imposed
demands on the management at DEQ to develop a program of oversight to ensure that
the new requirements are properly implemented.

New Landfill Regulations Impose Oversight Demands on DEQ

current regulations establish a comprehensive regulatory system for the
siting, design and construction, operation, closure, and post-closure ofboth publicly and
privately operated landfills. Because the current requirements governing solid waste are
much more extensive than past regulations in this area, substantial modifications to
DEQ's program ofoversight were required. The key areas in which oversight functions
must now be implemented are summarized below.

Siting Criteria. The regulations establish specific criteria for the siting ofsolid
waste management facilities and provide DEQ with authority to enforce the siting
criteria through review of all applications to construct and operate such facilities. The
criteria for sanitary landfills, which are the most stringent, require that the active fill
area of a landfill be certain minimum distances from surface waters, drinking water
sources, schools, residences, parks, hospitals, and roads. In addition, sanitary landfills
may not be located in floodplains, wetlands, unstable areas, seismic areas, or fault areas.
The regulations also require that sanitary landfills be constructed in areas where
groundwater can be monitored and where there is an adequate amount of soil available
for cover. Variances are available from some ofthese requirements upon a demonstration
that noncompliance with a requirement will not result in an unreasonable risk to the
public health or the environment.

Design and Construction. The regulations also establish extensive require
ments for the design and construction ofSWMFs. Sanitary landfills must be constructed
with a composite liner system that includes a two foot layer of compacted soil and an
impervious membrane. They must also have a leachate management system to collect,
store, and treat all of the leachate that is generated in the landfill, a gas management
plan to ensure the monitoring and control ofmethane gas that is generated over time at
a landfill as decomposition occurs, and a stormwater management system to prevent the
flow of stormwater onto the active part of the facility. Additionally, sanitary landfills
musthave a groundwater monitoring system to monitor the condition ofthe groundwater
around the facility. The regulations also establish design construction re(luireInents
to access the facility.
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Operational Requirements. current regulations establish specific op-
erational requirements for sanitary landfills. Disposed waste must be compacted and
covered in accordance with specific requirements. In addition, leachate produced by
landfills must be regularly collected and stored and then either discharged directly or
taken byvehicle to a wastewater treatment facility orin some situations recirculated into
the landfilL Operators ofsanitary landfills are also required to inspect incoming waste
to prevent the disposal of hazardous waste, radioactive waste, or PCBs.

Groundwater Monitoring Requirements. The regulations also require
extensive monitoring ofboth the groundwater around sanitary landfills and the decom
posed gas that these landfills produce. The groundwater monitoring requirements
establish different phases ofmonitoring. The first phase ofmonitoring is required at all
sanitary landfills to test for contamination. The second phase, which is referred to in the
regulations as "assessment monitoring," is triggered only ifthe first phase indicates that
there is potential contamination. The purpose of the second phase of monitoring is to
confirm the presence or absence of contamination. The third phase requirements only
apply if corrective action is required and monitoring is needed to support the corrective
action.

The requirements for the first phase ofgroundwater monitoringvary depending
on the age of the landfilL Landfills in operation before October 1993 are subject to the
groundwater monitoring requirements in the 1988version ofthe State regulations which
were referred to as "phase 1" monitoring. Phase I monitoring required that landfills test
for four broad parameters. A statistical increase in any ofthese parameters required the
landfill to go to phase II monitoring which is now referred to in the regulations as
"assessment monitoring." Assessment monitoring requires testing for over 200 constitu
ents. If assessment monitoring reveals the presence of any of these 200 constituents at
unacceptable levels, then the landfill is required to undertake corrective action and
additional monitoring.

Facilities placed into operation after October 9,1993 are subject to different first
phase monitoring requirements. These facilities are required to conductwhat is referred
to in the regulations as "final detection monitoring" as the first phase ofmonitoring. This
involves testing for concentrations of 62 specific constituents instead of four broad
parameters required under phase I monitoring. If there is a statistically significant
increase in any of the parameters being tested, then the facility is required to go to
assessment monitoring which was described previously. Over the next three years, final
detection monitoring will be phased in as the first phase of monitoring for all landfills.

Gas Monitoring. The other type ofregular monitoring that must be conducted
is monitoring for decomposed gases. The regulations require regular monitoring at some
landfills to ensure that dangerous concentrations ofmethane gas are not being generated
and released by a facility. Ifhigh levels ofgas are detected through regular monitoring,
then the operator ofthe landfill must design and implement a gas control system that will
reduce gas concentrations to acceptable levels.
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Closure and Post-Closure. The regulations also establish extensive require
ments for the closure and post-closure of sanitary landfills as well as other solid waste
management facilities. Any facility that stops receiving waste must now be properly
closed. Closure for sanitary landfills includes design and construction of a final cover
system to minimize infiltration of the landfill. Closure activities must begin within 30
days after a facility receives its known final load ofwaste or within one year of the most
recent receipt of waste if the facility has remaining capacity and there is a reasonable
likelihood that the facility will receive additional waste. Closure activities are required
to be completed within six months ofbeing commenced unless an extension is granted.

The post-closure regulations require that the owner or operator of a sanitary
landfill take certain actions to minimize any threat of contamination from the closed
facility. The post-closure requirements include maintaining the integrity and effective
ness ofthe final cover, maintaining and operating a leachate collection system, continu
ingto monitor the groundwater, and maintaining and operatinga gas monitoringsystem.

FinancialAssurance. Separate financial assurance regulations requirethat
private solid waste disposal facilities demonstrate the ability to pay for the closure and
post-closure of their facility. A facility owner may demonstrate financial responsibility
through one of several options. The owner may demonstrate it through a surety bond,
trust fund, letter ofcredit, deposit of acceptable collateral, or financial test or corporate
guarantee deemed appropriate by DEQ. Owners and operators ofprivate facilities must
also secure and maintain liability coverage for claims arising from injuries to third
parties. This coverage may be in the form ofa financial test, an insurance policy, or other
appropriate financial instrument.

DEQ is currently in the process of amending the financial assurance regula
tions. One of the major changes in the regulations will be to extend the requirement for
financial assurance to government-owned and operated facilities. This change is being
made to comply with the EPA requirement that states extend the financial assurance
requirement to public facilities.

THE COMPONENTS OF DEQ'S OVERSIGHT PROGRAM

With the expanded requirements for solid waste, Virginia, like other states, has
been required to develop an oversight program which addresses the State's permitting,
monitoring, and enforcement responsibilities. Based on interviews with DEQ staff and
an analysis ofagency documents, JLARC stafffound critical gaps in the State's oversight
program.

While it appears that DEQ has established a system to enforce many of the
1'Yl'!'l,n"'new regulatory requirements, the agency has not developed the complete program
ofoversight needed to fully implement the new regulations. DEQ has organized a staff
ofgeologists and engineers to ensure that all new facilities are sited in compliance with

regulations and built with the major new environmental safety features. However,
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the agency's oversight prc)gr;am
ments regarding groundwater m01nit;oring
clear lack of oversight and co()rdimttic)ll
the field.
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Table 8 summarizes the scope
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this year.
that have sut)mllttE~d

so as of September

to DEQ by March 1, 1994. Ofthe approximately 214 sites
annual report by the March deadline, only 94 had

facilities had been referred to en:torlcer:nellt
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-------------'jL'sl:Jlle8-------------
Components of the Oversight Program

Established By Central Office Staff at the
Department of Environmental Quality

Addressed in DEQ's
Oversight Program?

RegulatotY Area ~Yes IK] No

Facility Siting IDesign and Construction
Central Office Staff Duties Defined Ii2j
Central Office Oversight Conducted ~
Facility Compliance Status Tracked Ii2j

Field Operations
Central Office Duties Defined [K]
Central Office Oversight Conducted ~
Facility Compliance Status Tracked ~

Groundwater Monitoring
Central Office Duties Defined ~
Central Office Oversight Conducted [i]
Facility Compliance Status Tracked [i]

Landfill Closure
Central Office Staff Duties Defined [i]
Central Office Oversight Conducted [i]
Facility Compliance Status Tracked ~

Note: This information does not reflect administrative changes that may have been implemented by the Department
of Environmental Quality dUring the time the study was conducted.

Source: JLARC staff interviews with staff at the Department ofEnvironmental Quality and staff analysis of agency
documents.

with the monitoring requirements and that no enforcement action has been taken
against these facilities.

Based upon inquiries to DEQ about these findings, it is apparent that there has
been a lack ofagency attention to compliance with the groundwater monitoring require
ments. During interviews with JLARC staff, DEQ staffindicated that they had received
no guidance from management on how this program was to be implemented. They noted
that one reason for lack of a compliance program this area may be that this was
the first year that annual monitoring reports were required to be submitted for all
facilities required to conduct groundwater monitoring. One staff person reviews the
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groundwater monitoring reports when they are submitted, but the person's job respon
sibilities do not include ensuring that all facilities comply with the monitoring
reporting requirements. It was apparent that no one in the central office could speak to
the deficiencies in this oversight function because their individual oversight roles were
not clearly defined. The acting director of the office of waste management sent a
communication to the regional offices requesting information on the groundwater
reports after interviews with JLARC staffraised questions about the agency's oversight
for this requirement. Six months later the problem had not been resolved.

If this problem is not corrected, DEQ's failure to adequately enforce the
groundwater requirements could have important implications for minority residents in
neighborhoods with landfills (Figure 15). Using data on the racial composition of the
communities surrounding a sample of solid waste sites that were required to submit
annual groundwater monitoring reports, JLARC staff found that the proportion of
landfills in white neighborhoods that complied with the reporting requirements was
almost three times the rate for landfills in predominantly minority neighborhoods.

The absence of central office oversight of this compliance requirement in the
regions was also evident from data analysis and interviews. In only three of the seven
regions used by DEQ could compliance managers provide complete information on which
facilities in their region were out of compliance with the groundwater monitoring
requirements. When asked why DEQ has not done a better job oftracking and enforcing
compliance with the reporting requirement, regional staffcited limited resources as the
primary reason. According to some of the compliance staff, personnel limitations have
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to their responsibilities. The initial focus has been onensuringthat
basic operating requirements like maintaining adequate cover.

DEQ staffdid indicate that in recent weeks they have begun to focus on facility
compliance this annual reporting requirement. Letters have been sent to the
facilities that have not submitted their annual reports in some regions advising them
that they need to do so. In addition, inspectors are being instructed to begin assessing
violation those facilities not in compliance.

Dissatisfaction with Groundwater Monitoring

In addition to the large number offacilities that have not submitted groundwa
ter monitoring reports, it appears that a majority of those that have submitted reports
are not conducting the groundwater monitoring that is required under the regulations.
According to DEQ records, virtually all of the facilities that have submitted annual
reports have shown a statistical increase in one ofthe parameters being tested and thus
have triggered the second phase ofmonitoring. Despite this, DEQ records reveal that less
than 20 percent of the facilities required to enter the second phase of monitoring are
known by DEQ to have done so. I

The low rate ofcompliance with the groundwater monitoring requirements is at
least partially the result ofwidespread dissatisfaction with the groundwater monitoring
requirements imposed by the 1988 regulations. As discussed previously, the initial 1988
regulations required that all landfills test for certain broad parameters in the groundwa
ter around landfills. Where there was a significant statistical increase in one of these
parameters, the facility was required to conduct much more extensive and expensive
assessment monitoring. The primary complaint has been that statistical increases in
these parameters tested during the initial phase of groundwater monitoring are not a
reliable indicator ofpotential contamination ofgroundwater around a landfill. Critics of
the regulations contend that changes in some of these parameters like pH, occur
naturally in groundwater samples taken at different times of the year. Although these
benign changes will trigger assessment monitoring, they suggest that the tests merely
reflect seasonal fluctuations and do not necessarily indicate contamination.

DEQ staff defend the monitoring program required by the regulations. They
believe that the initial phase ofgroundwater monitoring is an accurate indicator of the
potential for contamination. As evidence, they cite the fact that three ofthe four landfills
that have completed the second phase of groundwater monitoring have confirmed the
presence of hazardous constituents at higher levels than are naturally occurring in the
groundwater around the landfills. They further note that many other landfills that are
currently in the midst ofconducting assessment or phase II monitoring have test results
which suggest that there are unacceptable levels of hazardous constituents in the

landfills.

the first phase of groundwater monitoring required by the
1988 regulations will soon be irrelevant because "final detection
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monitoring" is being phased in as the first phase of monitoring for all sanitary landfills
over the next three years. In the meantime, many localities which triggered more
extensive and costly assessment monitoring under the phase I monitoring requirements
established by the 1988 regulations are seeking a variance from the regulatory require
ments. They are currently negotiating with DEQ to allow them to conduct final detection
monitoring that is currently required as the first phase of monitoring for new facilities
instead ofassessment monitoring which would be considerably more expensive. DEQ is
considering these requests for a variance on a case-by-case basis. If a facility can
demonstrate that the constituents that are required to be tested for in assessment
monitoring are not likely to be found in orderived from the waste at the facility, then DEQ
will allow that facility to proceed to final detection monitoring instead of assessment
monitoring.

Field Operations Not Adequately Monitored and Coordinated

A major function ofDEQ's central office staff is to monitor and coordinate the
inspection activities carried out by regional staff. According to a 1992 DEQ report to the
General Assembly, "the regional operations staff will do most of the day-to-day work. ..
Headquarters operations staffwill be responsible for statewide program implementa
tion, quality control, and consistency among regional offices."

As Table 8 illustrated, there is no one presently in the central office who has the
clearly defined role of coordinating the work of the regional offices. In interviews with
agency staff, the study team was told that DEQ created the position of statewide
inspection coordinator two years ago but then eliminated it before the position could be
filled when the agency was required to reduce its budget. Subsequently, no one assumed
the role ofoversightwith respect to the work performedin the regions. As a result, central
office staffare presently unable totrack the performance ofthe inspectors, or to regularly
evaluate their reports to determine the compliance status of active or closed facilities.

The problems this has created in the inspection process, such as an inadequate
number ofinspections and a protracted compliance process, will be discussed in greater
detail in the next chapter. Based on interviews with staffin the regions and central DEQ,
it was clear that these problems have not been given sufficient attention by the central
office. Although the agency has developed standards prescribing the number of
inspections that should be conducted on an annual basis for SWMFs, inspection outcomes
are not systematically reviewed. Moreover, inspection data are not regularly used to
assess facility compliance rates in the regions.

Landfill Closure Requirements Not Adequately Enforced

Completely missing from DEQ's inspection program are procedures to mcmttor
the compliance ofinactive landfills with federal and State closure requirements. During
this study, JLARC requested data from the Office ofWaste Resource Management within

on the following indicators:
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!II the otl.naLctllve 1l:U.IU.LJLU"+h,,t ""0.""0. subject to the State's i>1n·..,.""...,t ,,1""'"'-"0
requirements;

• the last date which In~ictlve tac:111taes received waste;

• the number larldtLlls ...n .. ",,", have successfully ImplElmlsn1;ed a
closure plan in accordance with federal and State requirements.

Despite the fact that this is needed to assess WDtetJler Imict:lve
landfills have complied with facility closure requirements, DEQ's central
unable to respond to this request from its existing database. Instead, regional ",-I-""f'f",..""·,,

asked to conduct an inventory ofinactive sites and provide JLARC with information on
whether these facilities have been properly closed. In subsequent interviews, mama.gelt's
at DEQ acknowledged that no statewide tracking system had been established to
determine compliance with these requirements. After an interview with JLARC staff,
the acting director of the Office of Waste Resource Management directed regional staff
to begin collecting the necessary information on these sites. Six months later, data on the
compliance status of these sites was still incomplete. One manager was aware that the
closure polices were not being enforced. In this manager's view, enforcing
regulations has not been a high priority because of the anticipated problems
governments - the principal owners of most inactive landfills - would have
for closure of old landfills.

Members of the enforcement staff, who are responsible for initiating actions
against all sites referred for improper closure, had no knowledge of the number
that were out of compliance with federal and State landfill closure requirements.
According to these individuals, the enforcement unit is completely reliant upon regional
staffto identifY non-compliant sites. Yet, regional staffstate that they lack the resources
to monitor inactive landfills. Moreover, they note that central office staff had never
requested information on the status ofinactive landfills in Virginia prior to the JLARe
review.

Solid Waste Program Has Experienced Organizational Instability

Some ofthe problems experienced DEQ's central office may be a tUIlctllon
the numerous changes the solid waste program has experienced since the .lJeipartrnellt
of Waste Management was created in 1986. Both the solid and hazardous
programs were moved from the Health Department to the newly created agency
time. Initially, the Department Waste Management had very limited
resources. In 1988, two years after the was formed, there were only one mana:ger
and six staffto handle all inspection and enforcement activities for solid waste across
State.

In
program tmlctlorlS
1991, same
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regions.

enfor'cemEmt unit remain
each region,

cerltrl:il office and the
the central office, the
this report persist.

Depa'rtnleIlto,fEnvjironmlen.taIQualityshould
nv,p1"'lIii.i utlt. p!ro;Ill"~'lmof;gr4lulndwfllter D1OJ:litorjing and landfill closure

D€~p3lrtlm€~nt5.1i..i!.'lJ'UJ.U cle&:lrly detlne the oversight responsi
reloolrUng system which

active

U10",1"0 mEm2lgemEmt regulations was
idEml;ified one area of regulations

7'Of"Hn'O that all SWMFs a program
hazalrdcms W2lStl:l, radlOl:lct:lve waste, or other toxic

gUldEm(:e on constitutes an acceptable
sanitary landfills must conduct

not how the inspections
implemented. Therefore,

COIlSl<:I.er'ab.le disc:retion re~~aridin,g how to structure their waste
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upon visual inspection of the waste
sp]~ea.d and compacted. Other facilities have not

the facilities do not have adequate
the programs vary considerably between

stBlI! IDelmbers indicated in interviews that they believe it would
SPElCittc standards for waste inspection programs either

IDJlJ)()rt.anlt in Current Environment

.J:!jtt:ect,lVe haza]~dolus waste inspection programs are becoming increasingly
important. dispose ofhazardous and other toxic wastes and
the growing amount to Virginia from out-of-state, there is a greater
likelihood be brought to Virginia's sanitarylandfills. Effective
inspection minimize the disposal ofhazardous waste in Virginia
landfills. and effective inspection programs would give
residents assurance that hazardous waste is not being
disposed ofthe common concerns raised bycommunity action
groups opposed oflarge regional landfills in their community has been the
fear that be accepted for disposal by these facilities.

regulations must continue to provide facilities with
some type inspection program that they implement. EPA's
Solid Waste Di~)posal Facility Criteria Technical Manual states that the frequency of
inspections on the type and quantityofwaste receivedbya facility. However,
even with the more specific standards could be developed to ensure
that each facility inspection program while maintaining some flexibility
for the individual to enable them to develop a program that meets their specific
needs.

Solid WasteManagement Regulations should
be amended nrlovilde more specific guidance regarding the hazardous waste
inspection progralms are required to have to identify hazardous or
other toxic rej!fUJlat:ioIlS should establish more specific require-
ments for detajUed inspections are required to be conducted as well
as in~~Oltni:ngW~UI;,:t,e i()aCllS are be inspected.
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~ The Adequacy of DEQ's
Inspection and Enforcement Activities

One of the primary but untested complaints of persons associated with the
national environmental justice movement is that the inspection process for waste
facilities and the prosecution of operators who violate environmental regulations is
selective. Owners of facilities that are sited in minority communities are thought to be
held to a much lower standard of compliance than their counterparts in white commu
nities. Based on these concerns, the Virginia General Assembly included language in
House Joint Resolution 529 directing JLARC to examine the oversight, inspection, and
enforcement practices of DEQ. In order to address this issue, JLARC staff selected a
stratified random sample of all solid waste facilities permitted since 1971 and collected
data on their inspection and enforcement records, as well as the racial composition ofthe
neighborhoods in which the facilities are located.

Given that most ofthe State's SWMFs were established more than 14 years ago,
it is very difficult to determine whether race played a role in the actual site location
decisions. However, data on the racial composition of the residents who currently live
around these sites indicate that only fifteen percent ofall SWMFs in Virginia are located
in communities which are predominantly minority (more than 50 percent minority
population). Nevertheless, in light of concerns about the possibility that State compli
ance activities lag for facilities in minority communities, JLARC staff conducted an
analysis of several inspection measures over time taking into account the racial
composition ofthe SWMF communities. Data from this analysis indicates that some of
the historical problems described by DEQ staffin its inspection and enforcement process
are still evident.

Specifically, inspectors are not able to consistently conduct inspections for all of
the sites in their region. Further, the length oftime between inspections is considerable
and especially long for sites in minority neighborhoods. Perhaps more critical, the typical
length of time that sites remain out of compliance with solid waste regulations has
increased over time. The problems with long periods of non-compliance are especially
severe for sites in minority communities. Many ofthese problems have persisted because
of chronic staff shortages among inspectors, a lack of guidance from the Department's
central office, and an inefficient and weak enforcement process.

LOCATION OF SOLID WASTE FACILITIES PERMITTED SINCE 1971

In Chapter II ofthis report, the issue ofwhether minorities are impacted by solid
waste facility sitings which have occurred since 1988 was addressed. For the siting
analysis, 1988 was used as the baseline year because the regulatory changes that impact
how SWMFs are to be presently sited were adopted in that year. While the 34 SWMFs

been permitted since 1988 represent only six percent ofall SWMFs in the State,
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the operating history for most ofthe remaining facilities is too long to include the
siting analyses. Since these recently permitted facilities account for only a small portion
of all solid waste sites in the State, the question of whether the majority of all facilities
are located in minority communities remains.

For the analysis of the inspection and enforcement process, JLARC staff
selected a sample of SWMFs permitted since 1971. Among the 227 facilities in the
sample, 122 (53 percent) received their permits before 1980, and 183 (81 percent) were
permitted before 1985 (See Figure 16). Because demographic shifts may have occurred
in these communities over time and because census block lines may have changed, it was
not feasible to use census block data to measure the racial characteristics of these
neighborhoods at the time the facilities were granted operating permits. Notwithstand
ing this problem, the study mandate directs JLARC to examine the impact of State
monitoring and enforcement practices on minority communities, irrespective of the
neighborhood demographics at the time that the facility was sited.

Racial Composition of Neighborhoods with SWMFs. To conduct this
analysis, JLARC staffclassified the communities around SWMFs according to the racial
composition of those persons living within a two-mile radius of the SWMFs. Once the
racial characteristics of the residents in the surrounding community were determined,
the following three categories were defined:

• Predominantly Minority Community: Ifover 50 percent ofthe residents living
within a two-mile radius of the SWMF were non-white, the community was
identified as predominantly minority.

• Disproportionately Minority Community: If the percentage of minority
residents living within a two-mile radius of the SWMF was at least five
percent higher than the minority population for the locality as a whole, the
community was identified as disproportionately minority.

,..--------------Figure16-------------~

Solid Waste Facility Permits Over Time

61

I

Source: Data obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality.
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community that is neither predominantly
ml:nOI1.ty nor ditlproplortlOIlately minority.

Utilizing these criteria, the study team found that overall, the majority (65
De]~Cent) of SWMFs are non-minority communities (Figure 17). Of the remaining
HU.,iH!uiv,~, 15 percent are predominantly minority communities and 20 percent are in
disproportionately minority communities. Thus, slightly over one-third of the SWMFs
in Virginia are located in communities where minorities are either disproportionately
represented or constitute majority of the community's residents.

As Figure 17 further demonstrates, when controlling for the racial composition
of the community, there are only minor differences in the types of the facilities that are
located in the three categories ofcommunities identified for this study. For example, in
all three communities, most of the SWMFs (90 percent) are either landfills or transfer
stations. Additionally, these facilities appear to have been granted operating permits
around the same time period. Specifically, the average number ofyears in operation for
the SWMFs across these communities range from 12 to 14 years. This is an important
finding because it means that ifvariations are found in the inspection practices ofDEQ
staffaccording to the race ofthe neighborhoods around the sites, it is not likely that these
differences can be attributed to dissimilarities in the facilities within the community
groups used in the analysis.

When considering DEQ's monitoring role, it is also important to remember that
not all of the new regulatory requirements imposed by the 1988 regulations apply to
facilities that were receiving waste prior to 1988. Because most of the facilities in this
analysis predate the 1988 regulations, they have not been required to install some ofthe
safeguards established by the new regulations. Consequently, the communities around
these sites probably face a greater risk ofexposure to problems which may be related to
such factors as an inadequate liner system under the landfill or no leachate collection
system. Thus, it is essential that DEQ closely monitor both the operation and closure
activities for these sites in all communities, no matter the race of the residents.

THE DEQ INSPECTION PROCESS

The mandate for this study required JLARC to study the past and present
policies "involved in the ... monitoring ofsolid and hazardous waste facilities." As a part
of this review, the mandate further directs JLARC to conduct an analysis of the
Commonwealth's past, present, and future monitoring practices to determine if they
have had or could have a disproportionately negative impact on minority communities.

requirement created special problems for the JLARC staff analysis
ae:eTEle to waste facilities have been monitored has changed
since the State assumed its oversight role 23 years ago. Failure account
f''!''!PJ:lt.!P ml'Sle,am.ng results about the past and present nature of the State's
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2% are Type 3
facilities):
Other

7% are Type 2
(13 facilities):

Boilers
Gas Management and

Recovery Facilities
Compost Facilities

91 % are Type 1
(168 facilities):

Sanitary Landfills
Industrial Landfills

Demolition/Debris Landfills
Transfer Stations

(2) 5%

(1) 3%

Type 1 (34) 92%

Type1 (111) 92%

Facility Number of
Type Facilities
I ( % of Typel /in Community

Type 1 (23) 85%

15% of Facilities
are in

Predominantly
Minority

Communities
(Avg. years in

operation =12.7)

20% of Facilities
are in

Disproportionately
f

Source: JL.J\RC staff analysis from
the of
Environmental
and the ",,,'V u .,0.

Type2 (8) 7%

===:3--Type 3 (2) 2%
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monitoring practices, as as
Therefore, to address this prOO.lern,

The findings from reviewing
the number and frequency ofinspections
compliance when taking into account
which solid waste sites are located.
predominantly minority communities terH1E~C1

longer periods ofnoncompliance.
in the regions. Unable to implement a
reportedly spend more time monitoring
complaints.

DEQ Inspection Performance Is InlCOl:lsistEmt

Data from a sample of
practices for sites in predominantly mllllClTI1;y CiOII:lmunltles,
indicators: (1) the frequency with urh,£'h ia<",iHt,U:;'"

of these inspections; (3) the rate
inspection process; and (4) the nu.mIJer
violations was achieved.

Presently, DEQ maintains
activities for each facility which has been rMt"." .... ·ha"

of 562 facilities as of February 1994.
inspection form is completed. This inl[<mmatioln
to develop a database containing mClnit;orilng inl:immatioin
sites.

Because the degree to wInch
cantly since 1971, any attempt to
monitoring activities must specifically di~;tiJlg111ishbl"tVlleen
inspection process was virtually non-l:'!xistEmt
mented (1984 to 1988), and enl:orc~ed l'l1'f"iYrrl1n,J' tn

1988). The need for such C11stmctH)nS
active solid waste facilities
following indicates how

4& Stratum One.
permit during
selection of

• Stratum
State peI'mits
randomly S€l€Cl;ea
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were permitted
stratum.

inspection
corlslsterltly applying

peJr!o:rmance, JLARC did not determine if
Rather, the emphasis rested on

represent outcomes of that process. Also,
were generally not available on the length of time each solid waste facility

ad;]m,tIJaeJl1ts could not be made to account for any differences in
m~,pE,ctl.on outcomes that could related to the length of a facility's operating period

numt>er of inspections conducted). However, because inspection activities
limited for aU sites, regardless ofhow long the facility operated, this
not affect the analysis or the findings.

Inspections as a Performance Indicator. In 1992, DEQ
developed a "Solid Waste Field Operations Guidance for Inspection Staff" which recom-
mEmCle(1 a offour inspections per year. This is an important measure because
of between frequency of inspections and facility compliance rates.
DEQ inspection staff indicate that sites which are regularly inspected have a higher
compliance rate and better communication between the inspector and facility manage
ment.

purpose in evaluating the number of inspections conducted in each time
period was to determine how DEQ's performance on this measure ha.s changed over time.
Based on comments by DEQ staffregarding staffshortages and the early emphasis ofthe
inspection program on ensuring that facilities obtained permits, JLARe staff expected
to observe only a minimal number of inspections per SWMF during the earliest time

There was more interest in determining whether the agency's performance on
measure has improved since the 1971 to 1983 time period.

Table 9 reports the median and the range in the number of inspections per
SWMF each time period. As a measure of central tendency, the median represents

middle point ofthe data. As a way ofsummarizing in a single number the distribution
ofdata in this sample, the median presents a picture that is more reflective ofthe majority
ofcases than the mean. The mean is more sensitive to extremely high or low values, and
better reflects the majority of cases when the data are symmetrically distributed. But
many distributions of the data in this sample are highly skewed.

illustrate, when examining the number of inspections, many solid waste
zero while relatively few cases extremely high values. In the

mean is much higher than over 75 percent ofthe obser,rations. Thus,
ml(1(1jle point in the distribution ofdata, provided a more meaningful

t,n"'llf'<:l1 facility, compared to the mean. Because the distributions of data
one to another, the range ofvalues is also
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Total Number

---------------- .... '...""J,'I:' 9 ----------------

Inspections by Time Period

Time Period

One: 1971-1983
Two: 1984-1988
Three: 1989-1994

.n

79
122
127

Median Range

0 0-71
11 0-40

5 0-17

n =Number of sites in the sample that were operating in each time period. Some sites have operated in more than
one time period.

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a stratified random sample of 227 sites. If a site was not
inspected, it was given a value of "0" for number of inspections and included in the calculation of the median.

Source: JLARe staff analysis of inspection data from the Department of Environmental Quality.

staff reveal that in the earlieryears ofsolid waste regulation, the inspectors focused more
on trying to educate the operators about the State permitting process and the factors that
would be considered during inspection reviews. Additionally, there were only five to six
inspectors available to cover the entire State and much of their time was spent trying to
force facilities that were operating without a permit to either shut down or submit an
application for a State operating permit. Under these circumstances, once a site owner
applied for and received a permit, he typically did not have further contact with
inspection staff.

The data from this analysis suggest that DEQ field staff focused most of their
inspection efforts on a few sites and never visited others. This is illustrated by Figure 18.
This graphic shows the number of permitted sites which have never been inspected
according to the time period in which the site was granted an operating permit. As
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indicated, approximately 28 percent of the SWMFs granted per'mits
tion ofsolid waste began in have not been inspected, Most
were permitted during Period One.

This uneven inspection pattern is evident upon an ex,arrlinati.on
inspection records for individual sites. For example, DEQ records show
Alleghany and Arlington Counties did not receive any inspections during
One. In contrast, landfills in Spotsylvania County, Nottoway \..;Olllnl;y
Petersburg were inspected as often as three times in a month.

the DEQ
landfills in

Period
of

There was a sharp increase in the median number of inspections conducted
during Time Period Two, but this figure dropped substantially (to five inspections) in the
most recent time period. According to DEQ staff, 1990 State budget cuts compelled the
Department of Waste Management to reduce travel expenses by cutting back on
inspections. The inspection process was further hampered by several staff retirements
andjob transfers during 1991. By the end of1991, there were only two inspectors on staff
to monitor SWMFs for the entire State. In 1992, many ofthe existing positions were filled
and additional inspector positions were given to the Department. At present, ten
inspectors monitor the State's SWMFs.

These findings suggest that the staffshortages have limited the ability ofDEQ's
inspection staff to regularly inspect all sites. Accordingly, an important question is
whether the race of the community surrounding the sites showed any association with
which sites were inspected. As Table 10 and Figure 19 indicate, when the inspection data
in the sample were examined according to the racial composition of the SWMF commu
nities, some differences were found in comparing the number of inspections between
facilities in predominantly minority and non-minority communities.

SWMFs which are now located in predominantly minority communities had
fewer inspections than facilities in disproportionately minority or non-minority commu
nities. This pattern observed in the data persisted after the team controlled for type of
facility. In Time Period One there were no differences in inspection performance for most
facilities. The median number ofinspections for the typical site, regardless ofthe current
racial composition of the communities, was zero. The varying effects by race begin to
emerge in the second and third time periods.

Length of Time Between Inspections. The study team's next measure of
DEQ's inspection performance was an indicator of the number of days between inspec
tions in each time period. Using the number ofdays between inspections instead of the
number ofinspections in a time period is a valuable alternative measure
process because the total number ofinspections during a time can misleading.
For example, some facilities that were in operation for all years Time Period

may have had more inspections but longer periods bet;wElen m:3pE~ct:LOrls

were open a of that period. Using
mI3pE~ct:iorlsmore accurately reflects how often facilities are
bec~atlSe some were once or not at to

were or more in the time pelllod.
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o o

n

7 o

Rane

0-11

Two:
1984-1988 0-40 5 1-16

Three:
1989-1994 78 4 4 2

n = Number of sites in the
one time period.

that were ope,:ratingin each time Some sites have operated in more than

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a stratified random sample of 227 cases. However, data
on the location of each site could only be identified for 185 cases. In this study, a minority neighborhood is
defined as a where more than 50 of the residents are minorities. A disproportionately
minority as a inwhich the ofminority population is more than
five percentage than of the locality as a site was not inspected, it was given a
value of "0" for number and included in the calculation of the measures of central tendency.
Racial differences reported in Period One may not be reliable because of the uncertainty of the demo-
graphics around the site at the time. Consequently, no conclusions are drawn in this report from observed
racial differences in Time Period One.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of the Department of Environmental
data.

periods.

inspection data and 1990 Census block

inspected at least twice in a given time
ur,rl~n increasingly longer over time

between has

Time Period

Range

n = Number of instances betwe.m illspections.

of 227 cases. those sites

Source:
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FO 1919ure

Number of Inspections by Time Period and
Racial Composition of the Community

1st Quartile (Value equal to or greater than 25% of the cases)

KEY: ""6
/- Median (Value equal to or greater than 50% of the cases)

I ~- 3rd Quartile (Value equal to or greater than 75% of the cases)•
Number of Inspections

Time Period One: 1971-1983 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

01 0 6
Non-Minority ~

0,0 33
Disproportionately Minority ~ II]

Predominantly Minority
0; 0,0
~

Time Period Two: 1984-1988 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

8 13 21
Non-Minortty • a II]

Disproportionately Minority
6 12 25
• E:l II]

Predominantly Minority 2 5 12 .
.~ II]

Time Period Three: 1989-1994 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
1 4 7

Non-Minority .......
1 4 10

Disproportionately Minority • a II]

1,2,4
Predominantly Minority .+oo{Ij

Source: Department of Environmental Quality data and 1990 Census block data.

nearly doubled for each subsequent time period. As previously noted, DEQ staff blame
these lags on the inadequate number of inspection staff, which has not increased
proportionately with their workload. In addition, they emphasize that responding to
complaints from residents in SWMF communities is a major part of their work.
Describing this as the "squeaky wheel" phenomenon, the inspectors interviewed by
JLARC stated that their program ofregular inspections suffers because ofthe time they
must spend responding to complaints about operational problems at solid waste sites in
their region. With the limited staff and the large number of complaints that staff must
respond to, regular inspections receive a lower priority and are often not conducted on a
quarterly basis.

The figures for the number of days between inspections, when the racial
composition of the communities is taken into account, indicate a substantially greater
inspection lag for those SWMFs predominantly minority communities in Time Period



respectively,
only once every
observed
appeared
However,
comparison

A'-i:lI''-'.U:U, Composition of the ......,..."..uI....oI...uI.,............... I£J.:!

e

3-1,682

1-2,915 93

91

53.5

Disproportionately
Minorit

Ran e n Median Ran e n

0-1,747 134

0-1,245 288

0-2,444

73.5

Period
I

One: I
1971-1983

Three:
1989-1994 380

Two: I
1984-1988 920

n =Number of instances between inspections

Racial Composition of Neighborhoods arlound

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a stratified random sample of 227 cases. However, data
on the location of each site could only be identified for 185 cases. In this study a pr€~dojmiIllrn.tly minOl:'ity
neighborhood is defined as a community where more than 50 percent of the residents
disproportionately minority community is defined as a neighborhood in which the prelpo:rticm oJc'm:ll).oJrity
population is more than five percentage points greater than that of the locality as a
that were inspected at least twice were included in this analysis. Racial differences reported in
One may not be reliable because of the uncertainty of the demographics around the site at the time. Conse
quently, no conclusions are drawn in this report from observed racial differences in Time Period One.

SourceJ JLARC staff an2UYS1S oj'inl,pe,ct!em data from the Department of Environmental Quality and 1990 Census
block data.
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.-----------------Figure~u'---------------.....
Number of Days between Inspections,

and Racial Composition of

KEY:

1sl Quartile (Value equal 10 or greater than 25% of Ihe cases)

'" r- Median (Value equal to or greater than 50% of the cases)

~ 3rd Quartile (Value equal to or greater than 75% of the cases)

Time Period One: 1971-1983

Non-Minority

Disproportionately Minority

Predominantly Minority

Time Period Two: 1984-1988

Non-Mlnonty

Disproportionately Minonty

Predominantly Minority

o

o

Number of Days between Inspections

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

26 35 52• 1:1 11II

24 30.5 42
+--i:I II

36 49 69• 1:1 III

25 75 100 150 175

Time Period Three: 1989-1994 o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Non-Minority

Disproportionately Minority

Predominantly Minority

49.......-0----.......

Source: Department of Environmental Quality data and 1990 Census block data.

In (my) region, it appears that minority communities
vocal as other communities. DEQ focuses on
Inspection staff spend most of their
Because of the inadequate amount of staff, most
is spent visiting the SWMFs in which complaints

Ifthis employee's perception partly reflects
not contend that this is the case), then less vocal Tnl'nfY"ltu cmunauJnities p01tenltu;llly

prospect ofless frequent and less active mcmitOI·in;g.
re(iu(~es the deterrent effect associated with rOtltiIle c()m'pll,:mc~e Hls]:>ectlo,ns

bUlrden of identifying problems to
ilUI:>rQla~lt agency charged with
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Resolution Rates for Q1.lrnU'J:i'n

increasing trend in inspection lags
violations, the study team calculated a re:301utj.on
The resolution rate indicates the number
percent of the total violations identified. allowed the team to eX~lm:inew1JletJler
inspectors' efforts in working with the facilities
problems found at the facilities.

For assistance in defining what constitutes a
interviewed DEQ staff and facility operators about
frequently cited as major in the interviews are the ones
for the study. They include the following:

vlOlJat,lOrls most
LJJ:>.."'''V stEltfselec1ced to use

- continued inadequate soil cover for the working face
- leachate seepage or waste or leachate entering surt8lce
-lack of adequate groundwater monitoring,
• lack of adequate gas monitoring, and
- acceptance of unauthorized waste.

Overall, the rate of major violations that were resolved appears
(Table 13). In approximately seventy percent ofthe cases, the were re:;ol"lle<i.
As Table 13 indicates, the resolution rates were generally across
although there was a ten percent drop in Time Period However, some sites
that were included in Time Period Three have only recently been granted an operating
permit. As a result, a significant amount of time has probably not <O":'I-'",,,,u.

facilities were sited. This obviously increases the likelihood
have been resolved by inspection staff at the time the records were ex,arrllned.

--------------Table

Number of Major Violations ....., ... ~,...., .......
Number of Resolutions

Time Period
Number of

Major Violations
Number

Resolutions

One: 1971-1983
Two: 1984-1988
Three: 1989-1994

110
249
188

Total 547 417

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a stratified random sample of 227 cases.

Source: JLARe staff analysis of inspection data from the Department of Environmental
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next step was to evaluate whether these resolution rates
remain high when the race the residents in the communities around the sites are
considered. The findings on this issue are mixed. Clearly, in Time Period Two, DEQ staff
were less able to resolve major violations for SWMFs in minority communities (Table 14).

Period Three, the resolution rate for these sites - 91 percent - was
substantially higher than for those facilities with major violations in other communities.
It is possible that the high resolution rate for these sites in Time Period Three may simply
reflect that DEQ was able to resolve long-standing problems held over from the previous
time periods. Accordingly, it was determined that a measure that would provide more
information on this issue is the length of time it took to resolve these violations within
each time period.

Number ofDays to Compliance. While the successful resolution of a case is
important, the length oftime that it takes to bring a site back into compliance must also
be considered. Excessively long periods of non-compliance can reduce the impact of a
successful outcome by extending the time in which the surrounding community has to
contend with any potential hazards associated with the violation. For example, a landfill
in Grayson County was cited for leachate seepage entering the ground or surface water
on February 21, 1985. The violation was not resolved until October 24,1989. This means

--------------Table14--------------

Comparison of Resolution Rates by Time Period
and the Racial Composition of the Community

Racial Composition of Neighborhoods around SWMFs

Time Period
Non-Minority
n Median

Disproportionately
Minority

n Median

Predominantly
Minority

n Median

One:
Two:
Three:

1971-1983
1984-1988
1989-1994

76
169

94

80%
85%
64%

25
48
59

84%
81%
73%

5
15
11

60%
47%
91%

Total

n = Number of major violations

339 78% 132 75% 31 64%

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a -,ratified random sample of 227 cases. However. data
on the location of each SIte could only be identified for 185 cases. In this study a minority neighborhood is
defined as a community where more than 50 percent of the residents are minorities, A disproportionately
minority community is defined as a neIghborhood m whIch the proportion of minority population is more than
five percentage points greater than that of the locality as a whole. Racial differences reported in Time Period
One may not be reliable because of the uncertainty of the demographics around the site at the time, Conse-

no conclusions are drawn in thIs report from observed racial differences in Time Period One.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Environmental Quality inspection data and 1990 Census block data.
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that leachate contamination
remediated the problem.

Becauseoftheseconcerns,~lu~~l'UUlY

until compliance was achieved for those
presented in Table 15 reveal that the length n+~i""""''''bletVlleen iljelltiiicaltioin
and resolution has increased over The non-compliance penolQ
Period Three. This is not surprising since
of days between inspections.

--------------Table15---------------
Number of Days Until t;o,mlPllan.ce

by Time Period

Time Period n

One: 1971-1983
Two: 1984-1988
Three: 1989-1994

87
199

63
80

198
0-2,882

n =Number of cited violations which were resolved.

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a stratified random sample of227 cases. Only those sites
that were inspected at least twice were included in this analysis.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of inspection data from the DejJarl;me:nt of Environmental Quality.

One example of this problem of lengthy noncompliance facilities
Period Three is a landfill in Appomattox County. inspection records show
landfill was cited with a violation for having inadequate daily cover a l~i:I.\,;ll,:tf.,~

problem on May 5, 1989. The cover problem was not resolved a year a
on November 11, 1990. Moreover, according to inspection records,
problem has not yet been corrected.

Because of the uncertainty concerning
waste sites that were permitted in Time Period
on racial differences for this time period.
Figure 21. However, in Time Period Three are notlcealbleditfEH·en,ce:s.
length oftime for facilities in non-minority to
while the median for the SWMFs in prl::QClml.nant1y rrnn()nt;y C()mlffiumt,les
a difference of 273 days or approximately 9 mcmthS.

There are also differences
disproportionately minority
these communities,
non-minority and pn::QClmllll8,ntly nllDloTlty cornnmIliti.es.
Three, problem relsolutl.on ap'De~lrs
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Hetol~e L;OIlLlp.nance Achieved
.l..l..ii;l~JLUJ. Composition

.ttBlCUU c...;:oDl.pc)sttion of Neighborhoods Around SWMFs

n =Number of cited violations which were resolved.

Note: The figures reported in this table were obtained from a stratified random sample of227 cases. In this study a
minority neighborhood is defined as a community where more than 50 percent of the residents are minorities.
A disproportionately minority community is defined as a neighborhood in which the proportion of minority
population is more than five percentage points greater than that of the locality as a whole. Racial differences
reported in Time Period One may not be reliable because of the uncertainty of the demographics around the
site at the time. Consequently, no conclUSIOns are drawn in this report from observed racial differences in
Time Period One.

Source: JL.i\RC staff analysis of inspection data from the D"partment of Environmental Quality and 1990 Census
block data.

predominantly and disproportionately minority communities, while it was much shorter
for non-minority communities. While the lack of sufficient staff to conduct inspections
has clearly weakened DEQ's inspection process for all sites since 1988, the long length
ofnon-compliance for facilities the minority communities relative to facilities in white
communities is a problem.

One example of this problem was found in DEQ records for a landfill located in
Sussex County, whose minority residents comprise 59 percent of the community's total
population. This facility was out of compliance for over three years, from June 18, 1986
until August 24,1989, because of inadequate compaction and cover ofthe landfill. That
is over as as the average noncompliance period for facilities in non-minority

a 28, 1989 visit to facility, the inspector wrote "this facility
has been maintained operated."

how long a facility is out of
severity violation, the

cm:np,etJ,ng de:mamcls on an inspector's
associated with the race of the
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Number of Days Compliance,
and Racial Composition of

KEY:

1st Quartile (Value equal to or greater than 25% oj the cases)

~ /- Median (Value equai to or greater than 50% of the cases)

\0 ~1 J-- 3rd Quartile (Value equal to or greater than 75% of the cases)

Time Period One: 1971·1983 0 50 100 150 200 450 500

36·64 199
Non-Minority • c !II

Disproportionately Minority
41,45 83
~ III

Predominantly Minority 44 410,410
• ~

Time Period Two: 1984·1988 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 225 250 275

Non-Minority
50 92• a

Disproportionately Minority 37 62 101
+ c Ii

Predominantly Minority

Time Period Three: 1989·1994 0

Non-Minority

Disproportionately Minority

Predominantly Minority

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
90 176 547
+_...l:Ia- - ......-.~

111;__ """""'o-__~a

600 000 1000 1100

63

Source: Department of Environmental Quality data and 1990 Census block data.

DEQ staffnoted that predominantly minority communities, like Sussex, tend to
be poorer than suburban counties. With the greatly increased expense of landfill
operation already noted in this report, it is less likely that communities like Sussex
County have the funds to bring their facilities compliance with the new solid waste
management standards. Therefore, they are to stay out compliance longer.

Aithough discussion ofthese been terms ofthe data from a random
stratified sample, there is reason to heliev"., patterns observed in this sample
would very likely be observed if data from LUo..,ULC'LvO were A sampling
strategy was necessary because it was not te2lS1lJle the records of
facilities within the time frame state
management system. The sample COIISl:StS

facilities. The sample cases
number that alternative rh-'''Xl''''
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}JV;::>;:>lUll.Uy exists in may
unrepresentative to some anomalous draw the data, size of the sample in

rel.at],On to total PVjJ "U.U~J'VH of cases makes the likelihood of this occurring remote.

Uf,_~"·~ !]tlspe:ctl01tl Process Needs Reform

At the time ofthis study, DEQ was organized into seven regions for the purpose
of conducting inspections. It has been the goal of those administering the solid waste
program since the early 1990s to establish a regional presence for the waste program
throughout the State. It is believed that having regional directors and inspectors will
make DEQ more accessible to the SWMFs and their operators. Moreover, having a
regional presence, it is thought, will improve communication between DEQ staff and
facility operators.

Management at DEQ is in the process ofreorganizing the agency again with the
goal of "empowering" the regional offices to bring about a more efficient delivery of
services. However, before this strategy can improve the agency's inspection process,
several reforms will be needed. First, the agency should conduct a workload analysis for
each region and determine the number ofinspectors that will be required to enhance the
integrity of the inspection process. Second, a notice of violation point system should be
put in place to bring greater consistency to the inspection process. Third, an automated
data management system should be developed which will allow the inspectors to more
efficiently track the compliance status ofall SWMFs in the State and enable central office
staff to provide better oversight of the inspection process.

Workload Analysis. One ofthe main reasons for the observed inconsistencies
in the inspection process is that DEQ's central management has not properly addressed
resource and workload problems faced by the compliance staff. Although staffing for
inspections has been a problem for the agency since the inspection function was removed
from the Department of Health in 1986, no attempts were made to address these
shortages until 1992. At that time, DEQ requested and received funding for 51 positions
from the General Assembly, but these positions were allocated among compliance,
enforcement, permit writing, and environmental response and remediation. By 1994, the
agency staffed the regional offices with 10 solid waste inspectors. However, this
allocation was not based on workload.

As Figure 22 reveals, some regions have one inspector. One region has
three but fewer sites to monitor than other regions that were allocated fewer
staff. region does not have any staff. The work in this region is handled by
inspectors from two other offices. With this unsy~tematic approach to staffing the
regional offices, numberoffacilities that must be per inspector ranges from
a low to a high of69. light ofthis uneven allocation o{fe§~urces,the inconsistency
roh",,,,,,"'(rc,rl on key indicators in this study be expected.

1992, when DEQ
Operations Guidance for
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tri:g:2'E~r what

H1"',.l.H''':t accumulates
conducts

violator who
autorna1Gicl111y referred to

more consistency
stlm(ial~dizirlg'wh,en cases vv "" ..AU berefen~edto enforcement.

ett'Bctlve compliance
OVE~rSJlgn.t, an automated data

mf:mflge,mEmt system located in a file
pnml:lnly clJntairlS il1sJ>ectlO,n records for some of the

the regional
decentralize data system by

thl'! rE~ le'\1a11t regions. Only the files
the central file room.

thi3 ft:g1IJmll andceIltr;al ol11cE~Sare manually updated whenever
d"lE~ratedon site. The

ca1palblllty to evaluate the compliance
Tl:Jleref(lre management has no means

egl111alticms they are charged with enforcing are,

to evaluate the performance of inspectors in
outcomes of their mO':1itoring activi-

system. Without
mimrni2:e prOIJlemS with misplaced or

sufficient unless the
on all of the aspects related to

in drawers is antiquated,
Inlld(~Qllat;e inaccurate, and missing data. Some

was
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41 The files lacked key inforlmation
which are no longer openltllo.g,
and financial assurance reclui.re:ffiE:nts.

Recommendation (5). The DE~p~lrtm~:mj~oj:Elllv:ir(JlnInential Ccl!U~lIH;y ~~J:l(:mJld

conduct a workload analysis for each reg:i.jon
inspectors needed to successfully i:mlpJlernent

Recommendation (6). The Department OfJ:!;IJlVironIlo.eJntl:ll "ll: ...",uu,;y ,,",<AU''''''U

standardize the inspection process by eS1tal)li~~hing

system.

Recommendation (7). After conducting a cost analysis, tbe l)el~artlrnEmt

of Environmental Quality should request from the Secr4~tslrv

sources the necessary funds to develop an automated m~ln:llglemleIJrtilo.f(Jlrno.a~

tion system that can be used to electronically monitor in:sp~ecl;ion l:Il,r>Hvit:v

maintain regularly updated information on
SWMF in the State.

STATE ENFORCEMENT

In some instances, staffin DEQ's enforcement unit are called
inspectors with attempts to bring sites with violations
study, the enforcement process and the associated outcomes were exarrlined
if varying results could be observed based on the racial characteristics
in communities with sites that have been referred to enforcement.
there are problems in the enforcement process, the race of the ne:lgtllborhi)OC[S
solid waste sites are located is not associated with staff activities in

Race Not a Factor in State Enforcement Pr'OC4~SS

DEQ's Solid Waste Enforcement Program is "'-'-""'''IS,'''''''-'-

and the environment in the Commonwealth
enforcement of solid waste laws and
initiated when a facility is referred from
enforcement staff usually attend several compliance mE)et]m~:s h,~t(n'o

referred to enforcement in order to
regulations. According to both compliance
enforcement staffs activities fall into this cate~;or'Y

Once a matter is TAt'Arl'Pr1

options and is given the nn1nn..-t"n;+u

with the enforcement
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Ul..I..'''''':U position on

En.f()]~cemEmtcases are settled several ways. After a detailed investigation,
CO]rlC!udle that no violation was committed and terminate the case.

lUlClLJlUH was committed, a letter of agreement is written
back compliance. letter may include

the payment of charges the offending party agrees. the operator refuses to
consent to such an agreement, can issue an enforcement order requiring the
facility operator to take the necessary steps to remediate the problem. Should the
operator refuse to complywith the consent order, enforcement has the option ofreferring
the case to the Attorney General's office who can then bring a legal action seeking civil
penalties.

According to DEQ staff, a decision on whether to refer a facility to enforcement
often depends on the efforts ofthe owner to correct the problem at the site. Ifan inspector
sees incremental improvements, the case will probably not be referred. If no attempt is
made to address the problem, a referral is likely. At the time of this review, 25 percent
of the 227 SWMFs in the study sample were out of compliance with State regulations
governing solid waste management. Of these cases, however. 19 percent were
officially turned over to the enforcement statf for im'estigation.

State Enforcement Process Is Protracted and Needs to Be Strengthened

A key problem with solid waste enforcement is the enforcement unit's lack of
authority to issue administrative penalties. Waste Division enforcement staff are
responsible for enforcing the Waste Management Act and the various solid and hazard
ous waste regulations adopted by the Waste Management Board. Section 10.1-1455(F)
ofthe Code ofVirginia authorizes the enforcement staff to issue enforcement orders by
consent and levy civil charges but only in an amount agreed upon by the violator. This
means that DEQ has no authority to impose administrative penalties on violators of the
Solid Waste Regulations without the consent of the party in violation. Site owners who
do not agree with the Enforcement Unit's findings of non-compliance are subject to civil
penalties which may be assessed through a successful legal action brought by the Office
of the Attorney General.

According to enforcement staff. the following optlOns are available to the agency
pUrSlllTIlg an against an owner who is operating a SWMF in violation ofthe

1. through pre-enforcement meetings to comply with

on facts of case.

3. <v<.uu.. administntti\le hearing at DEQ in U1n'0" the Office of the
the agency
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4. Refer the case to the Attorney General's Office for a possible civil suit.

The first option is the one most often used. Enforcement staff spend much of
their time trying to convince the facilities to comply with the regulations. In most cases,
they work with the inspectors to try to achieve compliance and avoid a referral. After a
facility is referred, the enforcement staffonce again try to convince the facility to comply
with the regulations. Based on these negotiations, a decision is made whether to hold a
formal administrative hearing.

When an administrative hearing is held, a hearing officer presides over the
meeting. The Office ofthe Attorney General represents DEQ in the hearing. After both
sides present evidence, the hearing officer issues a ruling. If a ruling is granted in favor
of DEQ, the hearing officer then writes an enforcement order.

According to DEQ staff, the current hearing process is not an effective tool for
obtaining compliance. The main reason is that the hearing officer can only order a facility
to comply with the regulations. No administrative penalties can be levied by the officer.
Therefore, there is no financial incentive for a recalcitrant operator to obey the enforce
ment order. This lack of authority to impose administrative penalties undermines the
efforts ofenforcement staffto force a noncompliant owner back into compliance. In most
cases, ifa party refuses to complywith an enforcement order, the enforcement staffdecide
whether to refer the case to the Attorney General's office to bring a civil action. Only at
this stage - a civil court proceeding - can civil penalties be assessed.

It is important to keep in mind that only a small number of cases are actually
referred to the Attorney General for civil action. According to DEQ management, one of
the reasons that DEQ has been reluctant to refer cases in recent years is that the Natural
Resources section ofthe Attorney General's Office has been understaffed and simply has
not had the resources to handle all of the matters referred to them. As Figure 23 shows,
only nine percent ofall the cases that the enforcement unit has received from inspectors
since 1980 have been referred to the Attorney General. Approximately 62 percent ofthe
cases were still pending at the time of this study. Only 29 percent have been resolved.

DEQ staffnoted that in addition to the staffshortages in the Attorney General's
Office, one ofthe problems with referring cases to them for possible civil action is that by
the time the case is heard by a court, the facility may have been out of compliance for
several years. During this time, the facility may have been exposing nearby residents to
substantial risks.

At the time this analysis was conducted, the average length of time that had
elapsed since cases that were referred to the Enforcement Unit, but are now in the
Attorney General's Office, was almost six years. The following case study from the
Enforcement Unit files demonstrates the sometimes protracted nature ofthe process for
cases referred to the Attorney General's office:

On January 30, 1989, an inspector for the Department of Waste
Management referred the owners of [Name of Company] to the En-
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Cases Referred
Enforcement'LI ......... '"

9% Referred to
Attorney General

Total Referrals = 139

Note: Data was available for 144 ofthe 148 cases that have been referred to enforcement, The figures in this
graphic do not included those cases that were returned to the compliance unit,

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Department of Environmental Quality,

tm'cemEmt Unit for operating an "unpermitted dump." According to the
files, dump contained sanitary waste, construction, demolition,
and debris materials, tires, and unmarked drums. Six months after
the case was referred to the Enforcement Unit, it was turned over to the
Attorney General's office on June 19, 1989. Almost five years later, on
March 3, 1994, DEQ's enforcement staff requested an "inspection and
status report" for the Attorney General's office. That was the last
notation made in the file from the Enforcement Unit, and the case
remains unresolved.

when the case is not referred to the Attorney General's office, the length
it enforcement can be considerable. The current average for
pending cases is around three years. This process could be expedited by

act as the advocates for DEQ in a formal hearing process. In
needed to educate the Attorney General's Office about the

aVC)lOeo. The system could be further improved by giving the hearing officer
au'tncirlt,y to impose civil penalties upon finding a violation. With the threat of a

e111clently implemented administrative penalty process, potential violators
rnro,:>at,o.,. incentive to resolve any violations raised during the

wish to amend
imposition of admin

fOJ~malJb.elaringconducted
hl>'~1I"''in«officerfinds

Waste
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v: State
Solid Waste

V: State Closure and Cleanup

Since 1986, the Virginia General Assembly has eSl;al:,nSnea
for the cleanup or remediation ofsolid or hazardous waste J.a.',UJ.~J.<:;'"

requirement of House Joint Resolution 529 directs JLARC to rlo:l-o,"'rn;no

and practices associated with the State's clean-up pn)~arrlS

a racially discriminatory manner.

Although the State adopted a solid and hazardous waste contingency
1986 and established an emergency response program in 1992, there have no
scale State cleanup activities for solid waste facilities in any COlnU1Ultlity
lack of a substantial cleanup program, not discrimination
program's resources, is the major issue. The primary reason
inadequate level of funding for the cleanup programs. Virginia funded these nr()OT'~rrl"'"

largely through revenue generated from fines levied against persons
environmental pollution. In seven years, this funding mechanism has crolnOlr'~t,.,rl

than $1 million. This amount falls considerably short of the revenue
needed to clean up contaminated sites of any significant size.

Among solid waste facilities, the largest potential sources
pollution in Virginia are landfills. Because landfills pose a risk to the envir'onmEmt
after they stop receiving waste, careful attention must be paid to
landfill operators to close inactive facilities. Although is reclUijred
inspect inactive and closed landfills to ensure that the closure stl'mCiaI'ds
mented, the agency has provided only minimal oversight in this area. a
of the owners of inactive landfills have to date escaped the closure re<luirelnents
governing their facilities.

This chapter presents the results of JLARC's assessment
tation ofthe State cleanup program. Because ofthe adverse an improperly c:lO:3ed
landfill can have on the environment, some attention also to
which the agency has carried out its responsibilities rel2;al~ding'

facilities.

VIRGINIA'S CLEANUP PROGRAM

In 1986, the Virginia General rt:s:seIIlUIY e,st8l01:ISn,ea
Hazardous Waste Contingency Fund to be admlms:te]~ed

Management. The purpose of this was to n ....'""\u'rlo

nated sites that were not eligible
which was established by the Comp1rel1erlshre J:l.;nv:iro.nrclental lteSp()nEie Cle8lllUp
Liability Ad \CERCLA).



Closure and '-'CUH"I/ FaCllzties

- were not ad,eql1at;e to sUPp,ort

1991 establishing an emergency
!JVJLL U."LU'U problems. Still, only modest changes were
program, the funding problems persisted.

pr()gr'anl, only $201,489 was raised for emergency
was less than the amount required merely to

stabilize cOIlta.mj.nation at the Kim-Stan landfill in Alleghany County. It is estimated
that the costs for this one site could surpass $9 million.

~'P.I!1P.lt"~1 :sulp€~rtlu.nd Cleanup Program

With the passage of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa
tion and Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund) in 1980, the federal government took the
lead in the cleanup of hazardous waste sites across the country. Under CERCLA, EPA
has the authority to clean up sites and then seek reimbursement from the responsible
parties. Both owners and operators ofproperty which has been contaminated by a release
ofa hazardous substance are potentially liable for the cleanup of a contaminated site as
well as any other parties who disposed oftheir hazardous waste at the site. Liability not
only extends to owners and operators of the property at the time that the contaminant
was disposed of, but also to present owners of the property. In addition, liability under
Superfund is retroactive. Thus, parties can be held liable for cleanup even ifit was not
illegal to dispose of the contaminant at the time it was disposed.

Not all contaminated sites qualify for cleanup under the Superfund program.
Only those sites which are listed on EPA's National Priority List (NPL) are remediated
through Superfund. Sites that are identified as contaminated with hazardous waste are
first evaluated to determine the extent ofthe contamination. Using a system called the
"Hazard Ranking System" each site is ranked according to the potential risks posed by
the contamination at the site. Only those sites that receive a ranking of28.5 or more are
placed on the NPL. Presently, there are more than 1,300 sites on the NPL, including 26
sites Virginia.

Once a site is placed on the NPL, an attempt is made by EPA to find the party
or parties that are potentially liable for the cleanup. In most cases, an effort is made to
identify the responsible parties and get them to agree to clean up the site before EPA
spends funds from the Superfund program on cleanup. Ifit is determined, however, that
pollution at the site represents an environmental emergency, EPA will fund the cleanup
and seek reimbursement from the responsible parties after the cleanup has been
completed.
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Virginia Supplements Superfund with a Contingency Cleanup Program

One ofthe problems with the Superfund program is that contaminated sites do
not qualify for federal cleanup under Superfund unless they receive a high enough
hazardous ranking. This means that a site could have a problem that is serious enough
to generate a score of27 points, for example, but not be placed on the NPL because it falls
less than two points short of the ranking needed to become a Superfund site. In light of
this, the General Assembly passed Section 32.1-177.1 of the Code of Virginia which
established the Virginia Solid and Hazardous Waste Contingency Fund. According to
State statute, this fund was to be used for "purposes ofresponding to solid and hazardous
waste incidents and the clean-up of sites which have been improperly managed..."

In the five years that this program was in place (FY 1987 to FY 1991), the Solid
and Hazardous Waste ContingencyFundwas not extensively used to clean up abandoned
solid or hazardous waste sites. The primary problem was a lack of funding which was
directly related to the program's funding structure. With the cost of cleanup of
abandoned sites not fully known, the General Assembly was unwilling to have the State
assume the responsibility for cleaning up problems that could cost millions ofdollars to
remediate. As a result, the General Assembly decided to make the Solid and Hazardous
Waste Contingency Fund "a non-lapsing, revolving fund consisting ofmoney received for
violations of solid and hazardous waste laws." The purpose ofestablishing this funding
mechanism was to impose the financial burden ofthe cleanup ofabandoned sites on those
persons who contribute to problems of environmental pollution in the State.

However, as Table 17 indicates, from FY 1987 to FY 1991, the amount ofmoney
received by the State from environmentally-related civil penalties or fines totaled
$473,813. Over these five years, the total amount spent on solid and hazardous waste
cleanup problems was $341,269. This amounts to 72 percent ofthe available funds. Civil
penalties generated the largest amount of revenue in FY 1991, but that was only
$111,375. With a program funded at this level, only small scale cleanup projects were
undertaken.

According to the Director ofEnforcement at DEQ, most of the money that was
spentwas used to address small hazardous waste problems. For example, the State spent
$1,990 in FY 1989 to remove several unmarked drums that were abandoned on the
roadside in Nottoway County. Another DEQ staffperson who worked in the cleanup unit
for the Department ofWaste Management commented that because of the absence of a
significant cleanup fund for solid waste, enforcement stafffocused most oftheir cleanup
efforts on small private sites with owners who volunteered to clean up their sites. As the
comments ofa DEQ staffperson reveal, cases involving larger waste sites such as public
landfills were l:'. low priority:

Prior to 1991, ifa closed or abandoned site began to create environmen
tal problems, it was supposed to be handled under the State's old
cleanup program. In thisprogram, we wouldget cases in two ways. The
most common source would be situations where the owner of the
nrr)nprfv wanted to sell [the land]and approached the Department with
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--------------Table17--------------
Expenditure History for the

"-J'V ............ and Hazardous Contingency Fund
Fiscal Years 1987-91

$20,500
$111,886
$171,335
$227,295
$425,397

N/A

Total Revenue
Collected

$20,500
$91,386

$105,875
$57,950

$198,102

$473,813

Carryover
from Prior Year

o
$20,500
$65,460

$169,345
$227,295

N/A

Expenditures

o
$46,425

$1,990
o

$292,854

$341,269

Source: The Department of Environmental Quality.

an agreement for voluntary cleanup. Other cases would be situations
a site was identified as an [environmental] problem and

owner either refused to clean it up or could not be found. In theory,
we could not get compliance in the these cases, they were referred to

enforcement. As a matter of practice, the staff who worked in the
cleanup program spent all oftheir time on cases ofvoluntary cleanup.
There were enough cases involving people who wanted to clean up their
property to keep us busy. The Department did not pursue cleanup of
landfills - especially municipal landfills in which the owner did not
volunteer to clean up the site. The Department had more success with
private companies than municipalities and for that reason, private
COlnpan~eslike [Name ofCompany] would receive more attention than
municipalities.

Cleanup Program Amended. In 1991, the General Assembly enacted
replaced the Solid and Hazardous Waste Contingency Fund with the

Envir'onme:ntl9.1 Emergency Response Fund (VEER). The purpose ofVEER was
State with a vehicle for responding to environmental emergencies not

creating this fund, the General Assembly provided the agency
rll",..r~,t.l('ln to authorize emergency cleanup payments from the fund for

ex(~eed ",.LV'V,'-"vv per cleanup. Since this legislation was passed, DEQ has
following situations under which the director may

an immediate response to a pollution incident,
not or cannot appropriately;
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41 When it is necessary to spend resources from the fund to investigate the
nature and extent of pollution; or

• When the expenditure is necessary to develop and implement a corrective
action for a pollution incident.

In the three years since VEER replaced the Solid and Hazardous Waste
Contingency Fund, little has changed in Virginia's cleanup program. The VEER does not
currently have sufficient funds to support the cleanup of abandoned solid waste sites.
Although the enabling legislation ofthis fund was altered to focus more on environmental
emergencies, the General Assembly did not appreciably change the method of funding
the program. In FY 1993, $132,543 was credited to the fund as a carryover from the Solid
and Hazardous Waste Contingency Program (Table 18). In the following years, another
$334,032 was collected in civil penalties and interest. When this amount is added to the
funds carried over from the Solid and Hazardous Waste Contingency Fund, the total
amount of money available through the VEER for environmental emergencies reached
a high of$466,575. This amount decreased to $398,710 when funds were used to pay for
a small cleanup in that same year.

The inadequacy of this program as a source of funds to remediate problems at
abandoned sites was demonstrated by the Kim-Stan case. In 1972, the Department of
Health granted a permit for a sanitary landfill to owners ofa company called Kim-Stan.
At the time this permit was granted, there were no requirements for landfills to install
liners, leachate collection systems, or groundwater monitoring systems. In 1989, it was
determined that the source of a fish kill in a pond adjacent to the landfill was toxic
leachate flowing from the refuse buried in the Kim-Stan landfill.

--------------Table18--------------

Revenues and Expenditures for the Virginia
Environmental Emergency Response Program

Source of Funds

Carryover from solid waste contingency fund
Fines, civil penalties and interest

Funds available
Expenditures

Total Funds

Total Revenue

$132,543
$334,032

$466,575
($67,865)

$398,710

Notes: Included in the available fund balance is $1,258 held in trust for closure of the Kim-Stan Landfill.

Source: The Department of Environmental Quality.
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Management revoked
involuntary bankruptcy. In

was to recover $174,679 bankruptcy court.
on a recent assessment of the contaminated site, the cost of cleanup is

UU.1U'JU. At the time of this assessment, VEER had a balance
.., .......J,V'"'V less than the $453,000 that General Assembly

simply to stabilize the site and prepare it for proper

study, problems at the site had not been remediated and the
on:lCHUl) closell. Presently, DEQ staffinspect the site on a monthly basis.

the facility is generating 24,000 gallons ofleachate per day
surface ponds aroundthe site. The samples ofwater examined from

hl~~hE~r than recommended concentrations of arsenic, barium, and lead.

of a State Cleanup Program. The problems which
l\J.lrr:H~ta,nU;Luuuuraise a number ofquestions about the possibility offuture

the implications this could have for the State's emer
gellCY' c1l3armp prl)gr'aul, and how any expansion ofthe State's program should be funded.

;::'VOCl o"Jl cletenniIling the potential magnitude ofthe cleanup problem faced by the
jerleral.A.SSelnDly directed DEQ to conduct a survey ofabandoned waste sites

found that there were more than 2,000 sites across the State with
irnn.,.r,n",.,.h, disposed waste or where proper remediation of the site had not been

identifying these sites, DEQ did not distinguish between those sites
were once legitimate solid waste facilities and those that were small illegal trash

addition, no infonnation was readily available on whether the sites had been
a result of these limitations, DEQ requested $300,000 but only received

the General Assembly to conduct a more detailed site assessment. This
to Assembly in 1994.

issue that the State will have to address in the coming years is
wtlet:he]~Ute Corrlm,on'we,althshould develop a program that is sufficiently funded to cover

otJrerne<ilation ofabandoned, contaminated sites. In light of the inadequacies
CUITerlt emergEmc:y program, Virginia has no reliable method to pay the

aD:amlorlea sites. Based on results from a DEQ survey, there are at least
not addressed this problem.

funding mechanism
reCIUllred to pay for the cleanup

"I"",n,1117'", those who caused the
the site themselves.

I"VJ.H""C'='U the site may be

Virginia is deciding
revenue that

eq1111taD.le J'l1nn"l"'OJ'l(·h would
site relmedlllted
person or cornpEmy

Hn.ancwmy unau"", to sUPP,ort
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of the pOEisib,ility
State, the
designed to cro,no"""'l-o

associated

In order to mlnlIni~~e

facilities, State
and of~!u,~cU

receiving waste have never beenlnsp'8cl;ed
landfills which are now reCIUlJred
have not been forced to
compliance with federal
presently evaluating

Old LaJrUU:lUS



Facilities

corltnJl system.

maintain the integrity and
relpaJlrS urh"'h address any erosion

or set;tle,mEmt pr'ObJleIJtlS, a leachate collection system,
iJTllHilChNFlt,pr mClnil;orJtng program, and the operation

of a gas mcmil;oI1lng

2.

regulations do not apply to landfills that officially closed prior
to 1988. ACi~OrdlIJlQ' to the State regulations in effect at the time, landfill owners could
officially close facilities by meeting a "final cover and grade" standard. Simply put,
the regulations operator to cover the operating face ofthe landfill and grade
it so that surface water not accumulate on the site. Because these regulations are
silent on lea.cniate control, gas management, and the permeability of the
"landfill cap", le~ritimlite questions have now surfaced about the long-term safety of the
sites which closed these regulations.

As of the inactive landfills in the State are
sanitary landfills. are industrial sites and 16 percent are construc-
tion, demolition, debris facilities. More important, at least 50 pe!"cent ofthe landfills
in each ofthese categories are subject to the less stringent closure requirements that were
in effect from 1971 to 1988. For most ofthese landfills, the possibilities for environmental
pollution problems are heightened because these facilities were not constructed in
accordance with current regulatory requirements.

Total Number of Inactive Landfills 284

/~9%
\ /
\~

Gas
Control

Systems

Leachate
Collection
Systems

Liners

Types of Environmental Protection Used
4%

U

....--------------Figure 24-----------------.

~n.vi]rOllmentalSafeguards Used in
No Longer Receive Waste

*Calculated

Source: JLARC DeIlartmel:lt of Environmental Quality.
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Only 12 have installed leachate collection systems to COIltrlJl
potentially dangerous "garbage juice" that is created when rain saturates
refuse. less than 20 percent ofthe sanitary landfills the have gas
control systems in place to manage the methane gas that is generated
decomposing

DEQ's Enforcement of Closure Regulations Is Poor

With so many inactive landfills in Virginia and landfills which have ClOisea
under the old requirements, it is crucial that the State oversight agency develop and
implement a regular program of inspection of inactive and closed sites. There are two
main reasons such a program is needed. First, inspections allow DEQ staffto determine
ifthe owners ofinactive landfills have properly implemented a plan to officially close the
site. Staffcan evaluate whether the landfill has been properly capped and whether access
to the site is restricted.

Second, these inspections can be used to identify problems that may have
developed at closed sites since their closure. Even when sites are closed according to
regulations, problems can develop if the owner does not have an adequate post-closure
program. For example, once a site is graded, a vegetation cover needs to be established
to prevent erosion ofthe cap. At the same time, steps must be taken to prevent the growth
of plants and trees on top of the cap because the root system for large plants can break
open the cover and expose the buried waste to rain. This could create problems with
leachate.

DEQ recognizes the importance of inspecting inactive sites, and it is agency
policy that compliance staff visit these sites quarterly. Once they have been properly
closed, inspections are supposed to be conducted twice annually. If a site has recently
stopped receiving waste, the inspector's job is to see that the owner closes the site
according to the specific regulations governing landfill closure. If the site is already
closed but the compliance staff find problems that the owner refuses to address (for
example, eroded caps, leachate leaving the site, or no groundwater monitoring), the case
is supposed to be referred to the Enforcement Unit where legal action can be pursued to
resolve the problem.

study was to assess whether
given proper oversight by DEQ as a means of reducing long-term site cOIltamj.nation
problems. this, JLARe staff analyzed data from an In\Tentory

as a this
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• How much time is allowed to elapse between when a landfill stops receiving
waste and when DEQ requires that the relevant closure requirements be
implemented?

It What are the agency's actual inspection practices for closed sites in terms of
the frequency with which they are conducted?

It Does the Enforcement Unit take action against inactive landfills that are out
of-compliance with closure regulations?

Implementing Closure Requirements. Although the regulations require all
inactive facilities to be closed within six months after the last load of waste is received,
four out ofevery 10 inactive sites in the Commonwealth have not met this requirement.

~ns of non-compliance are highest for those landfills that faced more stringent
closure requirements (Table 19). For example, only eight percent of the landfills which
stopped receiving waste prior to 1988 failed to meet the minimum standards of placing
the required cover over the portion of the site in which waste is buried. The next highest
non-compliance rate - 27 percent - was observed for facilities that closed under what
DEQ staffrefers to as an interim set ofregulations. In addition to detailed requirements
for final cover, these sites had to install groundwater monitoring, leachate collection, and
gas control systems. Moreover, the owners ofthese sites had to submit a closure plan and
have a certified engineer verify that the plan was properly implemented.

--------------Table19--------------

Proportion of Landfills Closed in Virginia Since 1971
According to Three Different Sets of Closure Regulations

Closure Standards for Inactive Landfills

Final cover standards in effect for sites
from 1971 to 12-20-1988 (n=140)

Interim standards in effect from 12-21-88
to 3-14-93 (n=15)

Final closure standards in effect since
3-15-93 (n=84)

All inactive landfills that have not
officially closed (n=244)

Proportion of Landfills That Have
Not Met Closure Requirements

8 Percent

27 Percent

89 Percent

39 Percent

Notes: There are a total of 284 mactive landfills in the Virginia. The figures reported in this table do not include
40 landfills for which DEQ inspectors could not determme whether they had been closed according to the
regulations.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data collected by the Department of Environmental Quality on the universe of closed
or inactive sites.
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The highest non-compliance rate (89 percent) was found for those sites that were
subject to the closure requirements took effect after March of 1993. In terms ofhow
the sites are to be closed final cover system, groundwater monitoring, or gas control
- the requirements for these facilities are similar to those prescribed by the interim
standards. The difference is that no closure plan is required for this group, and the final
inspection by a certified engineer was eliminated.

Even with sites that were officially closed, it does not appear that this was
accomplished in a timely fashion. Using information from the 42 landfills for which
information on closure dates was available, JLARC staff found that the average length
oftime it took to close the facility was approximately 1.4 years. For sites that closed after
1988, this is substantially longer than the six months allowed for closure in the
regulations.

According to DEQ, a combination of an insufficient number of staff and other
priorities has limited the time that inspectors have been able to spend on inactive sites.
The inspectors indicated that while increased attention will be given to this problem in
the future, without additional staff, the process ofeliminating the backlog ofcases in this
area will be slow.

Inspection ofInactive Sites. The findings on the frequency with which DEQ
inspects inactive sites reflect the inability of the regional offices to give much attention
to this issue. Specifically, only 54 percent of these sites have been inspected since
receiving their last load ofsolid waste (Figure 25). For those sites that are inspected, the
average length of time that elapsed between compliance visits was 3.9 years. The
regional differences in these indicators are considerable. For example, one inspector in
Region Sevenvisited all nine ofthe inactive sites in his area. The average amount oftime

r---------------Figure25----------------.

Regional Variations in DEQ's Inspection Rate
for Inactive Landfills

Region I

Region II

Region III

Region IV

Region V

Region VI

Region VII

OVERAU..

Source: JL.ARC staff analysis of inspection reports from the Department of Environmental Quality.
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which has one
24 percent have been inspected.

bet;wE~en inspection visits was over five years.

1£1l~torclem~e1i~tUnit for Inactive Sites. As noted earlier, when solid
of (;oIlo.pJlia:ncE~ with State regulations and are referred to enforcement,

enforcement staff to implement the necessary steps to
the case of sites, DEQ's oversight

facilities that are not meeting the regulatory requirements for
Also, under some circumstances, enforcement staff

rejferraJls and conduct compliance audits on their own.

rl o,ro.,..'Ynlno ifenforcement staffhave taken an active role in the area oflandfill
.urlL.a.,,'V staffexamined the enforcement database to identify the number ofnon

that were under review by staff. A site was considered to be out
owner had not officially closed the facility in accordance with the

based on information from a recently conducted
that had problems such as standing water, leachate,

exposed waste, erosion, or off-site gas leaks were also
compliance.

palCtelms emerged from this analysis. First, more than 50 percent of all
in compliance with some aspect of the State's 1988 regulations

"In"",,·o and maintenance ofinactive sites. Second, only a small proportion
(less than three out ofevery ten) were being reviewed by enforcement staff

study. Clearly, if the closure requirements for landfills are to achieve
thl~lrml;enLdedpurpose ofminimizing the environmental impact ofinaetive sites, both the

enforcement activities of DEQ have to be strengthened and better

l:Ce:c01n1:nelrulatlion (9). Managers for the enforcement and compliance
lJeipaLrtJmE~ntof Environmental Quality should develop a plan

In:Elcl~ivelandfills which are out of compliance with State closure
th''i~esites can be officially closed and routinely monitored.
ShOtlLId. address the feasibility of using some enforcement

backlog of landfills that inspectors must visit to
Cl(~Stllre activities for the relevant sites.
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The last issue raised in HJR 529 concerns the State's capacity for the dlEiposa!
of solid waste. The federal and State regulations governing the management
operation of SWMFs are believed to have had a significant impact on the waste
industry in Virginia. It is suggested that the cost of the new regulations has IOI~ced.

closure of many public landfills and given rise to the development of large ",.,..j·UQ1

regional facilities that receive much of their waste stream from outside ofthe Com:rnOIl
wealth.

Indeed, the growth in private landfills has raised some geographical and racial
equity issues in Virginia. Specifically, by 1995 these facilities will account for almost one
halfofall the solid waste that is disposed ofin Virginia. Given the location ofthese private
sites, it appears that a disproportionate number ofminorities in one region ofthe State
will be living in close proximity to this waste. In light of this, local governments
private waste companies need to make a special effort to prospectively involve
residents of these counties in any future siting decisions as recommended in Chapter
of this report.

Another issue raised by the recent trend in importation ofout-of-state waste is
whether a disproportionate amount oflandfill capacity in Virginia is now used primarily
for out-of-state waste, thereby limiting the capacity which is available to accommodate
the waste disposal needs of the Commonwealth. The results from this analysis do not
support this view. Although the number of private regional landfills in the State has
increased, government-operated landfills remain the most common method of waste
disposal in Virginia, and they account for the vast majority ofthe State's landfill capacity,
if remaining capacity is measured in terms of the number of years that a facility can
continue to receive waste. This measure ofcapacity was selected for the analysis because
it best reflects how long existing landfills can continue to meet their current demand
waste disposal.

Based primarily on these findings, there is no compelling reason to supp10rt
State regulation of the construction of new private landfills. Without an immil:1erlt
shortage of landfill space, the strong market competition between private re~p.Olllal

landfills should limit the growth of these facilities across the State. Moreover, even
there were a need to regulate these facilities, absent a change in an att;errlpt
at such regulation might be found to be unconstitutional under "".,.,.,>",-1-

This chapter presents the results ofthe JLARC staff analysis
of solid waste that is disposed in landfills in the Commonwealth
capacity that is available to receive this waste.
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r'..."' ... ...,. DISPOSAL IN VIRGINIA

in

most localities operated their own landfills to
waste. However, the establishment of five private regional

over last few years, combined with the more stringent regula-
tions solid waste management, has caused a number of Virginia localities to
seek arrangements for the management and disposal of their refuse. Those
localities that hosted private regional landfills are able to dispose oftheir trash free
of charge at these facilities. Also, other localities in the State are choosing to ship their
trash to these private landfills instead of operating their own landfill.

Despite this recent trend, the most common means of disposal for Virginia
localities remains disposal through sanitary landfills owned and operated by the
localities themselves. Some localities have also joined regional public service authorities
or other public regional bodies and dispose oftheir waste in landfills operated by these
regional organizations.

the substantial costs associated with solid waste management, the method
ofdisposal used by a locality has significant financial implications for the locality. From
a financial standpoint, hosting a regional landfill clearly is the optimal approach. In
addition to handling disposal of the locality's trash free of charge, the solid waste
companies that establish regional landfills generally compensate the locality through
host fees or rent. This study found that localities using this approach incur less than ten
percent ofthe disposal costs ofother localities that operate their own landfills. Moreover,
these localities receive twice the amount of revenue from solid waste disposal.

Localities Using Alternative Arrangements for Waste Disposal

In to determine how localities are managing their solid waste needs with
the new regulations, JLARC staff conducted a mail survey of cities and counties in
Virginia. The survey results indicated that local governments are using a number of
approaches for waste disposal. They include hosting private regional landfills, transport
ing waste to private facilities, operating public landfills, and participating in regional
authorities.

Over the last six years, several of the large
d.ls:posal cmnpanies have established private regional landfills in Virginia

n ...iu<,ta regional landfills are already in operation in Virginia localities,
accepting waste within the next few months, and two are currently

peJnnittj.ng process. localities that host these private regional landfills
ne;got:lat:e an the disposal of their trash free of charge. The

larldtllls solicit waste disposal contracts from other
industry. Some of the agreements negotiated

host localities restrict the geographical area from
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which the waste can be brought. Other contracts do not appear to have such restrictions
and allow the landfills to receive waste from a much wider geographical radius.

Shipment to Private Landfills. With the establishment of these regional
landfills in Virginia and North Carolina, many localities have decided to close their public
landfills and contract with one of the regional landfills for disposal of their waste. The
JLARC staffsurvey oflocal governments revealed that 21 percent ofresponding Virginia
localities currently ship their waste to private regional landfills located eitherin Virginia
or North Carolina (Figure 26). Most of the localities that dispose oftheir waste through
this method have constructed a transfer station in their locality. The waste generated
in the locality is collected directly from the households or from drop-offcenters and taken
to the transfer station. The waste is then transported by truck or rail from the transfer
station to the regional landfill.

Continued Use ofPublic Landfills. Despite these recent trends, the most
common method ofwaste disposal used by Virginia localities remains disposal through
government-owned landfills. Thirty-two percent of the localities responding to the
JLARC staff survey still have their own sanitary landfills (Figure 26). Some localities
are taking advantage of the provision in the Code ofVirginia, enacted by the General
Assembly in response to concerns raised by local governments, which allows them to
continue to expand vertically without having to upgrade their landfill to comply with the
new regulatory requirements. Other localities are adding new cells to existing landfills.
Still other localities are building entirely new landfills.

Publicly Operated RegionalAuthorities. Another method ofwaste disposal
used by a large number ofVirginia localities is disposal through membership in a public
service authority or other public regional body. Twenty-four percent of the Virginia
localities that responded to the survey handle their waste disposal through some form of

...--------------Figure26---------------,

Methods of Solid Waste Disposal
Used by Virginia Localities

32% Public Landfill
in Locality

18% Other

5% Private Regional
Landfill in Locality

24% Disposal through
Public Regional Authority

21 % Private Disposal
Outside Locality

Source: Analysis of data from JLARC survey of all Virginia cities and counties. Survey response rate was 68
percent.
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regional authority. es1:atllls:hE'd to operate a landfill which
is supported by each of authority. The size and
membership of these authlor1tiE~S U<:1r',O<:1 uTi,riol" across the State. The largest
authority in Virginia is Southeast Authority (SPSA) which handles
waste disposal for eight localities Virginia. Other regional authorities
around the State have as as two mE!m!)er localItIes.

Other Methods ofthe localities use methods of
disposal that cannot be placed discussed above. For example,
Arlington County and the city a waste-to-energy facility through
a joint venture. Several localities waste to public landfills in other localities.
The city of Virginia Beach and Henrico County use a combination of disposal methods.
Virginia Beach disposes ofits waste both through its own landfill and through participa
tion in regional public service authority. Henrico County operates its own landfill and
also hosts a private regional Albemarle County does not assume any
responsibility for disposal ofthe waste by its citizens but, instead, requires its
residents to contract directly a

Although there \.-U':U1l"<;:; over the last six years in the
methods of disposal used by lVL,o.1JLLH~'" new regulations and the influx of private
regional landfills, most localities aplpeElr now selected the method of waste
disposal that they intend to use toresE~eable future. A majority of the local
governments surveyed indicated they not have any plans tc change the method
by which they currently dispose waste.

Localities Hosting Regional Lam(lIlUS Benefited Financially

The JLARC survey oflocalities asked respondents to provide information
on their waste disposal costs and revenue rO{'Qi,ror! from solid waste disposal. Based on
the survey responses, the financial to localities that host regional landfills are
substantiaL In contrast, localities use methods for waste disposal
experience substantially higher costs.

I-'rUJlztiP RegionalLandfills. Hosting a private
L,UJ,CUJI;"H:U benefits for a locality. First,

1'1"-""Olj'O landfills typically negotiate a
locality in exchange

"n,or~,ro "'Tith;n its jurisdiction. As Table
rOf'O;1:Ton by Virginia localities

1995 is approximately $1.5
average amount received in FY

revenue.

Benefits for Localities
regional landfill offers two l-'L ".......uu

localities that have recently ho:sted
contract where the solid waste COlnp,any
for the locality agreeing to allow
20 indicates, the average amount
that will have private regionallu\.-iHcLCi:>
million, or almost 14 per'CeIlt
1994 was $2.3 million. or GUUV"C

or both.
either a host fee, rent,

a specific amount of
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--------------Table
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Average Cost and Revenue J.1,~Ha,teCl.

to Solid Waste Disposal for Localities
Have Hosted Regional Landfills Since 1988

Fiscal Year

1993-1994
1994-1995

Average Cost
of Disposal

$100,408
$65,416

Average Revenue
Generated from
Waste Disposal

$2,379,584
$1,533,832

$10,324,316
$11,232,856

Note: JLARC surveyed all cities and counties in Virginia. Sixty-eight percent of the localities responded to the
survey. Revenue for Gloucester County only includes rent that has been paid to the county by Waste Manage
ment and does not include revenue that the county expects to receive in fiscal year 1994-1995 from tipping fees
when the Waste Management landfill opens at the end of this year or early next year.

Source: Data on local waste disposal costs and revenue generated from solid waste were obtained from a JLARC
survey oflocal governments in Virginia. The total local revenue data was obtained from the Comparative
Report ofLocal Government Revenues and Expenditures.

money per ton ofwaste that is disposed of at the landfill. Thus, amount of revenue
received by a locality is directly linked to the amount ofwaste that comes into facility
during the year. With a rental agreement, the solid waste company agrees to pay the
locality a certain amount in rent each year regardless ofhow much waste is disposed of
at the facility. At least one agreement between a private solid waste company and a
Virginia locality calls for compensation from the company through a combination ofhost
fees and rent.

The other major financial benefit for localities that agree to host these private
facilities is free waste disposal. In exchange for allowing the landfill to operate in its
locality, these companies accept the waste oflocal residents free ofcharge. Residents are
usually required to deliver the waste to drop-off stations at the landfill or boxes"
which are located across the county. As a result, the local government is able to avoid
most of the costs associated with operating a landfill or other type SWMF.

As Table 21 demonstrates, these localities have relatively low
disposal costs. Not surprisingly, for most ofthese counties, the decision to
landfill is primarily based on economics. As Table 21 shows, counties which nn~'rl'li·.A

own facility generate substantially less revenue than cmmt;y
administrator pointed out that the Board ofSupervisors in :hiEI cOlunetyviE~Wl:ld tJtle Jreg:I0I1al
landfill as a magnet for industry that they believed wo·uld
the area.

Localities that have received revenue
the funds for a variety oflocal purposes. One loc:allt;y U,·h,,,.h

five dollars, used the money to raise teliCflers' ""eu",.}. J.";'"
government complex. This locality hopes to use prl~lelctea +""-1-1',,,,,,, re"erme
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eVlenue Associated with Waste
Disposal Localities by Method of Disposal

Projected for Fiscal Year 1994-95

Method by Which
Locality Handles
Waste Disposal

Private regional
landfill in locality

Public landfill
in locality

Average Cost Average Revenue
Incurred by Received by Average Total

Localities for Localities from Local Revenue
Waste Disposal of Localities

$65,416 $1,533,832 $11,232,856

$618,247 $801,057 $36,223,449

Contract for private
disposal outside
locality

Member of public
regional authority

$723,974

$1,007,285

$54,822

$136,206

$31,642,164

$50,707,715

Note: JLARC survey oflocal governments. The figures in the table for local governments with public landfills
represent annual operating costs and do not reflect all of the costs that must be incurred by localities that
operate their own landfills like pre-development costs, initial construction costs, closure and post-closure costs,
and indirect costs. Ajoint subcommittee of the General Assembly prepared a report entitled "Identifying Costs
of Solid Waste Management Services" for the 1994 General Assembly session which outlines all of the costs,
both direct and indirect, that a locality operating its own landfill is likely to incur.

Source: JLARC survey oflocal governments in Virginia and the Comparative Report ofLocal Government Revenues
and Expenditures.

infrastructure for an industrial park so that the county can attract business and industry
to the area.

Two localities have used the revenue received from hosting regional landfills to
fund school construction. Another local government projects that it will receive 6.5
million dollars annually in host fees which it plans to use to develop a regional water and
sewer infrastructure the county. In addition, the locality intends to use the money to
fund capital school projects. should be noted that future revenue for localities from
these facilities is not recent years, the market for waste disposal contracts
has become highly competitive, there are indications that some solid waste compa-
nies operating regional landfills in Virginia are having some difficulty bringing in as
much waste as they projected they would.

localities that are not hosting
waste disposal costs are substantial. As Table

aVIsnU2'e annu,al An<r.."i-,nn- cost disposal for localities which have
1995. addition to annual
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operating costs, localities with own laI10I:UlS
Based on the survey oilocal governments
capital costs of$1.85 million on average for the
contractwith private companies for disposal out
incur $723,974 on average in waste disposal costs 1994-1995.
are members of regional authorities project that they
solid waste disposal in FY 1995.

In addition to incurring more costs, localities that do not
generate far less revenue from solid waste disposal. Localities
landfills project that on average that they will generate $801,057, primarily from tlPPlIJlg
fees, during FY 1995. This amount is substantially less than the average amount
revenue projected to be received by localities that are hosting regional landfills. L-IV....UAA

ties that are members ofpublic regional authorities will also generate substantially
revenue. These localities project that they will receive on average $136,206 revenue
in the current fiscal year. Localities that are shipping their waste to private ACU.1UJ..LUO

project that they will generate even less money from solid waste disposaL

While the growth in private regional landfills in Virginia has Ob'iTIOusJlv
efited a number ofsmall counties that are experiencing a high degree offiscal ~v.l.t:~:,;.

trend raises several important policy issues for the Commonwealth. For ex,aIIlpl,e,
the State now have too much solid waste capacity? Or, should the State
about the impact of increasing amounts of out-of-state solid waste on
landfill capacity? In other words, will Virginia need additional landfill
accommodate the waste disposal needs orits residents because ofthe landfill
used to receive refuse from outside ofthe State? And finally, if these are
should the State consider regulating the construction of future landfills?
are discussed in the next section of this chapter.

LANDFILL CAPACITY IN VIRGINIA

In 1994, operators of sanitary landfills will dispose of more
tons ofwaste in Virginia. Approximately 13 percent of this waste
the Commonwealth by large private regional landfills. These re~;.ioJnal .l.a'-.U.ll;.LC;O, urnlpn

are located in Central Virginia, account for almost 45 percent of
IS disposed in the State and are typically located in neighborhoods
ately minority.

With the growth in both the number ofregional LC1.l.1U.l.LUO

of-state waste received by these facilities, questions have u<;;<;u J.. aE'C:U COIICE~rnml~trle 11eE,d

for State regulation of this industry, possibly through restrictions on
future facilities. findings not SUllPort
the growth regional ""'....AU"Av"',

percent of all available A"UJLU.UU C~lP2lClty

capacity appears equally dispersed across
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"'6U-UA.V'" the clcm:3truction o:t"pj:lVatEHE'gI()nllllCLHulu.Uli:l or flow
VH.~"<:'U States Supreme Court decisions have

our-OI-sral:e waste by states violate the
J.JU.~.u.L~ this session of Congress, the

\'YUiLl.J.U have given state

Waste "Virginia

is on the growth in solid waste disposal
Commonwealth and impact of these "new solid waste facilities" on

the amount ofwaste disposed in the State. As a result, the objective ofthis portion ofthe
analysis was to evaluate the projected trend solid waste disposal for Virginia including
the impact imported waste.

examine issues to amount ofwaste disposed in the State, JLARC
staff conducted a survey of all landfills that had been granted an operating permit as of
May 1994. Among other questions, the survey respondents were asked to indicate how

was disposed in their landfills in 1993 as well as provide projections for 1994
and 1995. The overall response rate for the survey was 90 percent, including responses
from 100 percent of the private sanitary landfill operators in the St~te. It is important
to note that only landfill operators were included in this survey. This means that any
waste which is burned in incinerators or recycled through any of the numerous local
recycling programs throughout the State was not reflected in the survey data.

Solid Waste Projections for Virginia. Figure 27 illustrates the trend for
solid waste disposal in the Commonwealth. As shown, by 1995, there will be a 35 percent
increase in the average amount of solid waste disposed annually in Virginia. In 1993, a
total of86 facilities received and disposed ofabout 7.0 million tons ofsolid waste. By 1994,
this figure had increased to almost 8.2 million tons, and is projected to reach more than
9.4 tons waste by 1995. On an annual basis, this projected increase is
approximately 16 percent.

Not surprisingly, the majority of this refuse is buried in sanitary landfills. In
1993, data show that almost 8 out of every 10 tons of solid waste that was buried in

State was disposed of in sanitary landfills. Proportionately, these figures do not
most expected increase in solid waste

cmnnleI'CHH s11nltary waste.

amount of
lmnnrh:,rl waste that comes Virginia.

to the extent that this occurs in the
indicate that states

waste. 1992, the
on the interstate
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Millions of Tons Totals
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (tons)

6,984,794

8,181

9,405,769

Sanitary
Waste

Year +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+-----1

Construction!
Demolition

Debris

1994

1995

Source: JLARC survey oflandfills in Virginia. The universe oflandfills (121 facilities) was surveyed, with a
response rate of90 percent.

movement ofsolid waste and concluded that more than 19 million tons ofsolid waste was
shipped across state borders.

This study found that Virginia, which exports all of its hazardous waste for
disposal to other states, receives non-hazardous solid waste from Maryland, the District
of Columbia, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania. The results from the JLARC
survey of landfill operators indicate that in 1993, imported waste accounted for 14
percent ofthe total amount ofsolid waste disposed in the Commonwealth. By 1995, this
figure is projected to grow to 18 percent - an almost 30 percent increase (Figure 28).

The growth rate for imported waste relative to solid waste as a whole helps put
this figure into perspective. As in Figure 28, the projected three year growth rate
for imported waste of 75 percent is twice the rate expected for total solid waste. As a
result, waste imports will account for almost 30 percent of the increase in the growth of
solid waste Virginia by 1995. Thus, out-of-state waste imports are a key factor the
increase in the amount of solid waste that will be disposed of in the Commonwealth.

Most

Critics waste '",nr,,'t. waste into Virginia
contend there are po·ter,ti~l.le:nviironrrien:tal eC!1:ntv C0I1Sllde]~atlOr:,s that not
ignored. acres

on
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1993 1994 1995
Imported Waste as a Percent of Solid Waste

75% Increase
~

Millions of Tons

19931ml"ll"ll'hMi

19951mpclrted

28% Increase

r-.:-.-~"""':""":'~~~':""'":""'~~~~~~~~
1993 Domestic w.~~.~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::

1995 ·W~~W:::::::::::(:::::::::::::::::'::::\::::::·:::::::::::::::.::

35% Increase

I I
1-29%-!-- 710/0---i

of total of total
increase is increase is

imported waste domestic wasteSource: Analysis of data from JLARC survey of landfills in
Virginia. Survey response rate was 68 percent.

1993 Solid Waste1------------------------.....-------.....,
1995 Total Solid Waste1...- '"-- --1

""-rrHl1n"'new solid waste can create potential equity problems associated with waste

examine this issue, staff analyzed the distribution of active landfills
as well as regional differences in the amount ofwaste that is disposed within

problem of racial inequities, discussed Chapter was
focus on the import waste.



Notes: The totallill!.ount ofsanitary waste that is projected for disposal in Virginia in 1994 is 6,490,834 tons. Of this amount, 1,064,525 will be imported from out of state.

Source: JLARC survey of landfill operators.
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saIlitl:l.ry '-CU,LUJ..LUO are located the bound-
aries ofRegion oercEmt ofthe total amount of solid
waste is disposed 'idl~watEjrarea, Region One, contains 11 percent of
all landfills but receives apprloxjlm,atE~ly n",,,,,,,,~'nr of the waste in the State. This is less
than one ton ofwaste per is the only other region that disposes
of at least one ton reEnOEmt in area. Ifthis trend does not change,
by the end of 1995, amount of waste projected for the State
will be disposed Central \!11'cn1rn

The significance ofregional landfills explaining these waste disposal patterns
is demonstrated by Figure While six of the 11 sanitary landfills in Region Two are
run by local governments these facilities handle only eight percent of the
solid waste for the area. The remaining 92 percent is received by the five private facilities,
four ofwhich are regional These landfills receive almost 40 percent oftheir solid
waste from out-of-state imports.

Racial Differences Ar,nu.:n.rlRegional Sites. As noted in Chapter II ofthis
report, the counties which private regional facilities in Virginia are
generally more rural, with a proportion of minorities relative to the State as a
whole. Consequently, these facilities are sited, there is the potential that
minorities will be impacted. Indeed, the minority population rate in
three ofthe four counties the landfills in Region Two are located, as well
as the neighborhoods the facilities were actually constructed, exceeds 45
percent.

,...-- IH·,<:rn1l"·"'" 30--------------.,

Source of Waste Received by
Sanitary Landfills in Region Two

Facilities
in Region

Where Waste
Is Disposed of

Source: JLARC survey of landfill operators.
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This study confirmed, however, that the waste management companies were
invited to these localities by government officials. The solid waste companies considered
the locations attractive because they are in the middle of their major market areas, are
easily accessible from interstate highways, and have a substantial amount of remote
land. Moreover, the process which led to the sitings appeared to be without intentional
racial bias. Nonetheless, with so much of the total solid waste being disposed in areas
where minorities live in high concentrations, questions about company and local
government motivations in siting landfills will likely persist. For future sitings, this
underscores the need to address the problems identified by JLARC staff in this study
concerning the failure oflocal governments and company officials to adequately incorpo~

rate the community in the facility siting process.

Local Governments Control Most Landfill Capacity in the State

The final issue raised by HJR 529 relates to the question oflandfill capacity.
There is a particular concern that the large regional landfills in the State have created
a substantial amount of landfill space that is used primarily to dispose of out-of-state
waste. Under these circumstances, there is concern that there may not be sufficient
landfill capacity in the State to serve both the short and long-term needs of the
Commonwealth while private companies continue to import solid waste.

Measuring Landfill Capacity. As a part of the JLARC survey, landfill
managers were asked to provide information that the study team could use to develop a
measure of landfill capacity for all active facilities in the State. With the data made
available through the survey, JLARC staff used several methods to develop a measure
of capacity for each facility. The first method calculated a capacity figure based on the
total acres available for landfill use and the rate at which the facility had used acres in
the past. In other words, the number ofyears ofremaining capacity using this approach
is a function ofhow much landfill space the facility has which is unused and the rate at
which previous acres were filled to capacity. The formula employed to derive this
estimate of capacity is shown below.

Capacity =(Remaining Acres x (Acres At CapacitylYears In Operation»

While this approach could be used to develop a measure of capacity for most
landfills that were surveyed, it was not reliable for those facilities that were in the initial
stages ofoperation. For these sites and those landfills whose operators could not provide
accurate data on all of the variables needed to apply the formula, a measure of capacity
was determined by calculating the number of years to the facilities' anticipated closure
dates.

Although a number of units of measurement have been used to measure
remaining capacity in Virginia, JLARC staffdetermined that capacity measured in years
was the most meaningful measurement. Capacity in years reflects
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a can to waste based on the rate at which waste has been
disposed of at the facility past. Thus, measuring capacity in years provides an
indication ofhow long landfills in the State will be able to meet the demand for disposal
in their landfills based on currently available landfill space and past disposal rates at the
landfills.

Total Capacity for Sanitary Landfills in Virginia. Figure 31 illustrates
the average amount of capacity that currently exists for sanitary landfills in the seven
DEQ management regions used for this study. As shown, three areas of the State 
Regions Three, Six, and Seven - have more than 25 years ofaverage capacity. In Region
One, the typical facility has almost nine years of capacity remaining. In Region Two,
where most of the large private landfills are located, the typical facility has approxi
mately 15 years of available capacity remaining.

,..--------------Figure 31.---------------,

Current Average Capacity of Sanitary Landfills in Virginia
(by Region, Expressed as Years of Remaining Life)

Source: JLARC survey of landfill operators.

Government and Privately Held Landfill Capacity. The next step in this
analysis was to examine these capacity figures according to whether the landfill was
public or private. The purpose ofthis analysis was to determine how much ofthe State's
landfill capacity had shifted to non-government operators. This, as noted earlier, is a
special concern ofHJR 529 because ofthe implications such a shift could have for the long
term management of the State's waste disposal needs. However, the findings of this
study indicate that concerns about private sector control of waste disposal in the State
have been exaggerated. Public landfills represent 85 percent ofall sanitaryfacilities, and
they control 92 percent of the remaining landfill capacity in the Commonwealth. On
average, government landfills have twice as much remaining capacity as private
facilities (22 to 11 years). As Figure 32 illustrates, in three regions ofthe State, there are
no private landfills permitted to receive sanitary waste.

voluIT:le or relnalmng H:UJLUU,H ::;jJ<::tI,;t::.

lCUJlUHll can COIltiIme

years of capacity is not a measure of remaining
merely measures how many years an existing

on rate disposal at
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,......-------------- t4''iP'lJlrp. 32----------------.
Available Capacity Expectancy)

According to Type of Operator

KEY
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Landfills

O Government
Landfills
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Sanitary Landfills
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Remaining Landfill
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Source: JLARC survey of landfill operators.

example, a 300-acre landfill that is receiving high volumes of waste may have only 10
years of capacity remaining while a 10-acre landfill that has a small incoming waste
stream may have 20 years ofcapacity remaining because its waste stream is so small. In
fact, although they control less of the waste capacity in the State, private landfills are
substantially larger than public facilities. For example, as of 1994, private landfills had
an average of 173 remaining acres available for waste disposal. comparison,
government facilities had an average of 73 acres.

Nevertheless,
construction of private 1(;UJ.U1.1.1.10.

of landfill space designated solely
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Commonwealth. Moreover, concerns about the possibility of a flood of new private
facilities ignore the market forces presently at work in the solid waste business. The
widespread popularity of recycling programs and the development of landfills in the
northeast area of the United States - the primary source ofout-of-state waste for most
private facilities in the State - has, according to some analysts, already created a glut
in the solid waste business that will restrain future growth. With the capital and
operational costs associated with constructing and operating a large regional landfilL
solid waste companies wil1 need some assurance that they will have enough waste
contracts to make the business profitable before they undertake the commitment
required to construct and operate one.

Currently in Virginia, there is intense competition for waste contracts among
the private solid waste companies that operate the large regional landfills. At least some
of the rpg10nallandfills in the State are not taking in as much waste as they projected.
Thereft:h '-', in this competitive environment, it seems unlikely that there will continue to
be the proliferation oflarge private regional landfills in Virginia in the near future. With
these controls already in place, it seems unnecessary for the State to become involved in
regulating the flow of solid waste into Virginia.

Attempts to Restrict the Importation of Waste Could Be Unconstitutional

Even if it were determined that there is a need to regulate imported waste,
Constitutional restrictions could limit the State's ability in this area. Recent court
decisions have limited the authority ofstates to restrict the flow ofsolid waste. The final
section of this chapter briefly discusses these legal issues.

Out-of-state waste could be regulated in two ways. The importation of waste
could be regulated in the short term by placing restrictions on out-of-state waste that can
come into existing Virginia landfills. In the long term, the importation ofwaste could be
regulated by prohibiting the construction ofnew SWMFs absent a demonstration ofneed
for the facility. Under current law, either type of regulation might face significant legal
hurdles.

Directly Restricting the Importation ofOut-ofState Waste. Three recent
United States Supreme Court cases have made clear that virtually any state legislation
or regulation which restricts the flow ofout-of-state waste violates the Commerce Clause
and is thus unconstitutional unless a State can demonstrate that: (1) the regulation
serves a legitimate local purpose related to the citizens' health and safety; and (2) there
is no alternative nondiscriminatory means to achieve this purpose. In Chemical Waste
Management v. Hunt, 112 S. Ct. 2009 (1992), and in Oregon Waste Systems, Inc. v.
Department ofEnvironmental Quality ofthe State ofOregon, 62 USLW 4209 (1994), the
Supreme Court struck down state statutes that imposed additional disposal fees on out
of-state waste. Similarly, in Fort Gratiot Sanitary Landfill v. Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, 112 S. Ct. 2019 (1992), the Supreme Court held unconstitutional a
Michigan statute that restricted the flow ofsolid waste between counties in Michigan and

other states into Michigan counties. In all three ofthese cases, the Court made clear
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it would be extremely difficult for a
waste to establish that there was not some ot]le1~ lll)n(iiscriminatm"Ymeans to its
purpose.

should be noted that the Courts
market participant exception which provides
landfills can still restrict waste disposal to
without violating the Commerce Clause.
agreements between the large regional <CU.l............ "

geographical restrictions which limit the waste to waste generated
within a certain geographical area. For example, companyfor the
private regional landfill in King and Queen agreed to contract
provisions which prohibit the landfill from disposing ofwaste generated outside
of a 150 mile radius of the landfill. In Henrico same company agreed to
provisions which prohibit the landfill from disposing is generated from
outside ofthe State. Under current law, it is not restrictions would
be found constitutional if challenged as a violation Clause.

Restricting Construction
whether Virginia could establish a certificate
new SWMFs to those which could demonstrate
adopted a regulation which prohibited the construction any hazardous waste treat
ment facility or expansion of an existing one unless the need for such a facility could be
demonstrated. The regulation stated that "need" could not include out-of-state need. A
trade association brought a legal action claiming regulation, along with several
other regulations, were unconstitutional. The case, Hazardous Waste Treatment Council
v. State of South Carolina, 945 F.2d 781 (4th Cir. 1991), was appealed to the Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals. While the Fourth Circuit not reach the issue of the
constitutionality ofthe need provision, the Court suggested that the need provision might
be susceptible to a constitutional challenge. The court stated that the plaintiff "appears
to have a substantial argument that regulation [the regulation that prohibits
construction ofhazardous waste treatment facilities a ofneed] is
unconstitutional." The Court further stated that a where out-of-state
need could not be considered "appears not to and thus might
violate the Commerce Clause. While not definitive, the Fourth Circuit's
opinion suggests that a court faced with the issue a certificate ofneed program
in which need was limited to need in Virginia to

There is some indication that Congress may act
Apparently, many states are lobbying Congress
the flow of waste into their states. A bill
volume ofwaste coming into their states was pa:ssed o·vel~flelming.ly

session ofCongress but was not acted
int:ro<iu(:ed again the next session

waste
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benefits for Virginia and its localities. As discussed previously, a significant number of
Virginia localities have gotten out ofthe solid waste disposal business and now send their
waste to the regional landfills that have located in the State. In addition, these landfills
have generated significant revenue for several of Virginia's poorest localities. Rather
than restricting the flow ofwaste, the State's best approach may be to focus on ensuring
the safety of residents around the sites. This need can be addressed by providing
appropriate oversight and enforcement of the Solid Waste Management Regulations
which are intended to minimize the potential adverse impacts of these facilities.



Appendix

House Joint Resolution No. 529

Requesting the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to study the practices
leading to the siting of solid and hazardous waste facilities and the effect thereof on
minorities.

WHEREAS, the United States Environmental Protection Agency has recently
found that racial and ethnic minorities have a greater degree of exposure to noxious
emissions from waste facilities and other pollution sources; and

WHEREAS, a 1987 report by the United Church of Christ's Commission for
Racial Justice found that race was the most common characteristic of the communities
which are exposed to toxic waste and siting of waste facilities; and

WHEREAS, the book Dumping in Dixie, by Robert D. Bullard, a sociologist at
the University of California, Riverside, detailed numerous examples of inequities and
discriminatory practices in the siting ofpollution-emitting facilities and in the treatment
of the communities surrounding such facilities when it came time for a cleanup or for
compensation for contamination; and

WHEREAS, a 1991 Greenpeace U.8.A., Inc., report entitledAn Encyclopedia of
Environmental Crimes and Other Misdeeds set out a list ofenvironmental activities and
operations which breached various statutes and regulations, raising concern about
various operators of waste facilities; and WHEREAS, numerous solid waste disposal
entities are taking steps to site, or have expressed the interest to undertake the siting of,
major new solid waste facilities in the Commonwealth in the immediate and near future,
raising the prospects ofboth further disproportionate impacts on minority communities
and the creation of possible excess, unneeded waste disposal capacity; and

WHEREAS, the fact of such discrimination and of such disproportionate
exposure of minorities to the emissions from such facilities has raised serious concerns
over the siting, clean-up and compensation practices of industry and governments and
the operation practices of waste facilities and has led to a nationwide movement to
address these practices and injustices; and

WHEREAS, it appears that such practices and injustices have resulted in
adverse impacts on the health, social and economic well-being of minorities and others;
and

WHEREAS, there is concern that such discriminatory and other practices
should not occur in the Commonwealth; and
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WHEREAS, there is an overwhelming desire on the part of the General
Assembly to ensure that such injustices or practices are not occurring in Virginia and to
correct those which have occurred in the past; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED by the House of Delegates, the Senate concurring, That the Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) be requested to study the past and
present policies and procedures involved in the siting, monitoring and cleanup of solid
and hazardous waste facilities, with an emphasis on how they have been operated and
how they have impacted minority communities. The study shall include, without
limitation, (i) an analysis of the Commonwealth's past, present and future siting, clean
up and monitoring policies, practices and procedures relating to such facilities and the
implementation ofsuch policies, practices and procedures to determine whether they are
or have been in accord with regulatory and statutory requirements or have had or could
have a disproportionately negative or discriminatory impact on minority communities;
(ii) a sitE~by-site review of waste facilities, noting their practices and the makeup ofthe
communities around them; (iii) an analysis ofcurrent solid and hazardous waste disposal
capacity within the Commonwealth and short- and long-term needs for capacity to serve
the needs of the citizens ofthe Commonwealth; and (iv) recommendations ofwhat steps
should be taken to prevent discriminatory or illegal practices, to correct any injustices or
improprieties which are found and to prevent the creation of excess waste disposal
capacity which would exacerbate the concerns set forth herein.

All agencies of the Commonwealth shall, upon request, assist in the conduct of
the study. Upon receiving recommendations from JLARC, the Board and the Depart
ment of Waste Management shall review their regulations and procedures to consider
any changes which are recommended. Until such changes are considered, if the
Department ofWaste Management receives the local government certifications required
by §10.1-1408.1 B 1 of the Code of Virginia, after July 1,1993, the Department shall
inquire as to the impact the siting has on minority communities. Ifthere is an adverse
impact, the local government shall indicate how the impact was considered in its siting
decision.

The .Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall complete its work in
time to submit its findings to the Governor and the 1995 Session ofthe General Assembly
as provided in the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated Systems for the
processing of legislative documents.
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AppendixB

Agency Response

Appendix B

As part of an extensive data validation process, State agencies involved in a
JLARe assessment effort are given the opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of
the report. This appendix contains the response of the Department of Environmental
Quality. Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written comments have
been made in this final version of the report. Page references in the agency response
relate to an earlier exposure draft and may not correspond to page numbers in this
version.





COIvIM(ONv\lE.c~LT~1 of VIRGINIA
OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

POBox 10009
Richmond. Virginia 23240-0009
1804) 762-4000

December 14, 1994

Mr. Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and

Review Commission
Suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Capitol Square
Richmond, VA 23219

Re: JLARC Report Under House Joint Resolution 529

Dear Mr~ne~~
Following a review of the staff's presentation to the Joint

Legislative Audit and Review Commission (Commission) and a review
of the revised report, "Solid Waste Facility Management in
Virginia: Impact on Minority Communities," the staff of the
Department of Environmen~al Quality (Department) extends its
appreciation to you and your staff for their hard work and for the
revisions made to thp- reporr. based on the comments raised by the
Department on November 21, 1994.

The issue of enviro::-1T,:':'- 3.l justice is of special importance to
all Virginians. The duty 8f t~~ Department extends to all citizens
of the Commonwealth, rega1..dless of their race, creed, color,
gender, national origin, income, or other status. We are pleased
with JLARC's finding that there is no evidence of an intent to
discriminate or of a causal relationship between the siting and
~onitoring of solid waste facilities and the racial composition of
=cmmunities in wh~=h sold waste sites are located. While the clear
s~a~ement of th~s finding was presented in the staff briefing to

Commission, the finding should be prominently highlighted in
the report itself.

As we stated earlier, with some modifications, the
recommendations of the report are appropriate and would improve the
abili of the Department to carry out its mission. The Department
_b reviewing its policies and procedures, and is hi an
~nvironmental Justice oOQrdinato~, to help assure that the agency
carries out its duties eveilly. Other changes will be implemented
as t reOTO zation of the Department is completed.
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cc: Peter W. Schmi

f the report presented to the
prepared additional comments, which are

Department still has concerns regarding
and findings in general, and, in particular

process. However, the staff
asse~bling and reviewing the complex

to accomplish the purpose of

S~:Q~S please do not hesitate to contact

~elY'(t~

Harry H. elso, Director
Enforcement, Policy, and

Public Affairs

considers many of the report's recommenda
to have the potential to improve the ability of the

"""'C'''''''''''' there are a number of specific com-
,o<:>l""Ir""",o to report which are either inaccurate or

comment by JLARC staff. These JLARC
lab!elled, boxed, and inserted into the text of the



o:lI~111h7 Management in Virginia:
MlnOl:1ty Communities

COrnmJlSSl()n Draft
November 22, 1994"

1. Introduction and Summary

This comments of the Virginia Department
Quality ("the Department," or on the study entitled: "Solid Waste Facility Management
in Virginia: Impact on Minority Communities - Commission Draft - November 22, 1994"
("Report"), which has been prepared for the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
("JLARC"). Report was undertaken pursuant to 1993 House Joint Resolution No. 529 ("fUR
529"), which was agreed to the House of Delegates and the Senate in February, 1993.

With modifications, many of the recommendations of the Report are appropriate
would improve the ability of DEQ to carry out its mission. In particular, DEQ is reviewing its
oversight of requirements for Part A applications, inspections, groundwater monitoring,
closure/post-closure care, and its enforcement process to determine whether changes are
appropriate. However, DEQ takes issue with many of the statements and conclusions in
Report. As detailed below and in DEQ's previous comments, many statements and conclusions
appear to be unsupported either by the facts or by valid scientific analysis.

The JLARC's incorporation of many of the comments that DEQ
offered on the "Exposure Report" of the report. Many comments were not incorporated, however,
and the Department reiterates its request for those changes. Chapter-by-chapter comments are
not set out again, cases of special importance or where it appears that changes were
made to one corresponding changes were not carried throughout
Document.

2.

a.



applications, inspections,
enforcement process

address the sites posing
emrlrCHlDleDI't, in accordance with

enforcement guidance.
um.(H,ilSe. including the siting of

DEQ's role has been
teebni,cal suitability of a site.

stallemlent is
unportant 1iJldmg, it should

first finding is as foHows:

or [of] a causal
waste facilities and

solid waste sites are

in the Report itself.
given prominence in the

Imln~Fl7~~<;: the major study
sel/eral pages of each chapter. At

study findings are sum·
to discriminate in the

example, on the first
1~f""'l'\! siting, the following



c.

The issue Justice is extremely sensitive important
Virginians, to the nation as a whole. Indeed, the challenges faced by local
and state governments involving all of their citizens in decisions affecting
lives, deserves a more thorough, and thoughtful, analysis of true impacts of
solid waste facility in the Commonwealth, than is represented Report
document.

Nowhere does the Report conclude that there has been intentional bias.
above, the Briefmg finds that there is no evidence an
discriminate or relationship between the siting and mo,nitl:>rUlg

waste facilities composition of communities in which waste
sites are located. DEQ appreciates the changes that have been made to
Exposure Report response to DEQ comments. However, there still language
in parts of the is imprecise and can be interpreted to or to
presuppose that environmental discrimination exists. Examples include the
following: to this view. minority communities have targeted
because they the political power to block these sites" (p. 5) (general
statement); "[the are consistent with national data which clearly indicate
that race has in the decisionmaking process for the siting of solid
waste (general statement); "it does not indicate whether this
impact reflects an bias in the siting process. or is due to factors"
(p. 35); "[o]wners of facilities that are sited in minority communities are thought
to be held to a much lower standard" (p. 101); and "if variations are found in the
inspection DEQ staff according to the race of the neighborhoods
around it is not likely that differences can be attributed to
dissimilarities community gI'OIUP:S"



· .. ' ..
sion of such theories in
sion that such problems are nrc,,,,c>,..,~

with the issues according to

The fifth statement referenced in
the inspection practices of
hoods around the sites, it is not likely that
dissimilarities in the facilities within the f"nnnrr"

sis.") - is a conclusion that is legitimately drawn
conducted on this issue.

As reported, the findings from the are no important
differences in the nature solid waste sites (for oV':ll'Y'lnlo age, or of facility)
which would explain the variations observed in outcomes according
to the race of the community. This means staff
found in inspection outcomes were most likely process used by
inspectors to monitor solid waste sites.

d. The Report Suggests that a Dimroportionate Impact has Adversely Affected
Minorities with the Resulting Implication that This Result was Racially-Motivated

Despite repeated disclaimers to the contrary, throughout this document, the Report
concludes that a disproportionate siting impact has affected minorities
in Virginia, with resulting implication of minority discrimination. point of fact,
nothing in the Report provides any causal the least,
the Report's arguments are confusing. Report it is
stated:

The results from this analysis revealed an average of seven out of
every 10 residents living around are thus raising
questions about the general assumption communities are
targeted in the siting process for solid waste management facilities.

And on p. 50 of the Report it is stated:

The fmdings from this analysis not SUJ)port
a significant minority of recently sited
neighborhoods that are primarily conlpnsed

But on p. 56 of the Report it is stated:

most, or even
are located in

mirlOn'ty residents.

are[F]OT nine of the 14 facility
disproportionate impact on
community and locality-VI'ide polJUI,atI(lD rate are sul)sumtia!.

to have a
the



e.
It Is Under-Inclusive



f.

In examining
changing census plock
recently sited (p. 53).
periods prior to 1 hO'Ne~/er.

periods extensiveJly

denlOgl1lptllic shifts and
on landfills that have been

equally appll1calble to inspections in the
the inspections in these
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h.
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not used. Rather, JLARC staff
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and members of the local nt'l'\UU'nll"ln b!odiE~s

ties. This key qualitative aStl6ct
element other ""...,i-;",,......,I :::>lUUII~~
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DEQ's staff the decision JLARC staff to count as non-inspec-
tions those sites for there were no available records is flawed. DEQ
contends that the records could simply be lost. Before conducting this analysis,
JLARC staff the files which were available in central office and on
microfiche. In addition, staff at the central office informed us that any
missing records could obtained from the regional offices, the study team
requested data on any missing files from the regional offices as well.

Although there is no a priori reason to assume that most of the records "Iosf by
DEQ staff would be for those sites in predominantly minority communities, JLARC
staff reexamined this issue by excluding all sites from the analysis for which
DEQ staff could not produce inspection records. When this was done, the
differences that were observed in the number of inspections between sites in
white versus non-white communities actually grew larger.

The remainder of DEQ's comments to the JLARC stUdy are reported on the
following pages.

3. Additional Comments

a. p. 8 - "a few local governments across the State are beginning to implement
recycling and trash incineration programs"

Recycling is mandated by statute (Va. Code § 10.1-1411). More than a few local
governments have begun recycling to reduce the amount ofwaste that is landfilled.

b. p. 19 - "one of the more innovative methods for disposing of solid waste is to
incinerate the materials"

Incineration is not an m..'lovative way to reduce solid waste volume. The
technique has been employed for decades.
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c. p. 90 - Table 8; "I\],"\t",· This information does not reflect adlniIristrat:ive cmiIlgl~s ..."

This table should also reflect the positive changes that have occurred
study was implemented. Otherwise, this information is inaccurate and is lJli::1.:)l;;U

towards the negative. The duties of the Central Staff [Le. the Office of
Resource Management ("OWRM"), and previously the Office of Compliance
Enforcement ("OCE")] has always been defmed as indicated above. Although
system is not fully computer automated, for at least the past two years, OWRM
(i.e. Central Staff) have been tracking facility compliance status information.
Additionally, staff within each region are tracking facility compliance status
information.

d. p. 92 - "In only three of the seven regions used by DEQ ..."

As noted, there are only six regions in DEQ, four of which have compliance
managers. Of these, three could provide up-to-date status reports on groundwater
monitoring.

e. p. 95 - "no one assumed the role of oversight ..."

Facility compliance rates are reviewed in the regional offices. For example,
Tidewater Regional Office reviews facility compliance rates quarterly.

f. p. 95, 96 - "inspection outcomes are not syste~atically reviewed" "A
function of DEQ's central office..."

The regional offices perform these tasks.

g. p. 102 - "inspectors are not able to consistently conduct inspections ..."
"However, because inspection ..." p. 115 - "regular inspections have a
priority... "

The ability to conduct regular inspections has increased as staffmg
in the regions. The Roanoke Regional Office, which was fully staffed
Department of Waste Management as a pilot program, has been able to imlplelne11t
a regular program of monthly inspections for active facilities. The fideWI:lter
Regional Office, which has been able to increase its staff in the last year, now
conducts quarterly inspections of active facilities.
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h. p. 116 - Table 12

More emphasis needs to be placed on the impacts on inspection rates that training
and development of new staff have had in the past two years. Training a
competent staff over the past two years has impacted the number of inspections
conducted.

p. 124 - "factors that affect how long a facility is out of compliance..."

It should also be noted that poorer counties have a more difficult time complying
with the Solid Waste Management Regulations. In this state, poorer counties tend
to have a higher minority population. Therefore the length of time to obtain
compliance in poorer counties may be associated with the race of the community
surrounding the SW1v1F.

J. p. 126 - "these positions were allocated among enforcement, permit writing, and
environmental response and remediation."

The Report does not identify any positions as having been assigned to inspections.
As has been previously noted, 25 positions were allocated to compliance and
enforcement. Fifteen were compliance positions for solid and hazardous waste
(inspectors and their supervisors). In addition some of those positions previously
allocated to response and remediation are now compliance positions.

p. 126 and Figure 22

The statements and illustrations about the ratio of inspectors per region are
IT'Jsleading. Staff from the Roanoke Regional Office and the Central Office
~pect sites in other regions.

p. 127 - "neither document addresses how an inspector should determine when a
solid waste site that is out-of-compliance should be referred to enforcement."

The Field Operations Guide outlines a procedure to use to obtain compliance.
Briefly:

1. Write an NOV giving 15 to 30 days to respond based on tl1e severity of
violation;
response - second letter, call in for meeting, set deadlines; and

to meet deadlines causes referral to enforcement
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The Solid Waste Enforcement Guidance specifies what documents should
accompany a referral.

m. p. 135 - Case Description

It is unclear what enforcement case the case study references. DEQ knows of no
enforcement action with the described facts. If the case is D.V. Sanford, the
description is not accurate. In March of 1994, DEQ enforcement staff requested
that compliance staff (not the OAG) conduct further inspections of a number of
facilities, including the Sanford site. Inaccuracies such as this cast a cloud of
unreliability over the report.

n. P. 149

In 1994, the TRO implemented a twice-per-year inspection program of inactive
landfills and a once-per-year program for closed landfills.

o. p. 150 - "closed within 120 days"

The regulations require closure to take place within six months of receiving the
last load of waste.

p. p. 154 - Recommendation 9

In response to previous comments, JLARC delet~ a recommendation in Chapter
IV concerning the use of enforcement specialist to do compliance work. This
change was not carried forward to Recommendation No.9.

q. p. 171

There are additional reasons for siting facilities in central Virginia, including:

1. good transportation access;
11. cheap land
m. localities that seek out the economic support
iv. appropriate geology

1 4
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